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ABSTRACT 4 11
An 'autftted generz. -purpose system for Panalysis 1-8

presented. This tystem, identified by the ackonym "'1 NAGIC III"
for Ygtkix Analysis via Geherative and Interpketive Computations,
is an extensidn of the tti'uctura1 4n43sLysi capability av4Mtlable in
the initial MAdlC Sygteu. MAGIC III provides, a powerful frameworkc
for impiementdtion of' the finite e&laemt 'Axialysis technoloy and,
provides diyerzified capability for dis~placement, stress, vibrat on-,
-and stabiifty ahalyses.

Additional elements hpve ien added to the MAGIC element
library in thise phase of MAGIC dev4'jpment. These are the solid
elements;, rectan-gular pritm, te trahedron, triangul-4r prism,
synmietx'ic triangulir prism, and ttiangular ring (asynetrical
loading)j. Als-o inicluded &to the gymptriq shear wb element
and a revised quadrilgteral thin shell eletent. The Pinite,
s~ierents liisted include matrices for stiff1-ness,. mass,, prestrain
load, therml load, distributed mechanical loadpressure and'stress..

The-'MAGIC III Systemx for structural analyvsis is presented
as an in integralT Part of -the overall dedin cycl.Cisdeton
in this regard include, among other titings, preprinted input data
formhs,. automated data gendrat±ono data confirmation features, re-
start options, automated output data reduction and readable output
displays.

Dlocumentation of the MAGIC III System is presented'in three
parts; namely, Volume 1: Engine~r's Matnual, Volume II: User's
Manual And Volume III: Programmer's Manual. The subject document

Volue II(User's Manual) i's an, xes. of -the piritary technical
document and contains instructions for the preparation of input
ata and for interpretdtion of output dAta.
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SECTION, I

L -1 10TRDUCTION

A. General Cdnisideratioiis

the -MAGIC fII ystem for- stirudturgl analysis- is an extension
of the MAic I and. t4AGIC HT Syst~fhd reported, in References 1- to 6i.

All capabilities 6v~ilable- in, the- original -systems have ben
retained aznd iinptoved upon. Extension of the MAGIC System has been

(-)Incorporation of' four (4) 'solid, fihite element representa-
tions,
(1)Q Rectangular Pribm-
(2) Tetrahe~dron

'(3), triangular Prism.
(k), iByinetric Triangular Priism rn fnt

element .which Accommoadates'-asyitmetria- loading.,

!(c-) Indorporation of a eyinmetric quadrilateral shear web finite

~-eemeht .

(dIncorooration of 'a quadrilatefal, thin shell finite element

whc-reflects high' asp-ect. ratio usage.

(e'The addition of miscellaneous arithmetic modules to the
t ~ Systtm to supot the-existing computational procedures.

(f Inco-rorationi of 'An -additional out-of-core variable band-
width 'equation solver based,-on the, modified square-root
Cholesky m~ethod.

(g.The addition- to' the System of a module ~desigriated as ANALIC
(Analysis In Core) which can be used to perform a complete
linearly elastic stress analysis, s elected portions of a
linear elastic analysis, or as a general purpose equation-
solver.



I,
B. Applicable MAGIC Documentation-

The work reported herein is a discussion" (from the Userts

point of view) of the -extensions listed in Section A. This volume,
User's Manual (Volume if) is an extension of the MAGIC I1 User's

Manual (Reference 5 ) and as such is to be used: in conjunction with
that manual to effectively utilize the MAGIC II System. It is

emphasized that all informAtion contained in Reference 5 is

directly applicable to MAGIC III without exception and the

subject volume can be thought of as a Supplement to Reference 5.

In order to avoid any confusion and to Save the reader from.

frequent consultation of the Reference Section at the end of this

document, the manuals applicable to the usage and understanding

of the MAGIC III System are listed as follows:

Theoretical Documents

(a) Mallett, R.H. and Jordan., S., "MAGIC: An Automated

General Purpose System for Structural Analysis:

Volume I. Engineer's Manui;', AFFDL-TR-68-56, Volume I,

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-

Patterson AFB, Ohio, January 1969.

(b) Jordan, S., "MAGIC II: An Automated General Purpose

System for Structural Analysis: Volume I. Engineer's

Manual (Addendum)", AFFDL-TR-71-1, Volume I, Air Force

Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, May 1971.

(c) Batt, J.R., and Jordan, S., "MAGIC III: An Automated General

Purpose System for Structural Analysis: Volume I.

Engineer's Manual", AFFDL-TR-72-42, Volume I, Air Force

Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio,

April 1972.

2
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User Documents

(a) Jordan, S.,, and Galo, AM.2 "MAGIC II: -An At6mated
General Purpose System for -Structural An&ysia, Volume I. i

User's Manu~lu, AFFL-R-71-l, Volume I, Air Force-
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Pattersin AFB,

Ohio, May 1971.

(b) Jordan, S., and Batt, J.R., "MAGIC III: An Automated

General Purpose System for' Structural AnalySis, Volume II.
User's Manual"f, AFFDL-TR-7-42, Volume II, Air Force

f Flight DynamiCs Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, April 1972.

Programming Document

(a) Gallo, A.M., "MAGIC IlI: -An Automated General Purpose
System for Structural Analysis, Volume III. Programmer's
Manual", AFFDL-TR-72-42, Volume III, Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, April 1972.

C. Summary of Manual Contents

Section II presents additions to the abstraction instruction

library of the MAGIC System, descriptions of new agendums for the

ANALIC module, and detailed abstraction instructions required for

the analysis of structures using the symmetric triangular ring.

Additional preprinted input data sheets have been designed and

are explained. Newly implemented finite elements and instructions

for their use are discussed in detail.

Section III is devoted to interpretation of the input to and

output from the MAGI III System. Preprinted input data forms are

presented for specific example problems which utilize each of the

MAGIC III finite element representations. Output from these

problems is also displayed and discussed in detail.

itI
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Appeqxdix- A Is included whithb dteie~ti tqrrecttons and
updateS to thi M&QIZ f aier's ?4nual (Rerttte ) Appeqndlx$
YA a complattoa of all preorlnt. input dAt tdrnt rtqire4 to j c

perform ti anflyfls-a zVl-A~tW.- '



A. ntroduetio!

The MAGIC III Byta prats~ -t* inplit Ot intprfaes- to

the Uystfa Iput Mltn Intgae., lie $Ay*te* 46a Irmtrcts the

-prpgrastas tQI that op@?m.otn Aboa- )is p#,tPC-o d Urim%~ -tny

ex~rmution~i Vhi~s OptraQns oy be viesodc so the Intdrp:retiV
port~ton of the, MAGC Syt. Vor egamplo, t1he tmattix obtraction
inrucions idilch are re~xdt qfia futrlaayl
a re Systekm Tuout, Date,. Afl ealatriietoA instructon; 4vailble to
the Syttefa prior to MAGIC TI' sap 'deli'ne~ted th detail In
Referdnee 5. -.intruetions Wde&~ -uring. the MAGIC I-I _devalop~aent

are discussed, in detail ir~ tbe next #action,

The secon& input datte interface with the -3se~r concerns the

Structural. Input D~kta-. For exo*0l6 grid poit coordinates and,

boundatky condition information ares viewed~ &a Structural InputI
Data.. This problem orleted data-accounta for nearly all the

effort expended in #ni~cting structural Anal:sem.

As with the matrix Abstraction instrvations, the bulk of

Structural Input.-Data pararaeters haVe been fully documented in
Refekonce 5. Additionaliproprin'tedj nput data form~s and specific
finite element data f~r newly implemented elements evolved during~

the MAGIC III developi~nt atqe includod and explained in this

Section.

B. system Input 1a'

1. General Desce'iption

The input data for a general MAGIC execution consists

of control and specification data, the abstraction inatruction

sequence,, and problem data, Control, machine configuration and



~pro~~m.p~c~rc~ti~ At t4ztO 'the ontrol nd ~1

by coo nw card

tott

staligt jis i o rl 6404 by 4dic i teh i

al~ i~u~ I4OI(diCdaSd
the begin ~ h rlon

latI40ia1 ,1*d'b aP*to d 17
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'All 4AGJ0 'III, dta-deck set-!Ups--have the fr
typified, In-tha -iketch, :t t notpO that All~ abstrikcti~n. in-,
st-10ctioft data i~s placied' bmhind the ,$INPMUcTION ,card. All
Input matrix dat* is paced- Ohirid the 4TARIX card and. all
special datik is piarzed, bphind-the $f3PEciAL -caird. All
qstztuetural input dakta--such: as, gridpointi coordinats,, ele6ment
descriptions, tenieatr anproissure data are classified. As
speciol -data and .As suchappear behind the tSPgCIAL card' in
a data-deck set u~p.

Theedata And theie-relationshio to a MAGIC-ekecutioni
Art discussed In dqttil in~eftrence 5, the cpopanion manual to
this document. 'Of interest here is the additional ab~ traction
instruction capAbi-lity (Item 3 above), which. has been Added,
to 'MAGIC III.

2. Additional Arithmetic Abstraction Instruction,' Added

to MGIC 'if

The ba~ic form'for arithmetic stateme~nts is:

c =±ia .Op. ib

where a arnd b are kxowh matrix names, c is the name of~ the' matrix
to be computed, Op is the operation to be performed in computing c
from a and b and the positive signs of a and .b may be omitted.

Variations, of this basic form wre required for certain
-operations. These variaiions are desezibed with the corresponding
operational definitions when they occurin the following
arithmetic statements.

'C 7
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F7
a.So3ui~no tlquat&.h~y~aek triianzaia tiony

Ax-~ is the sy.stem- of -eqations cornsidiited
Output mAttix, T triangularizi& -matrix
Out ut marx x Soluti6h: vedtoi,
*tnp~it matrix ' ust.1be ymihetric..

b.Computatio. of Triaularized MAtrix

Statements ~Are 'of the forkmi

Inpu~t matrix A must be symmotrid
Output~ matrix T = Triahgglarized form of matrix A

a. Computation.-of Lineak Eq~uAtionSolution when Triangularized
Matrix is Known '(Back Sub'sititutiont).

Statements are of the-form:

X =t4CIOL.'O

Input matrik T' is in triangularized matrix form

Input matrix * is the-known set of -constants

Output matrix x = solution 9,f-back- substitution system

This instruction is especially usetul for linear equation
solution -of Ax 4when the matrix A has already been
triangularized into T. Ndte also that T matri~x must have been
generated from .a. symmetric matrix A..

8



d. EPEAT

TheC ogdrAtj1n REPAT hsbe-ad.tothe! matrtx
-abstractionh cababi-lity$ of the, system. Tko- ne prtion ,proytdes,

a looping, capability a6nAl'ogqW to -the 'FORTRA*, "n" tatement
where a, cezftain sequence -of -instuctii6 is to be repe&ted a
specifi:ed number, .of-,times,

v1the -sequofnee of instructions; to be repeated, is oxpabd1ed-
into the range of the 'RttAT, loop- #ufing drprcssing, and unique-
matrix namets attgined by ,Appedn abcit which, are auttomatically

incremented each -time the saqpfen is, repeatVed. Manipulation of
subscripted- matrices -ii the, Inqsruction s-equentce prior and -

subpequent to the REEAT.loop is-entirely general and gkoVisioa
'is made for the- card, input of such 'mktrices.,. In the 41bsende of
a 'RFIEAT-statement in thel sequence- of iristkructidns, use of

-subscripts -on matrix na-mes 16 oi~oftal.

Potential ap.0lications includelsynthesis of fully-

stre6,sto structural desigs,, analyrsis- -of structural nonlinearity due

to large deflections, croep, short-time pl~sticity 'and combinationst

thereot, 3-dimensionAl matrix algebra and solutions of -bsystems of
nonlinear equations'. -REPEAT'provides for a more expedie.t mode

* of abstraction instruction input in such applicAtionsb.

(2) Abstraction Instruction

"'Repeat" statements are of the form

REPAPT (n,m)

where the-arguments are

n-the number of abstraction instructions in the sequence
immediately following the RtPEAT statement which

ad'e to be repeated
m -the number' of' times' the isequence of n instructions is

~' to be repeated

9
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thqe tnstructioe, earl be literaU-y Intel'rpeted~ as, treet the tollowin~f
sries of'n. instruction#s m ti*&s"

The sequence of, Insttuatiolia is-aex#&nded into. the,- atge
of the Abkk&T loop 'during rpoesn.Htix'answihz~

iniltially sib's6Aipted ,gutdmatiddX-.X h-!ave th'e1, sub ripts
Iinciened- by- one~ each timei tihe -,equende-l ttpe re ed;

IiufibUb~qripted&;mAtrix laiieB -remain the, -9ae"

(3 8ubscrtedt matrix ?kikeo*

Subscttoted, *atrix -name s e#pOci~tied i rastrto
Iitruction as one U-ifix 41Pmri r oer,. thefirtto hc

mu~ bealphabetk (a pY e v u.W).The- soi pt P th-e 'mtrix

naime, if, any, m t -a deci1al integer- betw~een I anhd 9999 ehcloed
ins~shs. Ita atriX is- ot sUTbcr.-pted initeger -bne

assumed, Negtive or zero-sutbscriipts ho nt, tiloe'.

The mtrv,t n~mp ox'- tAhe-rat

whbre -k is a one, to-four digi# 4decial iLnteger.

Subscripted qatrix mamed are, spocificr, in card iiipiq
-matrix dAta, by, the -entrky 'of" the- x6trix naqe in card cdiuxhs- 67
throtagh 72- (;s previously) and- the. subscript in card columins 73
through 16 (r4ght ju~tified)b& A mo~i1'ied vefoion df the card
-input matrix data. standard form- is. shown in F'igure tI-i, pageo 20.

(4), 'Restrictions,

Restrictions on the use of the REPEAT loop are as follows:

-A statement number may not appar on a statement which
lies in the range of a MEET loop. This implies there
can be no transfer into or -within the range of the Ioop.

*The katrix name is stored in ma'mory as one character per word.
The seventh word of -the matrix name otidapstv or
negative integer. The absolute value of this integer is the
subicript,-ofthe matrix name. T1he sign of this integeri- jothe
sign -of the matrix name.

10



j (Oftibf' o0f( v1~!t 1loops 4 not- ttd
~ii toai u*0~ of statbuinta t 0#tebyte'ET

-I it lka etwiqtt, bV th~e 4*0, t o wprkio' atr~
QIWO$I) 'avaIlableX -for th. 'ntic~ nsarin

~iod is :#n* thte slosiim~ue pically ,V~.th-

-sok~~* tM h* lot-id OfA 4~n .i 'lsIj-9 Must

AdditiogA~* control *r'~~ua~hicft ttain to the
JWA module anid wh#4,*wvu~t* ra'o *qh isructiot pr'ocessor
404se -or*- iistod. beo~.

UJST2U syStta1 'EmOR, r 1W P*AT- INSTRUCT DON

Iotl2 MIIA Ja1w Ul -OF Q)A SIGN~ )(bT ,SUBkSCPTb

DO W1VIT ) RARE 0 F6~

INST14 syxTAX -'EROR1X flU i30 dtTXD: XATH X WfAX$

pItST16, RA~IOE QVP RUI T LOOP 15 UNATI8IM)

IM "* THIS ThSTkU0Tt0OI NOT AVAILAML

Other! control *rror magei which include maitrix
rifmes as acdtt1onal descriptive I-ofornotion have beqn -modified to
*acomu~odate subscr~pted ttrix ha&-S,.

(6) Application

As ntn exuaple of the use of REPZAT coisider a nonlinear
matrixc eqgation of the form

2 moA0 +A 1x+A0 =
which *Ay be processed iteratively to Approximate x an follows:

A_1(A + Aoi 2 )
X~ ~ 11 A



pr~pia a'Abtka stsequence usn

-A&PAT lat as f ollos

x2/, AlINV ULT, W~/1

AAX/l/ /A/'. .9AD . A2'4 i AS 2~X~V MULT. AX'/l/

wire matkiceo AO, Al, And, A2 are, either -cardv input ork are

-AV4labje-on an lu;put matri* 'idat set. -

f'The e~fctiXvke-ixpanded-instru4cti on sequence-Whic~h would,

r. esult is is- follows.

$UISTRUCTI.OX
AINt -Al .INVERS.
X /l/ =AlI]fV AMULT. AOI PRIT(~,, ,)X/1/

Ii XII /1/ =X/I/.RENAME.

A X2 /1/ = R ,/l/.EMULT. X/1
AX2/l/' A2 .MULT., X2 /1/'

AAX/l/ =AO .ADD. AX2/1/'
X/2/ =AlINV .MULT. AAX/l/

PRINT($4 p )X/2/
XR'/2/ 'X- /2/.,RENAME.
X2 /2/ = XR /2/.EMULT. X /2/'
AX2/2/ A2 .MULT. X2 /2/
AAX/2/ =AO AD. AX2/2/
X /3/ =AlINV .MULT. AAX/2/
PR'INT(, X//

XR /7/ =X /7/. RNAME.
X2,/?/ XR-/7/.EMULT. X /7/
AX2/7/ =A2 . MULT-o X2 /I/
AAX/7/ =AO .ADD. AX2/7/
XIS/U/ AlINV .MULT. AAX/7/
PRINT(,,, )X/8/



;Large Order Ei.gefsolutionistatet are, of the forth:

c1,c2,cc~, c5 a,.EIGEN2.- b.,,ghi
cl i9 2 cc

where d' eigeniVaiues and the 'corresponding, eigenvectors- are
extrakcted from the matrix a, the real parts of' thel eigenvaliueb And
-eigpei tr qarg named matrix siand. -matkixc d2 respectively, the,
imaginary parts, Oa named, matrix an epci epad the

residua~l error is nathed matrix . The followinig auxiliary
def initions apply -With, matrix a of order (h X- n)'

Cl-is the matrix of real i~e le (d-x 1)-

a2 is the matrix of real- 6tgenVectors (nh-x d)

03 is the matrix. (cdurrently null:) of residuals (n x 1).

c4 is the matrix of imaginary eigenValues (I.x 1)

c , is the matrix of imaginary eigenv~ctors ,(n x d)

a -is the name, of the, input eigenmatrix. (n, x-ix)
b is the, niam,6 of an inout starting vector (h- xI)

this~ repents an approximation of the
dominant eigenvector. If bl i& -blank a uit
vector is assumed-i.

d -is the number of eigenvalues -requested (an

4 ~unsigned integer,,preferably 5)
e -is the number of calculation vectors (an unsigned

integer >3and I~ d but as small as possible).
f -is the maximum number of iterations tan unsigned

integer 4 40).
g - is the starting vector recalculation exponent (a

signed integer, nominally -2).
h - is the eigenvalue-eigenvector accuracy criterion (an

uns igned floating point-number with or without
exponent,. e.g., 1*OE-4')

i -is the eigenvalue uniqueness criterion (an unsigned

floating point number with or without exponent, e.g.,

13
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f. MA-b -.IIOi I Ji

'The base- capabirlity for matkik. abstractionh,-;s been,
extended by: -the incorporation -of the-diatrix zoperiation -DJOIN

,~pposite-,of ADJOI{). this- prvideo foi, column. pqtrtitionngo
4a, riatix into tWo usek.nomdd4 sub-matrides, -- capability hitherto

ettected -by, post lhdItiplicAtioii of' the~ sxbet arX_ -by two-
card Xtractor ,matrices,.

* (2)'Abstraction- Instruction-

M~atrix Dejain &btaternents, are Of the form-

y c2 =a.Dj61%N., 0)

where the ma trix, is column partitioned, immediately'before ±Lts
Jth column and- the- resulting, dejoined matrices are named . , and c

(ie,1c1 =a). Matrices 4l and 22 are of or~der '(m x
and (mx n4j+i respectiVely with, matrix a of -order (m, x n). Note
that 1-1J4 n,,

The, 0 argument in -the -statemnent indicates, column
dejoining of' mhatrix a. Rov dejqining, mayt~e effeted by initially
transpcising matrix a. Pr'ovisions 'have bee~n made to accept a"1
in place of the "101" tb,* indicate row dejoin; currently the module
will branch to a noneistent subroutine.

'(3) grrok Messages

'MATRIX COLUMN-'DIMENSIONS IS TOO SMALL IN .DJOIN.

This 'error results when the column number, Jis greater

than the matrix column dimension, n.



-. () A- .- et Ap

Two example applications drer-given below.

(1) X4 Y = Z.DJOIN. (40,0)

If Z is order- 300 X 100 then
X will be of order 300 x 39 and

Y will be of order 300 x 61

(2) G, Pj H.DJOIN. (1,0)

G ill be a null column _with
the -Tow dimensions of if, and
P will be a copy of H.

g. Matrix REPIAC

Matrix Replace-statements are of the form:

a = ± b.REPLACoc

where the input matrix b may be of order n x m

the input matrix c iay be of order n x m

the output matrix a may be of order n x m

Wherever the elements of matrix b are equal to the

corresponding elements of matrix c or wherever elements of matrix

c are equal to 0.0, the output-matrix a contains a direct
mapping of matrix b4 However, when the elements of b are not

equal to the corresponding elements of matrix c, (excluding

c = 0.0), the output elements of the resulting matrix a are

equal to those elements of matrix c. This instruction is useful

whenever it is desired to form a new matrix a, such that its

corresponding elements will be the same as those of matrix b

-except where modified by elements of matrix c which are not

equal to 0.0.

15
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h. STRUCTURE CUTTF . (STRCUT)

(1) General

The matrix abstraction capability of the MAGIC III

System includes the "Structure Cutter' module which-generates

a solution of "n" linear simultaneous equations in "m!' unknowns

by Jordanian elimination (where rlm). This module takes advantage

of sparsity of the coefficient matrix and utilizes a more

effective mode of pivot selection.

The user may optionally control the pivotal acceptance

levels used by the module and a list of the column numbers of the

unreduced (non-pivotal.) columns of the coefficient matrix is now

included in the unconditional printed output for a successful

execution. If execution is terminated for reason of unacceptable

pivots the row numbers of the remaining (dependent) equations

in which acceptable pivots cannotbe found are listed.

The revised module also includes a restart capability

which may be deployed should execution be terminated during the

pivot selection phase for abnormal reasons; e.g., system

malfunution. The four scratch data sets used during execution

must be saved if a restart is to be made. Detailed information

relating to this module is contained in Reference 7.

(2) Abstraction Instruction

"Structure-Cutter" statements are of the form:

Cl, c2 = ±a.STRCUT. ±b, (d,e,f,gh)

where the solution, 'Y, of the system of "n" linear simultaneous

equations in "Im" unknowns, ±AY±B =0, where nim, is formed by

Jordanian elimination and the two parts of the solution are named

matrix c 1 and matrix E2. The following auxiliary definitions apply:

16
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a -~is the tranppose-of the coeffi~cient mati'ix, A
b - Is the -transpose of the matfix of cons tqnts, 11.
ql1  - Is the homogeneous-solution.,

C2  - is the particula;r-solution.

d - is 4n, upsigned- floatinig point hoober, With or without
exponent, boundin~g Matrix element values of matrices

and R2Whioh -are tjrivia2. nd to *be suppressed.
That is, the .noatrix aeipient -q- 'is sgprse if

JC3  d.* If d, is -blanik,? zero, valued elemento
are7.suppressed.

e-Is edither' of the: two, litera)L c.onstants * STOP or CONT.
;-d-, iSTOP', executibn is terminated.if thb
availa1ble4 pivot, elements do not satisfy the 'accuracy

requ~ieht.1 'When e is bONT-, termlnation, of
execution~ for-reason of unacceptaible pivot elements
is delayid until the StROUt ihstku~tion. has been
-comp;6tely executed, including printing. If e is blank,

the STOP 6ption.atpl-te.
f -is thll nam, bf .the matr~kx-of, Weighting factors,. If

t is bla44, a unit matrix of weightin~g factors

automatically Applies.
* g - is the f14'st pivdtal acceptance level. If &is blank,.

lo-3 is used.

h - is -the second pivotal acceptance level. If h is
blank, lo-5 is used.

Matrices and a2are normal output data for this process.
For the case m =n, a, does not theoretically exist. In this case,
a null matrix of order (n, x 1) is generated as a1

This subroutine unconditionally prints both a list of pivot
element values with the corresponding column numbers of matrix A
and a list of the column numbers of the unreduced (non-pivotal)

columns of matrix A as special output data.

17



If" executilon. ist terminiated:,for'reatson of' uriacceotalil-t
Divot elements the bebt npka±iring pivoti ine oehrw

the row, number of matrix- fA~roin-,whi'ch-ltt emanates. Row, numbers h
for all rOmihing rows Rhich contain unacceptable3 pivots are
.also, listdd,.

*rr* m*#sdag de~aiihb tfr tom 'the ' trticture Cutter Are
l,~ste beow n -alhabt'ia idPo tefrtwr.

'CANNOTr LOCqATE.J4AltRIX VOR STRUOTURE-,VUTTER'.

ERRO i~STRCTUE CUTE~INPT -IMAX,- **** AND JMAX =**X

'ERROR. IN STRUCTtIIE' CUTER INPUT _NULL, COLUMINS
MATA.IX ****** NULL .COLUMN 0§** (TC

ERROR 'IN STRUCTURE, CUTTER INPUT -- NULL ROWS

'NULL ROW **(C)

flNUFICIENt STORAdrE -7/O STlUdTURE -CUTTER-

IfflICIM.TAPE FA STRUCTURZ -CUTTER

14ATRIX fS StdUfl. BE~t UNACCEPTABLE PIVOT = O.XXXXXE-XX

EQUATION '****

18



3'Hatrik pata-

Gkr-d tinput matrix 44 ta- areap fei' the. Sto~ard,
Form -shown, -on -the, fdlldi ag, ( riaure 1-).

A mtrix heider Rar hai n . cord'-column 2,
an contitirilng the, zatri # m n t ndclm im~oi,

is, . equirid for ptvdh marix.

It #! nrotd tOat- Coun -6 _orea t jde :br
subscript irormt~o. A bW* i, thee. 1octions, ilidicsto. that
the ;s~bdipt, .asepciated with thiO;'X in ques~t ibl~ise.
to the, .tegbr ,one (1:),. Note -that this iubabcrti ti ion Is
4extremely u*eful wheni used i#,, cotijunction i.-th tha AO3PAT-
abstraqtion iris ttctidh AIdiiisd' bre~iOQ1-.ii~~a

'It is- also noted, that, this, orrkl i~otid
to the' origftnaI forut proyiood -for- card ±rnpit"rxda
(Pg., 2T, Referencd P),. with the: d 16pi -of -6oUun '13 'thru76
The heading- PROG. 40 ss,,te wt th.so -dolftfis now, vsdt
SIUh$CRIPt.

The last, card, afteir all$ -X 1 ~s d~ntki an -EN
in card colum 1 'iith ters ~te~dbak

Each matrix ay-, dontn, up, to: 600Q rartdp~ly ordtred
elements, kMsdhirne -sort~bility- reqjuires that the sequenice n 4Per
(first -throw digits,) for o'aOh Oatrlx it -unique and 14entical In
both header An4 olement- egr4s.,

I4. WER04~

a. Introduction

The fourth user coded module of'the program is the
sructur'al generator of' the MO(IC Sytsm.

role ~ This ,U6100C&, inetruction playr tho woet important
role n MAIO 4d it is explaifxe& ini 4ttil cm Pages 28 thru 35 of

'of ertnee5 the conpanidn. document to this Volume.

19-
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The Structural deneratiV6e Syatem May have, as ;nmty
as ftfte~n -atut1 -output matricei afid -r6quite- As -many as four
actgial iqpu matrices. The basic, form, 6f the .TfS 4ik ihstruction
mAV be repreented Aa follows,:

'OMP. M2OM3 0MP4, OP, M7 5M
0(n9, QM~O , 6MP;1, OMPI2 0P1, oQMl, OMP5,

impi, 114P2$ IXMP3,v -Ngi" OUSERO4. ;I

14haro ,OMP is, read as outpqt mAatrix'po#sitibft ,-arl& OP as input
matrix. position. All. matrixc positions., Whether Input or outpgt,

,must be present. They mqay coti-names or b6 blank,
but there- must be nineteen 'matrix.,psitions repeshtdb the,

Oppopiae-umeofP revihsed'Bk mtrix lirary nsar
discusse in -iteprte inp ut (strucur i$6 inut ifa

nonla~,, illconain th fotlwina at' bei readon iterreted
theJ -Stdtki extrati erl syste grd oit oas

-Oo load sclrmi of-ipt',qkdur apiat ion o

OMP5 ey tmaa.at

boui.dary codnditions
OmP6 -transformation mtrix for apsembly of

elemenit matrices,
PMP7 element stifnfes matrices stored as one

OMP8 -elemetgnrtdlamarcstod

stored as ane matrix

21
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OMPl2Z -q leme#i; asse iatricesa Vored .,*z tu totwi i. v x

Q l3 struct4rel xYisteM, cdiritaw'red -as
one mtrix

OMP1~ eemet q~rie i copressedort

0MP15 - toed. as,-dt mie ti*c arx

!Phd in ut .mat0*.xOposiion,2 if nonbiaik must
contain the 'fol-k in' ~ c~~

mPI A truct~re ata de k~t~ wouW -a&
previously -ginerated mtatrix -saved -in OMgX)

IMP2 - ntdrpreted. inpqt .th~s, would be a,

enersied, mtrix aved' Iin
OM?3 6sed for restart)

fl4P3 - existing mte~ial Abrhry (thiq would be a,

previously !gehekate4,mttx ;ii ini QMP2_)
tM~4 -, d'is6acemet dor-ttismtrix to. bei used

ror- gtabilityafilyes, (th' stress, matrixi
muset h&a:* been-,generated by the structural
abstraction insttruction *STESS.)

In the exp1Ohat~oh, of ith..6ALid. modii1e and, in,
teeplanation ot the agendum to use the trianulrin fo

asymmetric loading, the prqqddino general discussion of the
form of the .USkROI. instruction ili ,prove, valubl

b. .ANALIC. (Anklyis, in'toi;

(1) ntroduction
A#AttC. is a. MAGId II abstraction instruction

which can be-.usefd in corajunfctiofl with the AU3ER4. abstraction in-
struction to perform A complete statics analysis using in-core rou-
tines e;clUsively. Thsmodule may also be used to perform zelected

portions of a stat c nayioras a general purpose'equation

22
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F olver. Thg AitbALIC modueir cpl 'fslvnprobidm ofo:tir-iii;ILCA

sigr -ia tl-Y -faster -thin. the STATICS agefidurt This, abs trAction .I
also, -fetureas 'dynamicI tirage- Aktoh -losthe maxiffuma alIge ptroI'1 oii
to fit in, core , hoice- of four different eguati o -splvera. aiit.

e irn -prlhtqut pt outoqpu tfVicea.

ARALIC' reduces the amount -,of time re~qired rodr -solution
of -the statics. problem-mainly b redu'cin theoverhead involvedF
inmany _MAGIC.asrcinistutos In -the STATXCS ,agendum,
4ach ibittaction ins truction must. ,be' ahaiYzed, idevides must be
allocated for sill Inpit ardi&-boutbUt maticesw, and, finally the-
Voettactions mitibe, 6xecwte. *ae execution -Qf- thise instructions
coheistw-of 'reading npt -mtrices tr intermediate 'eie,
computing And, then writinfg output, matrices on other inter-
mediate- devices., These ,outPut, matries Jwi-IlI, In ,general,. become
inpu@.,mtrice's for subsequient. abstractions nd -hoened the, aibov 5.
proccis- is repeated'. A LC-lmiae h mount of t1--time
,required above bycr~tAing-and operating on. intermediate- .matrices
in, core, 'Tho naoed. to write An4 thenz'roa-reAd informationi In
successive abstraction instructions ,is ,eliminated.

The flqxibIlity thkt is- loskt 'by having ,one abstraction,
instruction inst~id'of several is, made up int part'by the
suppresi6n featue of the AkAtldjhistruction. Thiszsuppression,
f eature, is similar to the dorreIspondihg',feeture in 'the ,USER04.
instruction. if' an output mAtrix -is not desir6d. simoly, leave
the name blank. and code only the, cp9mma. to deoeteposition of

2this missing Mtic. Certaift input mitrice6, and alealat. may,
also be- left blank to~ indicate they at'e not present.' For -example,
it i 6 possible to use -ANALIC to (3pgnerate only element stresses,
or (g) calculate element forces and 'reactions for a ptespribed, die,-
placement problem, or (3) compute streases, for- a substrudture
tinalysii.

23



ANALXC is also, lex bIh i40 'tht, uaer U_ iBolve Vhe- 'la: est-pag 16roblem
possWible -5 40~r~c1ar elim tte ci

using and-the6 im6iunj dfof iki:*storAg& ~OK ~ia~tthe MAGIC 111 -Syi~temt- Thk -Use itndicate -t'e Wammiber of

j gr ihtoint# !fPiMi AhO the. *aGimum 'numlber t6iWIf. in -th strdbfg
miAtrix NIWELM, fri any, elmnois&i te las
Vali!es of NNOM -ahd -NR81iLMX for -41, Ihe $eirt n~AqtC~ lUt dan
be found in a table 'below. -Storage is tflocjt., dynazmicay
baseld on $IOK; US9L -mind vther nu pjr**Kmtw ottd ini thd 90
tattjk.. AXALIC. detrinea the, aoomt ofr ttorkAg*ereqiried- and
-if there Is ±sficetstorage itviUale -it- -ti t-o r*edw
the nzumber pf load ,cranditidns to maete-prbh .h If the
problem 4--i11 does not~ t With qos. 2qa- codi(tion , ANALIC

jreturh&,c~ntr~ltinsU iicieI t ddbtinig

ios use tho calcule tesmmti nvre.Chlsk
Thean Uiasiaro has the otirdn mef oale eaetly availal:e in

AfNpeLIC. c Thi fmtor iA probably the msta effeciveiejon of ah
solvin" sstem- ot 'ourtiv~ Thesafomoth 0ethdesvigne is thed
os opeae frontymetd Qt ifrecas-, ) Thefis thicde eert
designeets specifially fo ptobcs arising in te' line4i ~st Ifia

tri ngaizatri pis to thiofmany mt presenty availts 4 Iell

solvingaysm outu atis Throied foyrthmethd. v~a~ 441)41 isthe

assembled/reduced, stiffness madtrix anid, 6iftent .&Ppled load

24I



0f ve;4s 1. The thea mvo4 -broum if Ito i~t

0*ejppl dU i the~ Ayttt Itftr- VqiU #n "44 fro o- ftae.

e O i pe nt~j $ttes6aj f ~ ei4 Ob k tioqx -darbeo

itapl IsS AO&14to t4ta- the igtucioi .r

Alnt$oi .wONth th# --thq~ inu-dthtiz AN TO. Utr~tt I

$Ic

C*-* ,,,.A#ALIC. (XALC,,.ffOMq

where for the USM4 instruc~tion

MLIB updated material 34ibz'ar
XLD ~- external load coluims with elbaent applied load

icalor as first rowe
TH trifonaiation m nix from unordered to

ord~zted ayttema

95



Kk 'eloofgit s~~~s )UU.LrJcbs5 genelrauzpo control
I TM, eiimnt-apo ad load, coltmin, gieirtiori control

- UJUUI gii 486, matricog giptoA on6troli
ST&L element therkmal stress columns 86nramtton,

SC - system constants
all -generited eleiqent, Cwatri6ces sto "d, -ao} columns,

snd for the .ANALIC, Instruction

bISPL - lystem, 4iisplacementi

PORCE element -foirces
APMCT - system reactions,

UpL 4 equat~i- slVer calculation, control
(See tableI

_NNOM maximum number of :nodes in, -any, element, emproyed
in the analysis '(8... Table, U }

W~r# - maximum number ,or- rows in, the-stress, matrix
of anhy element 'employed, in the analysis,

The three scalar Values associated with the .ANALId.
module are AC, MRom and MELZ4. -Those- scalarO, may 'b& entered'
or suppres,0d. 'If the icalir is suppressed, the default .values
defined below will apply. Commas mast be entered in any case
to show the po6sition -of suppressed scalrs. Note that scdlars
2 and 3 are used ini dynamic storage allocation. Selecting values
which correspond to the specific problem are better 'than
taking the default values, seince larger problems may be run
than -with~ the-default values.
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S CALAR, 1 -KL thiscaler indicates the iethodd, of
solving. for-displacements- baed oh the following latte (Tablei)

-MEHOD -

GAU60 EMITNATION(
3 CHOLSKY 'TRIANdULARIZATIO6N

4 GAUSS WAVEFOXT
AnYthing
Ele (Defaul) CHOL NY TRIANGULkRIZATION

'Table I, X ALC Sq'Alak Control for ANALIC.

SC~~tARZ* NkI;.This, scal.ar inidicates the Maximum

nuinber of grid points us d for any 'element -in the aialya is-.
Thi default, vilue is 8.' Table II -isplays the number of

grid ~points aisc, ated' with each el~ment in MAGIC III.

SCAWiA 3 (NRSkLM) '.this sbalar is the maximum number

of rows in the S 08tres mdtrik tor any, element used iii. the
analysis. The defaualt valuejio 40. Table II dr -be -used to
choose the largest value 6f NELM -for any element un2d in,
the analysis.

27



--EN

'Frame 11 12

Incremeftal Frame V3

Tkirinular Thin,8i 3j, 06 :

QuadrildtderAl Shea!,ei. 2 84

Quadrilatieral 'Plate 12

84mmtric Shear Web 221

Toroidal Ring:(Shell3021

'High~ 4t Rlatio
44iO9' ~;eral'Thin'

38 8 4o.

i ng 4o. 3. 4
Trapezoidal Ring (C-~41 4 20

*Tetrihedron 504 6

Triangqla'r Prism
iymtric Tringular66

RectangularPrism 52 8 6
-. -

Table II -Element Classification for .ANALIC.

28
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(3 AIIAttC. As An Eqatio Solver *
In addition to usingU6 te ANALIC. in trudtion wjith

the .USERO1*. instrubtion, ANALIC. can be utilized asan
6equation olver -ad fdflowt:

The equation s~Lvers. in. ANALIC'. aret available to
ude on aiiy sypteim .6f eqiatidns, iith syammetrid -coefficienht, matrices.

(N ~N A NM) (RM

The form of the abstraction instruction-used in this§

conitektis:

OUTUm AI 1,(X) - it ther solution vector of

order -(NxM)0

-t,#VT- A% is the matrix of coefficients

od 'order -(*NxN) in full, form.
4pte that matrix A is, synmmtric.C

INPL~t MATRIX "() is. the right hahId aide vector,

of ord er (NXMI

L I SCALAR I X(ALC) This scioler ilndicate6 the method -of

[soluqaon basdd- onl the ,folioWIng- ali

- kALC METHOD

2 GAU88S IMINATION
3 CHOLt KY TRIANOULARtZATION

4 GAUSS WAVERIONT

Foi o Default-) -. CHOLE1WtTIN~tRZTO

7 ~ ~29



SCALAR 2 (N) - isp the order of the system of equit1 oii:;. 4
SCAIAR (M) - is. the number -of right h nd- columims.

All matrices and scalars must be entered with the

exception of Scalar 1 (KALC).

(4) Miscellaneous Uses of .ANALTC.

The .ANALIC.- module offers considerable flexibility

to a User and its generality is examined in 4etail in this

section.

The most general format of an .ANALIC. instruction

is as follows:

DISKP,, STRESS, FORCE, REACT = 'TR,SC, EM, XLD, PD, SUBK,

SUBF, SUBL, GDIS. ANALIC.

(KALC, NNoM, NRSELM)

(a) Output Matrices

.ANALIC. wi-l generate any combination of the four

output matrices DISML, STRESS, FORCE, REACT based on the

following conventions. To generate the output matrix, enter a

name in the appropriate position in the instruction; To suppress

the matrix generation, do not ,enter a name; code only the comma

which indicates the position of the matrix which is not

generated; i.e., if only stresosaredesired, and TR, SC, EM,

and XLD are the appropriate matrices output by. a prior .USER04.

instruction, write:

,STRESS,, = TR,SC, EM,XLD,,,,, .ANALIC. (3,,)

The format of the output matrice3 generated by

.ANALIC. are as shown on the following pages.

30
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Output Matrix Oni. , (DIS n)

COntents - Displabcementsb in -un6rd red om

Number of Rows - -Number of degrdes of freedom in total

system,
-Number of Columns - Number of load conditions

Column Records -NDIR*NDEG displacene6ntb for each
system grid point

Output Matrix.Two (STRESj

Contents Element stress matrices

Number of Rows Sum -of number of rows in each element

stress matrix

Number of Columns - Number of load conditions

Column Records - Element stress matrix repeated for

each element

Output Matrix Three (FORCE)

Contents - Element force matrices

Number of Rows - Sum of number of degrees of freedom

in each element force matrix repeated

for each element

Number of Columns - Number of load conditions

Column Records - Element force matrix repeated for

each element

Output Matrix Four (REACTIONS)

Contents - Reactions

Number of Rows - Number of degrees of freedom in total

system

Number of Columns -Number of load conditions

Column Records NDIR*NDEG reactions for each system
grid point

31.
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M51060- 0i Ana COYN? tnxru 04St j

load Load ZA
-'a 42

#2 !flisttPOW

Pt- SSNWN"m

-'11 .-- mtoer of 1'oad a-r~tie~nm

CotaM reo~rds *T ct v"# I em

mwi anwter ot Woxum
- node Potts

Node'
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1, I,
xlfft i3iMCbef of oa- onaton

1olo $trtx t ot are ode fr~
(ODZrO~mL 1-1f1t4 )L

wher
-CSLIM:
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:?#T 6O-,OUtV k~kxj-4IAC

lt4CTIONS froh .ANALliC (Unordered -format)

Load Load 'Load,1

Node, NDIfl

Node -NOIR

#3 DE Matrix is of the. order

- NSYS -m-NREF *NDIR*NDEG
NL number df load conditions

Cdoiump-records~ are of the form

LOAD, ZERO,NSYS,,(W.(I),. I=I, NSY)

NIREF -,nuiber~ of reference node

points'(

Node

#NREF 0O .

34



FORMAT,,O0, OUtPjuT MATRIX 3 (ORCE

Eliehet Forces; from .ANALIC.,

Load Ldad..,toid

NORD,-.
Elem.

-ORD2'

Elem

NOD3Marix is' -of the-order

(INtm IxNL),
where,

NELRM,

NTELEM = ORDj

XL~ I = number of load conditions

Co~umn records ard of the form

LOAD, ZERO-,NTELF4( W(i), =,NTLM

NORD

(NEL.EM)

10 a SA
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()inoit Mitrics,

There are -nine pssible 1inbut, matrices- for the
.ANALIC. ifistrfuction. -The first 'three matrices reflect the

-element generation inkormation obtaiined- from A, .1IST.II1I.. irioul, Ioi
and are, required for A cmlt ttc~~ryi '1,11 .. :1).
If .ANAUIC. is- used as an 1equation sol~v6r. und they miL tol,

input (S~ictipn 110.)

Input. btrix t:,(TJR) - Id, , transfpkmation matrix,
which orders the systemi inito the, 0-L2 orderiused-by- the .ANALIC.
int3tiructiol., This -,matrix is usudilY* obtained from output
mat rix position six of -the 0-:USERO4. instructiori.

Invut.Matrix, 2 c.-is -a vec-tor of ;systm- constaht
generated as output mdto;i 13 of the .US0o4. instruction.

Inptatix3, (EM) d s matrix containing the
element matrices generiated 'by t,,4 .1fSERO4.. instruction. This,
matrix, is output. matrixk 14 of the .. Sid. ih~txiition.

Input ,Matrix 4 (XLD) (Optional)' - is a 'matrix

dontair iig the.'externail loading 'columns geeated .by, .the, USERO4,
instrgction as output matrix 4. This- matrix ;Is unordered with
1o~d scalar As first row.

Input"Matrix 5 fPD) (Optional) - Is a miatrix containing
prescribed displacements generated. as 'output maitr ix 15 of a

.,USERo4. instruction. This mhatrix i's unordered.

In~ut Matrix 6 (SUBK) (optional). Is a matrix which
contains a stiffens's watrix in one of the following forms:

(a) If input matrix, 8' is* not present, SUBK is a
stiffness matrix of order MxM, MCN where N
is the order of the reduced stiffness matrix
generated in the .ANALIC. module. This matrawX
must be ordered ,the same Waythat the stiffness
matrix in .ANALIC. is ordered. This matrix is
added to the stiffness matrix assembled inside

.ANALIC..
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(b), f liput matrix 8 ,is presentj sUDK is, A
stiffness matrix f order 'M It wheie N is

the maximum or-dir of the redIucedies
generated in -the iANALIC a md'due. -This matrix
does, not haVe to b e ordered the ame way that the

reduced stiffness matrix is. Input matrix 8
is the trinsformatibn matrii1which wil1 map the

degrees: o6f freedqm- into, the assembled system,

dere*s of freedO UBd. SUM, can then, be added
to the stiffnese matrix ,generated in .ANALIC..

Input Matrix "7- )(Optional.) - Is a matrix Which

contains appiied loads in one, of the following forms-:

(a) If input matrix 8 is not present, SUPF is an
appied4" load- matrix of order :(Mxl) M A- N where- N

is the order of the as embled/rdduced applied load
column. This matrix must be ordered the same way

as the assembled/reduced. applied load' column

in .ANALIC-..

(b') ff input matrix :8 is present, SUBF is an+ applied
load column of order M ?-N where N is the order
of the applied load column used in .ANALIC..

This matrix may be unordered as long as input
matrix 81 is, preent to order this matrix the

same way as the assembled applied load column
in iANALIC ., SUBF can then: be added correctly

to the applied load column inside .ANALIC..

Input Matrix 8 (subtL) (6ptional) - Is a matrix which
maps input matrices six and/or seven into the assembled syqtem

used inside .ANALIC.. This matrix is of order Mxl Where M

is the order of input matrices seven and eight.
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is, reserVeda for fgtur*'--systw p~ uae. It baib'maigpresently
for Ste,~c. I$e Eee c8, Progiitmes $anudl tor the

Proc.ur reqir,*d -to add& anew equ ti4or Bolver to the .ANALI

KALq, INM 'an& Nf'WWL X*weeie~pained in. dteail

e . Additiodg, A-stradti. Xti~uton tAvailable

Iin MAGIC 11 to Peitorii sttructtiral Ahalyses

~'Introduction

-AalyIi. the ~procedure- for, p6fiad-ft6fl~ig pe
of ahlalyses was digiie in destail on Pgs3 hu9-f
Referehcb. 5'.,'the compAnion_ vOluke to the subject document.

2.. Statics- WithCOhddnsation.
3. Statics With, Prescribed Displaicemnents
4i,, Stability

5. Dynamics (Modes and Frequencies.)
6. WnAmitqs With CondensatioaL

In the subject document, the procedure to
pdiform k' linie~rly eXdqtiq stresishaalysis using the.
triahguiar ring which accoismodates a symnotrid load will be

Fdiscussed and explaified' in detail., In addition, additional
Agendums fgq conVentionil Jnear elastic-static analysis,
stattcs analysis, with. condensation,. static analysis with prescribed
displacements, elastic instability analysis, dynamic analysis
(with and without condensation) glad free-free dynamic analysis
(with and without condensation;) are listed.
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-The i alye itd above , beperformel
in two different W'ays. -In- the, first the User cah-4lect .to

place.-Uth proper 'set of 6bitraction iTnstructions n ffont of
'his, structural input- data deck. for; any ~given, analysei. The.
second option, utiliztes. the Ageoidum, Level Abqtreciqon -cApability '
*hich -has been, incorporated, into the I4AGIC II and MAGIC TII
Syiktbms. Using this optiont,. thi -abs tra'ctin±~rc~ o

the type of analysed desired are automatically genetrated by
the Systemi whhen the User 0peig~ei the 'corresppOding option
on the $;$STRUCTION, Card. This agf&m, level, capability
wiii be discUssid in detail atter th$i brsentto n

explanation of' the newly available, OstrActiohl instructions-.

(g) 'Statics, InstrueOtiOn-.Sequ~nc6 Using,-Triangular

Ring With-Asymmetric 'Loading (STATXCS ASYM)

Figure II.'2 preaent6 the suggested set of
abstraction instructions fork use-in, performing a linearly

elastic displace~ent- and, strtegii anialygsis using the triangular
cross-section ting which accommodated-aisymmetric loading. This
finite element and ins trqction for its proper use will be
eOxplained in detail in the following iection. tn additin,
a sample problem showiing the-'type of, input required and the
output obtained for this element is presenited in Section [II.

Before exlnig IFiJgur6 11-2, two key

abstraction instructions used in this Agendum ate defifidd.

.HDECO, - Extracts the 'harmoiiic dependenrt el~emeht
K stiffenes matrix and updates the harmohic loop

control matrix

Instructions are of the form:.

HLC,J{1 l CF.,!24,C.HDBCO.
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There are two output.matricis and three- input matrices for
'this& itistruiction.

Output matrix , q is the harmonic lod p-cdqftrol mqtrix
Output matrix HMI -is the h rmoni depe dent element

Input matrix CF -'is the input harmonic loopmatrix to
-be. updatedby this, instruction. This
matrix is used to form the output

matrix AC

Input matrix 4, - is generated by the USERQO4 .

ins/truction and contains-all the
elemeit stiffness matrices for ull

desired harmonics

Input matrix SC - iS generated by the .USER04. instruction
and is a matrix of system constants

which contains such items as the total

number of elements and the harmonic

number

.HSUM. - Computes the sums O± harmonic stress, the sum

of harmonic displacements and the sum of

reactions.

Instructions Are of the form:

SUMSpSUMDpSUN1H -.SCINP,INPD,NPR.HSUM.

There are three output matrices and four inptt matrices

for this instruction.

Output matrix SUMS.- is the harmonic sum stress matrix

Output matrix SUMD - is the harmonic sum displacement matrix

Output matrix SUMR - is the harmonic sum reaction matrix

4o
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G~pprISTVOWSS. UTI0100010
,NAT,,,TR i. IL41 f 9SELi STIL4 04c $IN.* 6 Q00036

C-. NEXT THREE 14 TAUCT~4 "ve~EHAOK ~-CONROL, ZF 'IAYRI X -001'0040

cjcsC -i C .O6EJOIN4 43.1) 0,010006O0
i'RTI2aCA DJOIN IsCI,1,1 6xool

REPEAT( 13.58 4000000
N4Lt IVi 1"1, 12/' w; t4LV11, 914, SC 0020kU 00100100
SAL /If " 69, /21 .ASIN. S, 1101 0010or110
LA1/ a 0N)421 -.ASE SC,, '(4) 00100120

fRE' 11/t REZ '1/= SAl/Ilt *DEJOINi iSCtb,1)01 001001)30
LEI Iff192,E* /if v R* 1/1 eDIJOINi. ASC(Il,9) ooo

S11 /l#Xl /) IIa LIZ- I 1 , .CHTRIA*_ LAI1 63 01-00150
-XXI t1/ TA12 .TMeLTi, 11 -ft- -001,4010

*XOI /11'~ TW *NWT.'XXi) Ili 00100110
a.1 v-l 914 I Ai /2/,_I s//.iMSS. (41 00200130

ATII I1 * SAL-/I/ .NL.31 W.0100190
L8III// EN) 12 ASI.S,(01 06100200
ACTAIle! ATTI, /I/ eSUST* MB /I/ 00100210
IF K AtC 121.IL. o G0bvsO@ "4100220

200 1F I 0LC 4Vi eNOLU' I go To 2000 .920023
'IF a ILC I3/ ;AttI so0 'T 3000 00200240,

2000 SUN), SUmort.: suNml. :SC, STI 11/9 XX) III# ACT) III M.t*~. 00100250
IF ( HLC 121 PNUL.) 00 TO 1000- 00100260

im0 sTi2 n STI 1 *AuJamw STI IV 001 00270
1012a33 /XI1/1 *ADJOIN. XX) /2/ 00160210
ACT12 a ACTI III @ADJOINe ACT) III 00100290
I F ( HLC /3/ *NUJLL. 1" 0 -TO W0* 00 £00300
ST313 STU, .ADJOINo STI 1$/. 00100310
X0810 XOIZ :ADJOIN, XXL f 3i 60100320
ACT)))3 ACT12 *'AOJQINe ACTI-II/ 00100330
IF ( 14LC 41 .N#JLL* 1, GO TO 1030 00100340
ST414 n ST313 bAOjOIN* STI 14t 00100350
X0414 a MIS1 .ADJOINi Xxt 14/ 00100360
ACT414 1' ACT))). eADJOINe'ACT_/4/ 00100370
IF ( HIC /5/ .NVLL. 1 601T,1046 00100380
ST515 a ST4 *ADJOIN. PjlI /51 00100390
X0515 W XO*14 *ADJOIN#$ XXI M5 00100400
ACT015F *. A0414 eADJOIN* ACTI /4/ 00100410
IFl 4LC /4/ .MIL. 4 W, TO 1050 00100420
ST616 a ST515 *ADJOIN. STU /6/ 00100430
X0616 a XOS1S *ADJOIN* 331 461 00100440

4 ACT6 m'ACTSl1*AJOIt4. ACTI. t/1 00100450
If 4 MLC M,1 *sULL* I 60110 1060 00200460

MTa ST616 *ADJOIN* STI- /1 00100470
X0717 *016 *ADJOIN. XXL /7/ 001000
Acmf? ua 4tU14 &ADJOIN* ACTl M/07"9
If 4 LC 16/.0NUL* 1 60 TO 1070 00100500

Figure 11-2 STATIS. Agendum for Triangualar Rling with
a Asymetric Loading
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'Wilt k0X11 *ADJOIN. KXC1 ?Wt1

IN 9 fUt. ) 4T6 O , 10806
10 u 4$tlat SUM012,. SUMlZ .s-il"W ST42 vXt, W AZ .H1M -AU'901050~~

IF, u 3, k.NUiidt* J, GO To, 4690t 00W0i)bU

IF it tlLci 141 .NLL-cA Go TO 1066
104 Sk 14 Swlk -~N1SU$PR41 I! SCt ST414, 904141. ACT4k1*i ". t W00.09

if 1 NLC M5 *Wt4L I GO t OO 00100600

1flO 5MS5, U $U*,5W(.1 SC, sr$150, XOSLI cTZ .H$UM. o0100blo

'I IfLC 161 .NL4 I GO, To 1000 -0102

iF HLC /1 NLdP6 0WO00160660
IF -HL 8l NNULL* I W0 TO 1000 0106

130S.1, -SWOLSp,QS~i~tI k SC, £18, X018,P ACTtiS .HSUto. 00100670
i600 CAA- CA2 eR~FAME* OOLOO680

IFigure 11-2 (Concluded)
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Inotut -mtrix S - I's a miatri-x of SYStem constants
generated by thea WM64R. Inatrudtion.

_summed. This matrix contains

element stresses fbr each element
and fot each-harmonic.

SInput matrix. INPD - ftthe inout displacement matrix to
I be summed. -This matrix contains

displacements for each harmonic.

input m6atrix 2,I NP id the input reaction matrix to be

[summed., This matrix contains
reikctions- for -eaich harmonic.

Table TI1 is provided to -give explicit definition
-to the STATICS Agendum for the Triangular Ring wqith Asymmetric

Load il-lustrated in Figure 1~--2. Engineering -def'irritidn for
each 6bstradtopi instruction which is- executed by the System

~~ is set- forth in detail.
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TABLE i TIT

STATICS IN STRUC'1ON SEQUENCE - TRIANGULAR RINO

(ASSYMETRIC -LOADING)-STA#MkT
UMBER INSTRUCTION AI'JPEXPLANATION

I ,MAT,,,TR, yKELFTEL,SEL,STEL,, ,SCE=,,,.USER04.

Generates harmonic numbers, harmonic coefficient;,
and element matrices for each harmonic number.
The controls KEL, FTEL, SEL, STEL must be present
to cause. these matrices to be generated in I-M. MAT
is an optional material library miintuined by the
user. TR and SC matrices ard -trAnsfomiation
and system. control matr Aes respectively. tltatement
numbers @, , and () generate the hurmouic
loop control CF for

5 CA,CB = SC.DEJOIN. (4,1)

6 CC,CD = CA.DEJOIN. (3,1)

7 CE,HLC/1/ - CD.DFJOIN. (2,0)

These statements are needed to generate the harmonicloop control matrix HLC/l/ which has the dimension

of I x 1. The cdhtrol number'in this matrix should
be greater than zero and less than 12.

8 TRI,TRl2 = TR.DFJOIN.(SC(5,l),l)

LTRidJ
Forms matrix TRI2 which when transposed will regenerate
the reduced displacement into the non-reduced
displacement.

9 Repeat (13, 8 )
Generate the following 13 statements 8 times. The
index of each matrix will be increased by one for
each 'REPEAT.

10 HLC/2/, EMI/2/-MC/l/, EM, SC.HDECO.
Updates the harmonic loop control matrix IILC/l/ by
decreasing its control value by one. If the control
value is equal to zero, then a null matrix will be
output as HLC, otherwise a matrix HLC with the
dimension of I x I will be output.
Extract the element stiffness matrix EMi from the total
set stiffness EM. The extraction is dependent on the
harrdonic loop control value.
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$STATEMENT
NUMBkR ISTRUCTI0N ANI) EXPLANATIJON .'4

11 Sli 4//.AOSEA. SC -(1)
Generates the assembled stiffness matrix SAl/

inform of 0,1 ordered 6yste6 for harmonic number one.
SC c6iiins -system' constants -,which ard required by
the -.ASSEM. modules

12 LWl/l/- EMI4L/2/.ASSEMC, (k~)
Generates the assemblied element applied load column
in. thie 0-3. ordered iystem fiom the harmonic ond' element
stiffness matrix -Eli' SO, contains-system constraintp
which are required by the' ASSE4. moidules.

13 PEl/l/,RE2/1/ = SA;L/1/.DEJOIN. (Sc(5r1),I)El t~ SAl]

The NI4DB rows ofSAI which correspond to the I's
are forwarded -in the RE2 iatrix.

14 LEl/l-/,LE2/1/ = RE2/1/.DEJOIN. (SC(5,1I)s0)4LLE/l/, 'LE2/1/j1 L 4E 2/1/
The (NMB x NMDB) reduced harmonic bne e -lement
stiffness matrix-LE2 is 'forwarded.

15 BX]!/Xl/l/ = LE2/l/,CHTRIA.LA1/i!
Solves for the harmonic one displacementb in the,
reduced system Xi by usig'Cholesky method to solve
the system of simultaneoUs equation.

16 XX/l/ =TRl.2.TMULT,Xl/lI/

XX/l/ =[T13l2T[Xl/l/J

Forms unordered system of displacements.

17 XOI'/lI/ =[R.MULT.XXI/l /
[xoaIii,] -[TR] [xxi/i/J
Forms 0-1. ordered displacement columns in X01,

18 ST/l/ = EMl/2/,XOl/l/.STRESS. (4.)
Calculates net element stresses for each element.

19 ATT/l'/ =SAI/A/.MUIT.XOl//
ATT/l/ =(SAl/l/1] fXO1/J1
To form system displacement vector ATTI by multiplying
the 0-1 ordered displacement vector with the 0-1
ordered. stiffness matrix SAL.
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20 .1

Unerat" tho yateA pold * vec.st /I/
fiw 1 ho '1e18i #tiffa-0i ""ax~i Ri, a4 -t "5'tes;T

21 ACT/X-/ -ATTI/l/ 4 SUBJ 91s/

Test the harmonic control utri. II C/2/,fqr -nurber
of harmonic f:kps..

23 200 If (HLC/2/.N/trl ) gO to 2000

if the haioni, number is equal to one- thn go to
statement 25'

24 If (l/3/ULL.) go to 3000
If the harmonic nugber is greater than one, then
;go to stateient 25.

25 2000 SUM1,SUID;SUMR1 -SCSTI/,/ 1 Xo0/l/,ACTI/l/.iSUH.
Compute the sum of element stress, the sum of
displacement:s and the suit reActibnai and outut the
sum' of element streses, the adm of diplacements and
sum of reactions. This -statement is used when the
harmonic number is equal to ona.

26 If (HLc/2/.NULL.,)go to 1000.

Branch to statement 1000 to terminate the analysis.

27 3000 STl, - ST1/l/.ADJOIN.ST/2/

Adjoin the element stress ST1/1/ matrix for harmoric
one with the element stress ST11/ matrix for
harmonic two.

28 X012: - XXl/1/.ADJOIN.XX1/2/
Adjoin the system displacement XX1/l/ for harmonic
one with the system displacement XX1/1/ matrix for
harmonic two.

29 ACT12 - ACTl/1/.ADJOIN.ACT!/2/
Adjoin the system reaction ACTl/1/ matrix with the
system reaction ACT1/1/ matrix for harmonic two.
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0Wl*~ jo

#$N ~ 4*I~ U6 rt, & A tea tl

- utt00e ttiut Awatinawtkacftbft*, t-urA i endt for

~~estX0 *h rocwau d~hioontrol ntrix //
4344, #djoi tht #1""mnt ettoo* jttiteal 41ttt djo.Plesmt Vtr~e oyitift jection tcero

C O~)etwo tis., rout, five, ili Seve

41.5o Aejinr the *160tot stress Atridex, system dill-
p~eeunt atic., Ystea a"CtiO matrices rort fr,4r fo ,. six een,harmonicone, t~o tree, harord

J oitroxlnmtrix Ati/o/

51-54 ACOmput the 4UN~b s eisn Metric, sthe m ofsdiplacetht mtt""n syem- ractios, Mand fou hamo oren tos, three fSuM. fj0 dix,,cmet agvndsigh ond ratosth hrisi Vktat n s used wnthhaionli ume t seqalt t

55 ~ ~ ~ -02 SU~~SM1$U-- 
-12X1$AT2.S

Comut te st f 1"Ot t~s. th/ umo



ST3IJCTI32 3, ~PAQT .11SU

Cop_#*the,suia of ilitmt stresx, -the, gium of dis-
"I 4"n, 4 4 the ll 8t ""' TSt~iO$S and ouatut
Rhnaisa s16 t trisn, Ohe bu of displace-

'O4tta, o? iikitio4i. %fa,'statemeaht is used
whtd the, h~fii*Ohe 40mbeit -I* eq~i to thres..

Zf(~~bj14M,1a,) g i ob0
Bfifich to staet 1000t~k-tii~At the *rialys is.

10oaputs- U4~ *umof oeent. stresa $ the -sum of dis-.
~ic~ns t~~th#' eatoArid out'putth6

sun ot.4Xie~ti Atfsis, th*e*u or dimplacentfs
and -ost.-6f ieactions. This statement Is, use&~ when
the -harmoiii number U. equal to 'four.

it (me/vdutt.) -go to 1000,
,Branch to bt~tenet 1000 to'terminate the analysis.

61 1050 SUE15e$UND15,SUNR518CjS55X55,AT5l5.Hs1JM.
04*ptethe-sum of element stres, the sum or die-
placiments and' the sum rea~tionis, and output the

'sm felement stresses', thi sum of d~.spacements
and sum of reactions. This 'statemeant is. used when
the harmonio numbqr'is equal td five.r

62 If' (HLC/6/.#=L.) go to 1000
Branch to-statement 1000 to terminate the analysis.

63 1060 3UM16,8U1D16,811E61SC,ST616,X0616,AcT616 .HSUM.
Compute the sum or element stress, the sum of dis-
placeatst and the im reactions, 'and output the
sum of element stress, the sum of displacements
and sum of reactios, This statement is used when
the harmonic :numbek is equal to six.

6L If (HfCtt1IU.) go to 1000
Branch to Ataternent 1000 to terminate the analysis.

65 1070 SUMS17,BUMP17,SUT971wSCSt7l7,X0717,ACT717.HSU4.
Compute the sum of element stress, the sum or dis-
placements and the sum reactions, anld output the.
sum of element stresses, the sum.or displacements
and sum~of reactions. This statement is used when
the harmonic number is equal t -o seven.
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TATE ~TALE III (Conclue)

ItRUCuTION AND YXLAN''O

It' if L//NUL, go to 1000
Branch to staitement,1000 to --terminate the-4inplysis.

67 08o SU~k8, -SUMD 8p SUMR.lGdST68' xo 18)A818t H(1UM.
-Comuo th um, of el6ment -stress, the sum. ftv
dipaeet and the'sum reactions, indbutput
thesum oftelemeint striesses,. the sum ot'- dis-;
placemenhts ind m'Qrctn. -hsstitement

is usd whe th-a~ cniber is e4-- 1 to eight-.

68 CAAmK ARNAME.

This instruction, terminates the analysis.i
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(3)Alternatte S8tatics intrtuct' SOie sig
triangulOz Ring_~th A~ymetrIc L~iding

'Figuo~ 112 mad re ue t -e 4 'k6t 8, EEM ot i ailalet
ofabAGcU iii. Nte ctateme 9)r his f PM k opto a

explned Uitai p thi a of thist reste
h ui dinst tIns pt&w-p i # iia' 1

fto not make4 use of the6 REPEAT oot~ion. Consequently sets
of instructions are- Writen separately for eaich haimonic
cOnisidee ifi-the anais. 4t *is 'noted, from FYigure 11-3
that thirteen s aemefiii are- reqL led' kor e64-h hafmdr?4c'which

d. onsidered. -(Sta te ments 28 'thra 41 for Harjuohic Number 2
for instanceR.)- With, this _in ind., it is, suggetted that the

standard set of instractions rrom Figure 11-2 be utilized'
for most problems'. Hwever, the User has the option,(ifj he- prefers) of using the ihstructions as outlined in
Figtire '11-3,which ake given explicit engineering definition in
Table IV.
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144-Trv O t p LOTIWK v001003
C~ECF C .POU. 1, -006b70

STt045tl MATRIX ROW AASTIR sr ISS ATRI k ax40

_Cliu--ASSEMSLE SIiFF 0ATRIXt FOR HARMONIC _ME0toi
4SA1 mEM1 ASSEW. SC, (. 10 000120

* C---GE~EATE SSTEMAPPLID LOA OR APIWC- ONE. _00100130

l Aft 42 ENt" 'gSN.S, £ 141;0 00100140-
409401 001001$0-

81 .a TIZ .C1RA LA 001001970
3R.E gliEZ *al.' 0EJ0IN. 1SC40 A4 00_10016-
XXTI U-TrI .*AUT. X1 00100190

t a M T ASMM.T ;fXXik 4 0010020
kcT., !0471 iSUT,*,L~t0010 0210

T THA HARMOI LP'ONIC OU.W1 MATSRIX' 00100250
IF 1-.HL U ."LC, ENj,',dploo

EWZoIR .ASSE. 'SC *10N m 6.0010030
$A 6EMZ .ASSEN*. SCs I&,43102

AE39RE4 W. 54 EJOINO iSCIff1).11 00100310
L6S,44 R64 .OEJOII.s (tC(5itif0 060100320
42t X2, is LE4 *CHTRIAi LAE 00100330
ka Z- ralz .TmWcTe.xz 00100340

?X uTYR AU~ XXZ 00100350o
ST2 w ENZtXOZ oZTRISSo 1401 00100360

162 =192 *Asslw. SC , t 401 00100300
ACT2 vi ATTE iSUITo -LIE '00100390

-im tt WAkMNIC LOOP- CONTRAOL MATRIX -00100400
IF. " LCA *NUoL ;6 CTO NO 0.0100410

--- IF MORE THAN 3 HARMONIC FOLLOWING THIS P414 '00100420
14LC2, E) a H4LCti, IN SC -*HMO* 00100430
SAS a 9N3 oASSENe SCP 4103 00100440
LAS a INS #A3S199 SC', 41 '9100450
RE59RE4 a 543 *OEJOIN. I(SC(5e11911 00046b
'LESYLE6 a R5A *DEJOIN. W199119 01 0010m470
83t X3 a 1*t eCH4T91A@ LAI 0.00410
US3 TA12 *TNIJLT* X3 00100490
X03aT IR.N#LT. XX) 00100500
SS3 MOONSO *STRESS. (493 00100510o
ATT3 'SAS *NULT* X0) 00100520
L5Is 90 ENS 4 M9W SC s (40) '0010030
ACTS *'ATT1 9SU&1. LIS) 00100540
'IF I LCZ *'WLL* 1 60OTO 200 -00100550
e4LC30 04 4 Hidt EM, SC 'eHoOEC @0100560
544 a EM 4555W. SC, (101, 00100570
LA4 v* M .4555W. r Sto44 00100550
RETAKI ! $a 08jew .SJ I6C415e113 0010090"
caeblW *m 156 .JOINe ISCloo13,@3 00100600

F~U~~ Altsrngto lg Ag*MIUirfrTMnpfrRn
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1 "44w U l.twmdi3 141 W10640

A1 SA* .IULT-a 0- -00100600
164 P ASUX SC3Im 4c 440) ;901 00660

4TviATT4 ".SUSV. L4 -- oil

14tct 'I -NCS* N *46bo 00100740
15A3 908' *ASN* =@ 1101 00100706

xos* w ,i, s @0100160 '4?

P99#110- SA urn .65511. SC ' 11A)fi ,00100720-

X05 -MiLio U, O0003
IMIXOS * 1 gSvft. 4a0100640
SASEI 1hZ* EJIN 1S051)O oloo

ACM 14 l CiSQTAI LO 6 0007
I P, IHTR, .NULL iI -6 O 60 00100690
6I1 1W In SM C4 .NULT. 104 i0010&910
4436 I* 6 154ASSUW.. SC. 14) 0100i30
Lib4 A, ssp4 .'sco1 m.6 -06100430
41Z6,al IN4 * ALC,490 ENSCI 940 9 0 010950
SA am aM iArN. SCUO)a 001009609
LA?1697 6 LG . C.~ L14)& 00100970
RIIS, R14 o*AT* X&JIW W5,)1 00100960
X06, aI TA oNIOT DEOI.SCS10 '00100990
ST6 w? L114 .CN iTRIA.& 4#1 '00101000

T*' - SM1 .1NILI' k1? 00101010
'Li* "* A 1W.. sX?' 001102

IFh A SAT5 *NULT -10 00101040
-*.69 iw- 147 # . 059 SC *N40 * 00101050
-CSAT AlT? .50?. Si1- '0010060
'LA? fll4 eWS1uLL 3i 00 14 2 00101070
RUL1T, aN SILC*, EJN9 SC tl .141C0 0010100
S1341 a 914, .ASE. C110)ek~olO 00100990
471 XT, 14 * M .kJIA* LIC(,,1 001010
LIS,11 a RI1 ejL DE0X e(C5,) 0010110
*or KOR 4.1*CTRI OAr 00101A0
XMT* IT9 ll STNU. 140 0010110
AV06 a T oMVL?. XG 0010100

SCM a AM. 0 *ORU S 14. '00101160

SAI l 10 S ~ .PWLT 10 00.10110
LAI a INS 6515 SC, M40 0010is00
ACT* 59R 16 5Mo561. q 4.5 919 00101190
F1134116 eUIL. I 0 TOIO 10110 00101120

lo X -L10*CTIue 1A 3 0Co10nue)35

XXIii oltTiio,00111,4/



200 012, 01 Sr*ADJOIN* 'Sf2 '00101210

ACTMZ *.ACT1 eA0JbtN. cr: 00101220

kO313 s E01* .'A0OdI~a _XX) 0301
ACTS33 a ACT12 .AOJOI#6. _ACTS 3027
I F 1, , LC2. .ULL10 to 1030, '00191286ASt414 sioST)13. 00Wi Sf4 0010i290
XC14 0 XOS3.AOJOIN. XX4 '0Q1013b0
ACT4 -F ACT3I) .AOJOIN.6 ACT4 0,10131f0
IF A4 MLC3 AMUL L* 140 T100 "0101id320
Sf515i UST4144AvJtfIw#. S5 00'161330.
90Oim a 4KAJI~'i XXS 00 i0 1 40to
AGTSl5 u ACT414, 9AOJOINi ACTS. 0010135
IF t N4LC4, .NULL. -3601 T1050 00101360
5T616 $TSYSS.ADJOIN. 'IT* 0O013
*0616 * OSLS .GADJOIN.1 XO 00101380
ACTI6 f~f A DTA AJOIN* ACT&, 00101390
IF 44MLC5 9MULL4 160 TQ'1060' 00101400
S717 ir ST616,.AOJCIN. 5?? 00101419
kO717 a E016',.AOJOINs. XX? 00101420
ACT?!? a. ,AcT616 iADJGIN* ACT? 0,0£01430

-I ts 0206, 41.L. a16:VD07 00161440~i
51610 ST717 iADJOIW. STS 00101450,

aACTU! 4TI'*ADJOIN* "ACTS1047
IF, ( "LC? eIULL* '),t j, 1000 90101480

1020 sumsits SU14012 SUAR14d 0, SC. ISTik 2#Atl sm 00101490
IF' f "WC . NULL* 4 6 TO, 1000 00101500

1030 SIDES!), SUM'3D13 SUM301 91 SC, 'ST3I'3t XC)!). ACT)!) slISUII. 00101510
IF I HLC2 .MILLe 1 690 TO 1000,, '60101520

1040 5U414 5116014, 5114041,* SC, T414t: X"149 ACT416, *94WM. 00i01530
IF I HLC3 *NULL* 6 0 TO '1000 00101540

1050 5116515, 5416015, SUNOS1 F-SC, ST.5159 XOSIgt ACTS oSUP. 00101550
IF VHLC4 *NULL* I 60 TO 1000 00101560

1060 SU95SII, 541616 SUKNti SC.' STG16v X0616, AC 1.6 O4SUMS 00101570
IF ( HLCS,*OLL* 1 60 TO 1000" 06101580

1070 SURS7I, 511601?, SIJNR?1', *SC, Sf,71?, X07110 A0T17' HSUH11. 00101590
If I NLC0r oML I 60'TO 1000 00101600

1060' S'UIS4SM51010.460 SOM. U 5fT169 XOSS6 ACT0l .3451346 00101610
IF I HLC? *NULL*. 1 60' TO 1000 ACI.444.0010162

10SIJNIo5UM01,SUPRI *SC@ 511, WXit .. eW9 0113
1000 CMA CA'.mIINANE. 00101640

Figure 11-3 (Concluded)
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TABLE IV

ALENT STAtICS, ITWTRUCTIOf' SEQUE NCE'

TRIANGULAR RiNG -ASYMMETRIC LOADING,

TATMBENT .. ISTRUCTiON ANT) EXPIAA'1

3' MAT, "a ,TR , ,J~.F T)LELHL, "Tw, pw x 'M I..' .D:lFol

Generates, harmonic- numbers. lwrmoic. coell'Ti40.t oi,
and 'element matrics- foreacH hannonic numfber.
The conitrols KE, T ip'SSTEL must be' present
to cause the..~ -atrices to. 'be, generatd in7'EM. M1AT Is 'in optional iatefial libriry kaintained
by'the 'user. TR. and 'So matices Ai-'e tranafbrmation
~and, systm: conitrol matr16e4. respct1viy,..
St~tement numbers i,.' nd' geieratethe.
harmonic loop coi'tro' C 'or

6 CC,,CDmCADEJOIN. (,

7 ~CECFiCD.DF40INj, (2 1 0)
These stat#Aentziumbers generate the harmonice loop
control -CP'which issa 'the dimenision of 1 x 1. The
control _ramber i -this, matrix 'should be. greater
than zero afid !Jess than sevein..

16' HLC0EM1-CF,,SiC.9DECO
Updates the-harmonic loop control.Wjatrix 'OF by
decrasing its control value by. one. 'If the ,control
4al81 1i~ equail to' zero, th~n a.",null m~tiix will be
output as HLC;. others iwe &a atrix 11LC with the
dif.iension of i x- I will -,bb output.

'Extract vn&',*1*ment b.tifftess mitrix EMI. from the
total set stiff ass EM. 'Thi extraction is dependent
on the harmonhic loop control value.

12 SA1-ZM3..ASSPFd.Sq~'(10)
Genrate the ,assembled stiffness m~atrix. SAI itn
form of 0-1 ordered sys-tem for iarmonic number one. 'SC
contains system constraints which are requiied by the
.AS8EM. *modules.

14 LAI- tMi.AssEm-6C; (4.)
Generates the assembled element applied load column
in the 0-1 orderesd system' from the harmonic one
element stiffness matrix EMi. SC contains system
constants whicki are required by the .ASSIN. modules.
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StATEMENT
NUMBER, INSTRUCTION AND .EXPLANAION

15 -RE1,E2S1. OIN. SC51),

The -NMDB rows cit SAl, which- corres pond to- the :Iql;
16are forwardied in the RE2 matri.

16 ULE20RE2.DRTOIN (C5,)~
[El.9EJ= R?

The (NMDB x No)reauced, harmonic one elemenit
st fness matrix LE2 is' fbrmjd.

17 B3,Xl'LE2. CHtRiA.LtAl
Solves for the harmonic onj lisplacements in the
reduced system XI byT'uii*- Cholesky m~ethod to
solve the system of simudtfahiods equationis.

18 TRl,TR12-TR.DEJOIN'# (S(5, 1) l1)'

FTRI3 I
Foims matrix TRX'2 which when transposed will
reiifei~te the,,reduciid dispacement kl into the
non-ieduadd dispia~ement XXI.

19 XX. TR12.TMUtT.Xl

XXI= [TR12]T

Forms unordered system of displacements.

20 X01 TR.W4PT.XXI
[XOij- = CTRJ [XX4j
Forms 0-1 ordered displacomenrt columns in X01.

Ip 21 ST1 -DaE~, XO1.STRESS. (4r,)
f Calculates net element stresses for each element

22 ATT1 SAI.MULT.X61
ATT1 = [SAI) [XO.1J
Forms system .displacement vector ATTI by
multiplying the 0-1I ordered displacemdnt vector
with the 0-il ordered stiffness matrix SAL.
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f ~TABLB. 17V (CONTIUED)A STATEMENT
NUBE .IN~tfUt'TION AND, EXPLANATION

23Generates-the'systemi appli ed load vector .L1
from the element stiffteis. matrix Dil and the,

24 -ACTl i -ATtl, SUBT.LB!
ACTI - {(ATT1Lj -- [LB1j

Generates thd reaction vector~ ACT1 by subtracting4 the -iystemA plied load-vector from the system
displacement.,

26 if (HC.N=L.) go to.100.
Test the harmonic-control matrix HLG for number
of harmionic. 164is.

28-4i Statements-28 thru 4i qre used for computation of
the second ha rmoni'9r .,V whn the harmonic control
value is dependent on the harmonic control
matrixHLC. The-exr1anat.ons for the Statements
28 thru- 14-are'the seine as' Statements 10 thru 26.

413-55 Statements 43 thru- 55 are-used for computation of
the third harmonic dependent hn the harmonic control,
viatrik.AL -Th6e eplanations i-r the Statements
43 thtu' 55 are the same as Statements 10 thru 26.

5,6-68 Statements 56 thru .68 are used for computation
of the fourth harimonic dependent on the harmonic
control matrix HLC2. The explanations for the
Statements 56 thru 68 are the same as Statements
10 thru 26.

69-81 Statements 69 thru .81 are used for computation
of the harmonic 5 when the harmonic control value

In te hrmoi6 ont~l mtri HL3 i reterthan
zero. The explanations for Statements 99 thru 81
ate the samne as Statements 10 thru 26.

82-94f Statements 82 thru 91'are used for computation
of harmonic 6 wihen the. harmonic control value
in the harmonic control matrix HLC4. is greater
than zero. The explanations. for the Statements
82 thru.94 are the same as the Statements 10 thru 26

95-107 Statements 95.thru 107 are used for computation of
harmonic 7- when the harmonic! -control value in the-----------
harmonic control matrix HLC5- 'is greater tlian.
zero. The expls'iations for Statements 95 thru
107 a re the same as fbr Statements 10 thru 26.j



TABL1B-IV (CONTINUED)

IiUMBERINSTRUCTION AND-~l"INATION

108-120: Statements, 108' thru "20- are used for computatiOn
of haiimonic 8 whbri the harmonic control value
in-the&-.hqrmonic control inatrix HLC6 is greater
'thian iero The e*k1aiiatioris for Statements
10o8 tu120 ae the same as, for Stateet

10' thr'U 26-.

121 200.,ST12 - Tl.ADJOINiST2
Adjoin the 61eifient stress ST1 matrix for harmonic
dors with the' element stress ST2 matrix in
harmonic two'.

122 X012- XXI.ADJOIN.XX2
Adjoin the system displacement MX for harmonic
one with the system displacement XX2 matrix for

harmonic two.
123 ACTIS ACTIADJOIN.ACT2

124 ~ If (HLCI.NULL.) to go 1020.
'etthe harmonic control value in the harmonic

contol atrx HLI fr te eemen~t stress matrix,
thesysemdisplacement matricea and the system
reacionmatrix tb eajitd

125-28 Adjon te elmen strss atriessystem
displaceinent matrices, system reaction matrices

for armnicone tw, treeandtest the
haroni Vaue n hrmoiccontrol matrix HLC2.

129-13l2 Adoi th elmn wites marcs y t he
-diplaemet mtriessysem eacidnmatrices

for one, two, three, four and teat the harmonic
value in harmonic control matrix IfLC3.

133-136Adjoin the element stress matrices, system
displacement -matrices, system reaction matrices
for harmonic one, 'two, three, four, five and
test the-harmonic value in harmonic control
matrix- HLc4.

137-iL~0 Adjoin the element stress matrices, system
displacement matrices, system reaction matrices for
harmonic one, two, three, four, five, six and
test the harmonic value in harmonic control[ _____matrix HLC5.
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TABLE IV -(CONTINUED)

STATEMENT
NTIMB INSTRUCTION AND IA.ATION ..

i41-i44 AdJoin the element stress matrices, system dis-
placement matrices, system reaction matrices for
harmonic one, two three, four, five, six, seven
and test the harmonic value in harmoinic control
matrix .LC6.

145-148 Adjein the element stress matrices, system dis-
pli ement matrices, system ieaction matrices
for harmonic one, two, three, four, five, six,
seven, eight and test the harmonic value in
harmonic control matrix HLCT.

149 1020 SUMS12, SUMDI2, SUMRI2=CST12, Xi2,ACTI2 . HSUM.
Compute the sum of element stress, the sum of
displacements and the sum of reactions and
output the sum of element stress, the sum of
displacements and sum of reactions. This
statement is used when the harmonic number
is equal to two.

150 If (HLC.NULL.) go to 1000 I
Branch to statement 164 to terminate the analysis.

151-152 These statements are used when the harmonic
number is equal to three. For explanation of
these statements, see Statements 149 and 150.

L53-154 These statements are used 9hen the harmonic
number is equal to four, For explanation of
these statements, see Statements 149 and 150.

155-156 These statements are used when the harmonic
number is equal to five. For explanation of
these statements, see statements 149 and 150.

157-158 These st~tements are used when the h1rmonic
number is equal to six. For explanation of
these statements, see statements 149 and 150.

159-160 These statements a.je used when the harmonic
number is eq, al to seven. For explanatiop of
these statements, see statements 149 and 150.

161-16C These statements are used when the harmonic
number is equal to eight. For explanation of
these statements, see statements 149 and 150.
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TABLE IV - (CONCLUDED)

ST A TEWiN T___{NUMBER INSTRUCTION: AND EXPLANATION,

163 100 SUM1,J6MD1.tSUMi~,T'OI,XOl,ACTl.H3SUM.
This statement is used whew'harmonic number is
equal to oiie. For explanation of' this staitement
see statement 14§.

164& 1000 CAA = CA.RENAME.

terminates the -Ahalysis9.
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ii
statics Instruction Sequence Using Cholesky

Triargularization (STATICS)

Figure i-4 presentt the suggested set
of abstraction instructions for use in perfo'#ming a linearly

elastic displacement and-stress analysis. This set of

instructions differs from those reported: on pp. 40 thru 52

of Reference 5 in the followin respect.

The set of simultaneous linear equations

which arise in the aialysis are solved by Cholesky

triangularization. The use of these instructions are

explainel in detail on page 8 of this report.

Statement 47 of Figure I1-4 has the

following fort-.

TRIA,XX = STIFF,TLOADR,CHTRIA.

where in Reftrence 5, the equation solution had the following

form:

XX = STIFF.SEQEL.TLOADR

Note Statement 47 of Figure II-C (Page 41) of Reference 5.

It is agatn emphasized that the User is

not restricted to this particular set of instructions, The

flexibility of the System allows the use of additional or

alternate instructions to accommoda-,e special needs and require-

mernts of the User. All instructions available from MAGIC II

(Reference 5) are available in MAGIC III.
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$STATICS MOW001
C -000000201
C-..-SlTATZCS A~EfN M ITH6Ut ' fiESCIM 0ISPLACifWNtS0003*T

C STATICt ItSTRUCTSON S140040E

C GEN4ERATE ELEMENT-MATRICES 0016
C 000 0000

PAMSsXLDTfR, ,KLUoLSE,,SN ,o 9USEAO4. 00000130

£ 00009150,
C 1 OR4 It X 11 UNIT AND(I ~X It NULL MATAICES o0000160
C' -DETERMINE PltNT FORMAT F0RW TYPE OFf LfNTS USED 00000110
C 00000160

11 - SC.IDENTC.' 00 0190
:13- * l.NULLo$£ '000,00200
01IFF a 11 .SIULT. Sc(9e 0660021'0

C '000 220
C -ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS -MATAIX AND- ELEENT APPLIED LOAbS 00000230

'K~ELA a EN *ASSEM. SCP(101 00000250
'FTELA im EM *ASSIN *SC9140) 00000260
LSCAt.EPLOADS' XLD oDEJOIP.Ilq.1) 00000210

-000'00280

CREDUICE STIFFNESS MATRIX ANO' PRINT, 00000290
KOKNO a KELA-*DEJ!OINo; SCIS1t1, 00000310

CO$IFaKNO*DEJOIN*( SC(5,U,101I 00000330
C 00000,340

CFORM REDUJCED TOTAL LOAD COLUMN AYT0000350

LDOa T.MUL. GS00000

C CALCUOLLA 4D E COLNS ND0N0ES0410C
TREAT a KELSA.I U.O 0042

C ECP EC1.UTTA 00000550

CR'~ 3 LEME APRDI PLIE ODETR LLAS IPACEMENTS. 00000590

RAC TINS AD VRS CHECKA IN NGNEEIN FOMA

F1~t ure TIZ)IN*5C51JL 0TTE0000cto SqeneU4n Co0s
X TA12*TMULrvXX 0000061



c 00000660
C, ELE49NTS HAVE 'I Ok 2 DEQ411i OFTFREDOM "000006to

0000062 0

A Jf13oNUL) '6 -*0 00000680
00000690

G EL.EMIENTS, HAVE 3 OEQAEIS OF FREEDOM 00'00070

la dKV4T(4,,FR.O.'FZ*0.NSETAVO'.4f.O.F3'tSCtTA IFTELA. 000 00710
ipPt 4,, FfOFZ~iQ.WETA4O.Fj.'O.F3,,Sr,' )LOADS 00000720

GPRI4T(,,jUO.VE~iY.O.~a..N**S~~IX 0000730
GPdt 14T( Xt, tFR*0aFZ4 0608ETA.s 0#.Fl O*F3 tSC PR )REACP 6000071.0

C 00000750
c -GE4ERATE STRkESSES £1N0 FORCES 00000760
C 00000770
6~o0 'STAtesp-ENOXO 4STRESS61491 00000780

FLKOCEPNERMX *FDRCf.(4, a 00000790

FIGURE II-4 - (coNcLUDED)
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(5Statics £nstructiO4 Sequee ith COndenisation4I: i Us~ing CholesOky Triangularization. (SnTAcTIOO)

Figure U1-5 presents' the suggeated -set of
abs traction- ins tract ions for use .1n -pektftring -a -lineprly -,plastic,
displacement and stress.,analyksis wi-th,',cdrdthsation. The -condensa-
tion (reduction) technique is that of Gu~i, (leference, 11:). With,

te-use of this option,. the, UJer is Okovided the flexibility to
performh A static analysis, utiltzing a irationa 1,condensaton.
prolcedure. The only basic difterience ina~rci~instructions
-between usiiig, the statics with dcondeisitioh op~ti6n :and thle

standard statics option is the additional instructions required,
'to6form the condensed stiffness matrix, i.e.,.

K]R [Ki1 - K-1 2  "K2 2  2

this set of instructions differs from thosef
reported on PP. 53,thru 55 of Reference 5 in the following respects.

In the Agendum presented in this document, the reduced
stiffness matrix.. .LKJ R And the deflections,' Dl are fdund using

*Cholesky triangularization. Sequence Numbers 213 thru 21-7 of the
present agendum are as follows:

K221,KRl =*K22,K12T.CHRIA.
KR2 = K12.MULT.-KRI
KR =-Kll.ADD.KR2

And upon solving for displacements, Dl, we have:

TRIA..D1 KR,P1.CHTRIA.

It is noted that in Reference 5, the reduced

rstiffness matrix,. LKJ R 0 and the displacements D1 were obtained

e re" as follows. (Note Sequence Niumbers 393 thru 398o P. 54,
'K Reference 5.)
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t ~KR1. K221.'MULt.K2 I
KR2 ,= ;4LTK

IC1:DD,.KR2~

- S'the suggested 'det 6finstrizcdT*,ns prveehtad
h -en -641 - he o't'f iiVerso;* tq form, th6- redUcedd stiftnedso

rati. laadtiorfiglly, the. IAsrt using .E~.hsb~i udt-i fi h:SEl avoidsT:erA

replced.Oith.-CH~rkI
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o, 16 6

C STAT E'I EN MA1R CE 0007
C 00001704)

tt C GENT IE PRI4tfORM t FORs TYPEO01E,7TSUS0

.0136# #X~ck t1 KSMULTo f SC(, ;OL 'EM# 9UE 00030 81

IC, ASEMBLkE' SltIhFdS ATFRI AND O ELEMENT S PSLED OAS 001783
'1: %NL.Cc 01001840

EMiF *ASli sEm . sC.( 10 001813
C 03001 820

C #SREUCE SfIFFESS MATIX AD PRENT AP)E LAS000183D
C 00001 84)

A0, (A Eu KAEL *OL(391 15,11 0001803
7C0,A TJEN ASKNDJI. S $i(40 1I 030191)

c R, ~ FRE os, vv 0300192)
c09001093

C FCRM REUJCEO TOTAL LOAD CdLUNN 0000194C
c 0001953

tSCALELCIAlZ w XLD *DEJOIN(lIl Q00196D
C 0IYILY ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS BY LOAD %ZALA9 0300L973

FTELS - FTEL A*MULT.L SCALE 0000198)
C----T ANS FORM EXTERNAL L.OADS TO ODRED SYSTEM4, FORMTOTAL LOAD'o 00001993

LcAC a TA 9MULTo L)ADS 00002Ci0)
tLCAP - FIELS *AD6. LOACO '00002010

C----CCNCENSE ASSEMBLED STIFFNESS MATRIX 03202)
TCPtBOT w STIFF #DEJOINi ($C(4plittl 00002333
K119912 aTOP *OEJOSN* (SCt1,0)t 00002043
K12TtK22 a BOT' *DEJOIN. (SC(6 le40 003)207

Figuire 11-5 -Statics iihdnesto hls~

Trianlgularization



PO,tP12 ma 1LOAD .EOt.(S(3it
C--,-CCNENSi W~ERNAL LADc.UANS-

C--CM(Ik-9 - K14%22( INYSI*k12TJI I wak

k 2IKR' !T2,K2 *CHTR iA. 0*2
"KR gtK12 OCUT. -At W 1'e

C "-"-S LV'- EFOO 'DISOLAC4EtS In ois
T~iA,~O1 RP1.CHT91it.ooo

C--;FV pPOR SLCNNS0 '0f002181
90a~K1 eAUILT.' 0)i 000023

-Olt, 2.TAN. 0022140

,6i it 9I kAW iN- 02t on3
xio ' l .RNSP. a"j 00243

* -- XA~0 DISPLACEMENTS TO0 TOTALSYSMhM DEIGREES O1[ C023
C---. -FREE COM ;AND-1EARRAGE 000U2263YSIE

TpoTk"o,TR ADEJOIfN4 (SC( ,11' o) 00,03270
X .Tl.NLTX D0002283
XC aTP.'MULT,.X- 00002290

C' 30002 3q)
C CAL OJLATE, REACTIO1NS' 'AD IVERSE C14ECK, 00662 3f)
'C 0000 2320'

REACTS, m ,KELA.14ULT 10 03032333
REACTPS! PRATS .SUBT.TLOAD' O0032346
_iF 0O-FF.NULL.4 'O 70' 10: 00002 350

C 0000236D

C PRINT ELEMNENT APPLIED LOACSs EXTERNAL L6OSi DISPLACEMENTS, 00002370
C REACT IONS, AND INVfERSE CHECK' IWNGNEiERING FORMAT 0000236
C 00002393
C ELEMENTS HAVE 1'Oft 2 DEGREES OF FREEDOM 00002403

C 0002413
GPRItT(4,,,FXeFY.Fl.MX.*AY.MZ, CtTR 4FIELA 000242)
GPRINT(4,,,tFX.FY.FL.MX.NY.NZSC, '1L40DS 03243)
0 PR I Nt (2 9 vU *V W.T HE TA XeTHE TAY .TH E TZ oSC 9)X 00002440
GPRINT (lit tFX*FY.Ft *NX.HVMZSCTR IREACIP 00002453
I F ( 13 oMJLL* I GO TO 600 ~30002 460

C 30002470
C ELEMENTS HAVE 3 OEIftEES OF FREEDOM 0002483
C 00002493

10 GP INT (4 r f R.0.p.eO8 4BETA.0,F1.0.,F3?SC t R IFTELA 00002503
dIRINT49 0 9FR.0 9Fl.0.48ETA.0.F1* 09033.C a ILODS 00032513
GPR INy *2,, ,iJ0 .W..TH6TAY*0' W* 00.*# ,SCt, IX00252
GPINT(1,,,FR.O.FZ'0.'4BETA;O.FI.O.F3,SCIRt )REACTP 00032533

C 00002540
C GENEWAE STRESSES AND FORCES 00002550

C 00002560
600 STRESP a ENXO .StRESS. 4401 00002 570

FCRCEP a EM#90 *FPRCE* (401 00002 580

Figure 11-5 (Concluded) 66



Statics Instruction,.Sequence With Prescribed

Dip~aeensU~fgUf0LekyTriang larization.

(StATiOS2),

-Figure, 11-6 preseit..the ,suggested- set of
abstraction instructipns-for ube'in pe~rforn1ing q linearly el~stic9
displacement and stresAs anal~di vii-th,, pr~s;fibed'displacemenhts.

With -the use of this, option4, Applied loading may, be, presciribed
in terms of non-t6ero -displacement val s . The nufmbefi of
reqacribed. didsplac ed grt&,-pqint6 is- the, number of grid ppints

'a ae qs~kgnpd 'knbWhn ,valuO of displacehment. other, thaln zero.

This set qf instructibo differs from -th~Qe
rprtdopp56thru 68 of Refe renc6 5 in the, folling epet

The #.t of simultaneouis linear~eqtkations which arise, in the
anpalysis Are solved by Cholesk.y triangularization , Stkktement 127

ofFgr 11-6 has the, followinkform:

TRTAXi =Kll,Ik1 .CHtRIA.

where in R~eference 5, the equation solution had the fol-loWing form:

X1 = k11.SEQEL.K4

Note -Statement 127 of Figure IH-e. (Pag 58),of Reference 5.
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C-- -- SATICS SAGEN004, WITH- PRESCRIBED DISPLACEiMENtS OOO
,CSTATI CS' 'INSTRUCT IUN SEQUENCE 00090040

C GEETE[ 'ELINt FOMAT OTPn0 LEUTSUE 00000910
C

It u SC&IDENTC* 00000920
13 - Il.NJuLL.'sc 00400430
0;FF It Li.SMULT& -SC19,10, 0000094 0

C ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELE0PEkT APPL~ID LOADS 0000o0960

C ELA - EM oASSEM9 SC ,101 0000910e
FTELA i-4EM .ASSEA 4SC.1401 000094 0
LSC.ALELOAS -'-LO *0EJUIN* l1,1)l 000(i1000

REDUCE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND PRINT, 0000O1012-0

00:0010.40
I( to.t'IFF x' KNO*DEJOI Net SC15#1I,01 00001050

PRINT(M~Ce,01SPotl STIFF -0000160

c 40001070
c MULTIOLY ELLMENT -APPLIED LOAD$ BY LOJAD SCALAR 00001060

FTEL5 % FTEL4,. ULT.LSCALE 90001090:
C 1PkAISFUAM EXTERNAL LOADS TOO-'1-- ASSEMBLED SYSTEM 00001100

LdADd' im TRt.1ULT.,LOADS 0 0001110
C FORM TOTAL .LOAD COLUMNS '00001120

*LA FTELS.&DD.LOADO 00001130

00001140cSOLVE FO3R DISPLACEMENTS 00001160C PRESCRIBED DISPLACEMENTS ARE PRESENT 00,41
C 00001160

C 00001190
i al( STIFFoDEJOlN.LSC(691),11 00001200

KiltK12 w KI*DEJOIN.(S(46*ll).0 00001210

PROZ 12 PD3 *DEJOIN*( SC1e,1,1) 0004)L230
0 rK2MLo2000012404

Pl#P2 -9 TL3A0A.DEJOIN.ISCI6t1),1R 00001250

TRIAXI a KIkK4 *CHTRIA* 0017

Xor 9l~T.NUL.L.KC0 00001310

C 1 flAJI*lT0012
X0CoRNP*0013



L ituv a f

KEACTT *ktLA*04ULT.U - 00oo060
REAC * EACYSUT.TOAD00001390

'C Ef000401460

C 1LEPRENTS tIAVE -1 OR J DEGASES-OF FAR00OL41

' PgIl4T EL 'EP4E'4T AOPLIE LOADS, AND.,EXTERNAL LODS-0001430
C PkIN4T ASSENSLtED. DISPLACENENT:COtLUMNbW 4
C -166001440

IF lDifFoNULL. GdQ1000014&0

r 14T(4,,,tFX.FYFL.MX.gkNY.MZtSC* )LOADS 0001470
't '-iETAAi,,k.TY~zHETAIi~t'X' 00001480

.00AlNT( Z,,,U4ViW-iT#EAiN1Y'hT C 00-,,1-,9-
GPRP4T(L I,,,FXFV.EZeNXdI4Y.-ZSC,TR )REACT I~f9

4.0.F ("13.NOLL-. Io Go 0001500

c 
00001510

C ELEMENTS kAVE 3 DEGREES OF FREEOM 00001520

C 
00001530

10 GPR INT( 4,,,FR.0.*FZ.0eNSETAeOF1.QF3SciR )FTELA 00001540o

13PIi49ti fOo-p'9,EAR*FQ :C LOADS 00001550

C 
00001510-

C GEN4ERXTE M~ESSES AND FORCE& 00001590
C 00001600

C63 STRESS uENXO STRESS* 14, 00001610

FORCE - Ei'O *FORCEe 149) 00001620

Figure 11-6 -(Concaiuded)
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(7 ttability Analysis Instruction Sequencej
- - (6_TA~fLJTcY)

Figure 11L-7 presqbnts the suggested set ofd

abstracton- Instructions fopr use in performing elastic instability

The Astructuratl stability anpalysis4 is- -a two-phase
process, the first step oifwhich is A linear elastic stress-
analysis., for which the initia stress-state, is zero. The.
second ~phase of the analysis procedure, begins with the
formation of' element incrementa~l stiffnessi matrices which are

.derivedd from the mid-plane ~sttess,- resultan4ts 4qtermined- in the
lih~ear stress analyisis-. After-assaftnly qf Olement increm~ental

stiffness matrices, a. linear elgenvalue solution is obtained for
the prittoal buckling load.. Using this apprpach, the assumption
is made that all mid -plah6 'fokces, iriain in a fixed -ratio to. one
another at all levels-of applied' -load, from the,,onset of loading
td the achievement of iristabiflty. A detAiled-derivation of the
algebraic expressions used for the Stability Analyss 1.' given
in Section III of Referbnce 4~.

It is to be notad' that in- the MAGIC III System,
incremental stiffness matrices are provided,:for the following

* finite element representations:

a. Quadrilateral Plate (Ident. No. 28)
b. Triangular Plate (Ident., Nto. 27)
c. Incremental Frame (Ident. No. 13)

The derivations of these elements are presented in detail in

Reference 4~.

The stability analysis instruction sequence of
Reference 5 is presented for comparison purposes in Figure 11-8.
It is included in this document without change. Detailed matrix
operations concerning the use of these operations-are presented on

pp. 69-80 of Reference 5.
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The Suggested form of solv;.ng the elastic

instability analysis, shown in Figure T, uses the

Cholesky triangularization method. Differences in instructions

between Figures 11-7 and I-8 are as follows:

Statement No.346 of Figure II-7- has the form:

FLEX,XR i-STIFF, TLOADR.CHTRIA.

where

FLEX = The Triangularized Stiffness Matrix

XR = The Reduced Displacement Solution Vector

STIFF = The Reduced stiffness Matrix

TLOADR = The Reduced Total Applied Load Vector

(Note p. 8 , Section It.B.2 of this report.)

Once the triangularized stiffness matrix, FLEX,

has been determined, and after the assembly of the element

incremental stiffness matrices, INCR, Statement 386 is utilized
as f'ollows:

BIG = FLEX. CHOL. INCR-

where BIG = The solution of the back substitution system.

Statement Number 386 of Figure II-? is equivalent to:

EIG = FLEX.MULT.INCR which is Statement Number 239

of Figure 11-8.

The use of the instructions as outlined in

Figure II-7 avoids the inversion of the stiffness matrix which for

large order systems may prove inefficient and computationally

prohibitive.
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$STABILI|TY Q3033L13"

C--STABILITY AGE40DUM AN.A.YSIS 00033133 !
C 0003D343
C -STABILITY ANALYSIS 'INSTRUCTION" SEMIJNCE 0)000314 % .
C 00003,161
C GEN ERAT E EL EMENT MATR ICES 000031]73
C U000o318D

9P LID9 INTPiXLO tTRp tKELiFTELtSEL#STEL#tSCtEomi'r9 9.USEP.049 00003193 oo3,3i ,
C cOff-ERINE PRINT FORMAT FOR TYPE OF ELEOENTS USED 030)323

C 0003233
-- 11 Y SC AGIDENTC* A00003240

C 3 - I1.,NULL*SC 00003-253
COIFF Ta I1 SNULT SC( S ) 0000326

C 00003273
C ASSEMBLE' STIFFNESS MATRIX AND ELECEENT APLIES LOADS 03003280
C 000032§3

!iSTIFF-B EM eASSEM* SColl) 6000330:)FTELA= EM EASSE ESCE(C0) 0000331)
FLSCALEOAOS " XL A NDEONo(1911 00003323

EPRINT.FORCE OISPNt I ST F 0003333
C 0000334
C MULTIPLY, ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS BY LOAD SCALAR 0000335

FTELS a FTELA*MULT*LSCALE 00003363
C TRANSFORM EXTERNAL LOADS TO 0-1-2-ASSEMBLEO SVS7EM 0000336

LCAC6 - TR.0ULT.LOA0S 00003380
C FORM TOTAL LOAD COLUNS 00003393

TLOAO a FTELSeA0D*L3AD0 00003292
C FCR M RECED TOTAL LOAD COLUMN 0000343

TLTLOAOR a TLOAD*EJOIN.( SC159111) 00033423

S C 00003433
C PRINTr fRlEXIBILITY NATRIX 3003332
C 00003453
CVFLEXTXR L ST IFFETLOA L OCHTRIAD 00003460
C PRINT DMSPtFORCE L L S) FLEX 00003470
C 00003480
C SOLVE FOR DISPLACEENTS 00003693

C 00003403
C TPOTRI2 - TR.OEJOIN(SC(5 ) 00033513

X C TRl2oTMULT*XR 00003520
XO a TR*MULT*X '00003533

IF (OIFF.NULL.S GO TO 10 0000354)

Figure II-? - Stability Instruction Sequence -

Cholesky Triangularization
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C 00033552
C PRINT ELEMENT- APPLIED LOADS AND tEXTERNAL LOA~DS 00035i6
C 00003571
C ELEMENTS HAVE I OR 2 DEGREES 0F -FREEDOM 00603563
C 000.2359)

GORINt £4,e,FXFYFZ42C.MY.9'Z,vSCrTft IFTELA '000036D3
GPRINkT(4t,,FXFYFLMXMVMZSCe. I LPAQS O00361)
G PR INT 12 tpU aw THETAX oTHETAY* TH ETA ZtSC v I X 00033622
IF (I.tLdGO TO 60 00023633

C 0300364.1
C ELEPENTS HAVE 3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 00003650
C 06033660

1-3 GPRNT(4,,.FR.0.FZ*0.48SETA.oO.F3.0.F3SC,1R IFTELA 0?303673
GPRINT(4,,,FR.0.pZ.0.4BEtA.OF1,.O.F,395C, ILOAbS 00368)
GPRINT(2,,PU.0.W0.THETAY0.iw*oowp**,SC, I X 00003bO

C 00 003700
C GENERATE STRtSSES 030337211
C 00003723

60 STRESS x EMXO *SYRESSo (4 D0023733
C 00003743
C GENERATE ELEMENT INCREMENTAL STIFFNESS- M4ARIX 00003753

jC 00033763
,,,.,§##vqNELv, #ELvw*IRT?? t.STRESM.USER 04@ 0000377D

C 3000378D
C ASS EMBLE AND REDUCE -INCREMENTAL MATRIX 00003793
C 00003803

INCRa EL *ASS EM. SCP(-31 00003813
PRINT(ttt) INCR 0003382)

C 00003832
C CREATE INPUT EIGENVALUE MATRIX 00003843

C 00003853
EEC a FLEX *CHOL9 INCR 00.003863

PAINT 1990) EIG 00033870
C 00003883
C CALCUiLATE AND PR INT E-VAL UE St E- VECTOR SFREQUENC 1E S 00033893
C 00003902

EVALUftEVECTRvt a EIGt *EIGEN1, SC 00003923
GPRINT(3##9,SCtTR2.21 EVECTRtEVALUE 0003392)

Figure 11-7 Concluded
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C STABILITY A4ALYSIS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 0017
t 000i6s,0
C GfNEAATE EI.EMENT MATRICES - 00001690'

,ML ilt ITPvXLD jitt ~kELPTELSELSTEL,,,tSC,EMvwuL, VOUSiRQ40 00001fl0
C 00001720

C FORM (1X It '~UNIT AND t11. K I$ NULL MIATRICES - -000173
CO rWINE P WIT F6RMAT -KOR tVPt' V'ELEMENTS WtED do0001T40

C 00000.50
SC. TDEMTC.0001760

1 -1i0N LL*C~ 00001170

0 1 SMULY. SCOt.1R 00001730
0001790

C ASSfM0LE STIFFNOSS MA1RIX AND ELEPENT APPLIED LOAD$00080
C - 0000181

STIFO* EN *ASSfMo SCt1I 0001820
FTELA 36 1",ASSER, *K*440) 00001830
"CALE#LCAOS a XLD *D9JObIN*(1#1) 00001840
PRINr(FORCE9DISP991 STIFF -00001830

C 00001660
-CMULTIPLY ELEMENT APPLIED LOADS BY LCJAO-SCALAR 00060670

FTELS - FTELA.4IILTLSCALf 00001180
C TRA'ISFQKM EXTERNAL LOADS TO V-!? ASSEM8LED SYSTEM 00061890

L0400 a TR*.NULT LOADS 00001900
C FORK TOTAL LOA0 COLUMNS 000019rd

tL3AD ! FTELSeAODwLOADO .00001920
4C FORM REDUCED TOTAL LOAD COLUMN- 0001930

rLPTLOAOR 0 TL3AD.DEJOIN.( SC(5911#1) 00001940
C, 00001950
C PRINT FLEXIBILITY MATRIX 00001960
C 00001970

FLEX( a STIFF*P4VERS* '00001980
PRINT (0ISP#FDR4Evtf FLEX 00001990

C 00002000
C S3LVE F3k DISPLACEMENTS 00002010
C 00002020

KR= FLEX.NULT*TLOADR 00002030
TAO*TRI2 a TRaDEJOIN(SCI5,1#L) 00002040

XaTRlZ#TMULToXR 00002050
XGO TR9MULTmX T 000002060
IF (OIFF*NIJLL.2 GO T 00027

C 00002080
C PRINT ELEME'4T APPLIED LOADS AND EXTERNAL LOADS 00002090
C 00002100
C ELE4ENTS, HAVE L OR 2 DEGREES OF FOEEDOM OOOOZII.0
C .00002120

GPR14T14999FX*FY*FZ@NXoMY*NZ.SCiTR IFTELA 00002130
QPRINT(t,)FX.FY.FZ.MX.Wi~uMLSC, ILOADS 00D0210v
GPRINTI2,,,U.V0W.THETAXoTHETAY.THETALSC# I )t 00002150
If (13sNULL*) ^30 TO 60 0002160

Figure 11-8 -Alternate Stability Instruction Sequence Using
Matrix Inversion 741



-wmtr MVI 3 al~ ut

CPA I N1IS NAep We 0,% TESiiW* 0 99Q S v 'f X 00002110-

00&600

10 STSS t.0O'.Sfl.o.mT..1oF, iLOAG 0002210

OtN AE LMNT Z,,U. IW. CTENTAY.O.W*.0.N**,C HI X 00002220

00002290
000023L0

kSEERATE ELEM E INCREMENTAL T~ISMATRIX .0O20

OC f EL AS$,RTP NoTRSS#.U-3)O4.- 2340
'PlT AO00002310 1

00062330

iCRAT iNPEL ESSENVALC. AATRI 00002340

06002180

FI LEX.MULTOI ft 0002390

PRTE 9#91 EIGINAU TI 0000230
110 -00002390

CALCULATE ANO PRINT -E-VALUES:E-VEC'T0RSFRE~UENI4CES 00002420

EVALUE.EVICTRve a * 19, .ISEMX Sc 000024-40
*-GPAINT3,.,,SC#TRtlU EVECTR#IVALUE 00002,050

Figu're 11-8 (ConclUded)
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I 4'

(8) Dynamnics -Analysis Inst'ruction Sequece (DYNAMICS) <

Pigitre 11-9 presents the suggested set of-
abstraction Instructions for~ -~in performance of a vibration

anaysi. 'This particular set of ins tructiOit provides moqdes and
frequiniea fora stractur,41 system in-which, the figid body
modes have been suppressed (e the assembled stf fneis .matrix
h~s bpen renderad non-singialar by the aoppropribte application,
of',Ohysical boundary condit-ions. As seen from-.Figure 11-9 the
.EIGEN 1. -abstraction ifhatruction i's -used- in- this epne.
this -instruction i.s based- on -the '"power methodl of extracting

eigevaies andeigenvectors. The desired ,number, of modes and-
fre 4uencies are 6upplied, as input by the User In, the- Structural
Analy-nis Input Section.~ This -information, is- containeodon a
sp.ecialized Preprinhted input dat& -form entitled DYNAM.. -Tn:s
torm was. described in detail in the Structural InPut Data
Section of Referenice 5.

The Dynamics Analys-is Instruction Sequence hasI

been- written to accommodate nona-structural lumped masses to

augment the structural masa matrix generated by the MAGIC III
System. A specialized preprinted input -data form entitled Lumped
Mabss has been provided-for input of the~ lumped mass values
and is displayed in Figure fl1-16 of'Sqection II.C,5. It is4

noted that this data f~rm can -also-be utilized to input lumped

structural mass values at the option of the User.

If this were the case, the User -would specify a
mass density value of zero (0.0) on the Material Tape Input'S'3ction,
da-ta form which is described in-detail on PP. 97-- 101 of

Reference 5. In addition, output matrix position twelve (OMP 12)
of the IJS3R04. instruction. Statement No. 4l01 of Figure 11-9
would be left blank so that the MAGIC III System would not
generate element mass matrices (MEL) for the application in

question.
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Additional-output data from this set of
instructions include generakized tass -and gehrallzed, stilfness-
values for each mode requebsted.,

Table V is providdd as- $ uppjlemieart -to-Figure 11-9.
ThIs Table provides einerig an mtrx etnition for each
abstraction instructi6n listed in.Figuke 11-9.I
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IDYNAMICS 09
'00031!43

,-w; OVNAICS AGEMOUM- ANALYSS 003'5

00AMmsC MAASIS IN STRCTIN SEQ1IJECE 003

-GENERATE1 REMENT MATRICES

* 0004023
*ASS ENSLE SrIFf*ESi -MATA U AND kASS 01AVix 000034030

STIFf- -EM- ASS EM* SC I I
MASSM - EM *ASS EMo- SCI-,2 I 00034:06a

Z EFiNt LUMP MASS AN6 -TOTAL MASS MAW.IX ~00014085

LUN!O pb Ttk iMULT. o 14AS' 304
LLiWO 1- LUMPO 41)0011N. (SC4591)1i "004120
OLUMP aLUMP *DIAGONO- 0G004113

NAtS IONSSM- .AObe LUNP 00004140
00004153:

PRINT STIFFNESS MATkRIX AND HAS4 NA71ttX 00004163

091INT ('FORCEO$P fIF WoiwI

0,00042193
GENEFRACCTE 'AS 00006)Z

0000423
KINDYAT CWAMI *CTRIA 00004223

0004253)

FINC E-VALUES, E-VfCTORS. WOOML NODES, 0004263
FREWENCfES AND PkINT- 00004-270

00004293
00004303

TP09TO$l2 - TR IDiJOINo ISefsultIr 00"43113
GPA1I,3tI3,,,C*TA12 EVICT*EVALUE 00004323

00004330
GENERAT(E STIFFNESS AND GENERALIZED KASS 00004343
O(ATRICES AND PRINT 0000,4353

IGN = WICTTMIAR6sTIPF 00004:73
kOEN uKGfW1JNUT9ECT 00004383-
0614Z a 4VEKT4WAVoNA$S 00004393
OWN O@NWjA T.WIKT 0004403
PRIKI(,e,) RUM~i KN I$*# DYNAN 0004413

Figure 11-9 - Dynais Analysis Inotruction Sequence
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TAWBLE V_-
DY11AMICS IfStRUCTIG- SEQUPE

(STEP B3Y STEP, DtSIIPT0k)

SEQUENCE INSTRUCTION .II ~AAT

Generates thd eleient ztifftiss. iiatrices KEL,
~~.umped~~ -ns t~~clm.M1,a~nd element mass3

405 atricei --YEL required b te, dynic6 problem.

1Porpi the 4qqembled, reduced- s-tiffness matrix, STIFF
from the eleimeiht stiff~ips' wktr166i stordd'ifi Ek.
SC conitains s4ysite conhstianti required by te6 .ASSEM-.
routine,

4 6 MASSM=M4A C,94 (2)
Fom e sebdrece mabs matrix, MASS from
the element *i~s rntrices'st~red, in, EN. System
informatln 'iequiied by .ASSB~k. ii ir!"ut iii'SC.

The mass scalar, IMSCAL and the-lumped mass column

U&AS' itre dejoined in th& MLD)-matix.. 'It is noitd;
that MSCAL ls'the fiist'roW-of MLD.

41l fhUMPOPt T.LASS

'Transforms the unordered total J umped mass column,
LMAS$,' to the 0-1-2 ordere'd assemibled columft, LUMPO.

412 LUPLMPO.DOIN.(SC(,1),1')

Forms the reduced total lumiped mass column, LUMP,
-which reflects It's and 21s.

413 DLUMP=LUMP.DiAGoN.

Diagon~1izes the vector, LUMP, to form a square
diagonal miatrix, DLUMP.
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TABLE V

STATEMENT
SEQUENCE
NUMBER I___TRU__ION AND EXPLANATION

414 MASS=WSSM. ADD. DLUMP[MSS MSM+ [DLUMP
Augments the assembled structural mass matrix, MASSM
wzth the additional (non-structural) contribution
DLUMP to form the total mass matrix, MASS.

418 PRINT(FORCE,DISP,,) STIFF

Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.

420 PRINT(FORCE,ACCEL,,) MASS

'Prints the reduced mass matrix.

424 KINV, DYNAMSTIFF, MASS.CHTRIA.

Solves the following set of equations:
£sI ( DYNAM =Msj

[KIfrw] J Triangularized stiffness matrix

EDYNAM] is the, dynamic matrix and is equivalent to
the inverse of t e stiffness matrix times the mass
matrix, i.e., [K ] [J.

429 EVALUE, rEVECT, DYNAM,.EIGENI.SC-
SoVeLe DYNAM] - [EVALUE] IIJ (EVECT] = [0]

Computes the required eigenvalues and corresponding
eigenvectors of the dynamics matrix using the power
-method. The eigenvalues are stored in the column
matrix EVALUE and the corresponding eigenvectors
'are stored as columns in EVECT. The frequencies and
mode shapes are also printed out.

431 TRO,TR12 = TR.DEJOIN.(SC(5,),l)

Forms the matrlx TRI2 which will be used by the
.GPRINT. instruction.

432 .GP -NT. (3,,, ,SC,TR12)EVECT,EVALUE
Prints the eigenvalue column and the eigenvector
in engineering format.
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TABLE. V
(CONTINU0ED)

STATE~4ENT
SIRUENC'E EPANT

437 KGEI*1=EVECT. TMUT S TIFF

(1KGEN.11 = t 'irijT T j

Formp the& pr'oduct -of the'transpobe of the eigenvector,
matrix and the reduced stiffness'nmatrix.

438 KGENi=KGENl.1WM~-VECT
cmti = [vtoT-T(STIPFj,[EVECTI., Forms the-generalized stiffness matrix In KGEN

by forming the product of KGEN1 anid EVECT.'

439 MGENl=EVE3CT. T1MULT. MASS
[MGE0N1. [EVEdpT [AS
Forms the product of-the ti~ans pose of the
eigenvaltie jfatix and thie reduced mass matric.

4o MGEN=MGEN.MULT.EVECT
[MGEN) = [EECTJT (MASS3 (EVECT)
Forms the generalized mass matrix in MGEN by
forming -the, pr~oduct 6f MGEN, and EVECT.

441- PRINT(,,, )MGEN,KGEN,KINV,DYNAM

Prinit the generalized stiffness matrix, the general-
ized mass matrix, the triangularized stiffness matrix
and the dynamic matrix.
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(9) Free-Free Dynamics Analysis Instruction Sequehce

(DYNAMICSF)

Figure ID1-10 presents the suggested set of

abstraction instructions for use in perfoirmance of a free-free

vibration analysis. This particular set of instructions provides

modes and frequencies -for a structural system in which the rigid

body modes are ,p3esent. Provision for lumped non-srtructural

mass is provided as well as the provision for lumped structural

mass T.he' values are input,.- if equired, via the lumped mass
preprinted input data form shown, in Figure H1-16. It is noted
from ,the lumped mass form that provision is made to input, a mass
scalar value. This Value is utilized in the performance of a
free-free vibration analysis- as follows.

Given the equations of motion of a free-free system:

[M] + [Kf I 0 (1)

where is-a singular stiffness matrix. The natural

frequencies and corresponding mode shapes can be determined from

lowest to highest by solution of the following eigenvalue problem.

I M +,[KM = Oi (2)

from which the natural frequencies may be recovered as follows.-

ni-w

where a2 is the mass scalar value input on the lumped mass input

data form. Detailed discussion of the above procedure can be

found in References 12 and 13.

'It is noted that when the above technique is utilized,

caution must be exercised in choosing the value of the scalar a.

Problems arise in some cases when diagonal mass matrices are

employed whose terms are on the order of 10-2 compared to terms on
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!-1

NA-CSF30344
C 

000044301
C * ~ * * * ** **z ** * * ~ ** ~ 0003V440C----OYNA14CS (Fr-fEE-FEE.) AGENDUM -ANALYSIS, 00024453C DYNA4ICS ANALYSIS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 00004463C GENERAT ELEMENT "4&ATRIctE S 00004473

tILI ,M#Me'TRLIET,,.KEL,,Wp L SCEM, '" ,JSER04. 00004483
C 

00004493C ASSEMBLE STIFFNESS AND CbOSISTENT PASS MATRICES 00004503C 
00004510

STIFF v EN eaSSEm. C, (1) 000f452)
"ASSW~ - EN oASSEN.- Set (21-, 00004633C fiiE LUMP MASS O00454amkiALq L--MASS - -MIE'ON I' 0304955
LUMPO 1 TR *MULT. L"ASS 0,00456,IL, LUMP -Lt*PO .OEJOU4N. ( SC(S,1),Lb 00004570

C OLUMP - LUMP .OIAGON. 00004583:C 
00004593C DEFINE TOTAL 1ASS MATRIX 00004603"ASS M PASS" .AD0 OLUMP 00004613.ASSI a HASS .SNULT, MSCAL(l,1) 0000462:,C 
0000463)C PRINT STIFFMESS AND MkSS MATRICES 00004643

PRINT (FORCEE. DOSPt,) STIFF 00034653PRINT ( FORCE, ACCEL,,) MASS 00004663C 0000467
C COMPUTE DYNAMIC MARIX 00004683

00004693STIFFM u MASSi *ADD. STIFF 00004703FLEX, DYNAN a STIFFM, PASS *CHTRIA. 00004713
C 00004723C GENERATE E-VALUES AND FREQUENCIES AND PRINT 00004733C 

00004743EVALUE,EVECT1, - DYNAM, otIGEN1. SC 0004753
TRO,TR 12 - TR IDEJ61 N. (SC (3 p ,11 00004763GPRINT ( 3,,,, SC, TR12) EVECTEVALUE 0V0D4770C 

00004783C GENERA'TE GENERALIZED STIFF AND PASS , PRINT 00004-793C 
00004803KGEN1 a EVECT *TNULT. STIFF 00004812

KGEN v KGENI .MULT, EVECT, *,fn0O4823MGEN1 x EVECT -TMULT. MASS 00004833Mf4EN 1 4GEN oMULT. EVECT 00004842
PRINT (,,,) MOEN, KGENV FLEX, OYNAP 00004853

Figure II-10 - Free-Free Dynamics Analysis InstructionSequence
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the order of 106 in the stiffness matrix. This requires the

analyst to adjust the value of' a, , so that the matrix product
a. [M] when added to the stiifness matrix will render it

non-singular. A large value of~ 4. can cause problems when the

elastic frequencies of interest are low (say below 10 to 15 cps) since

the frequencies being calculated are a function of:

It has been found, in general, that when consistent

mass matrices are employed in the vibration analysis, a value of

a. = 1.0 will usually suffice as the scalar value of the mass

matrix multiplier.

Table Vi is provided as a supplement to Figure II-10.

This Table provides engineering and matrix definition for each

abstraction instruction listed in Figure I-10.
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II

TABLE VII
FREE-FREE DYNAMICS INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE

(STEP BY STEP DXSCRIPTION)

STATEMENT
SEQUENCE
NU4BER INSTRUCTION AND EXPLANATION

448 ,B, ,TEL,, ,,, MEL,S,EM,=, ,,. USERo4.
Generates the element stiffness matrices, KEL,
lumpad mass matrix column, M and element mass
matrices MEL, required for the dynamics problem.

452 STIFF=EM.ASSEM.SC, (1)
Forms the assembled reduced stiffness matrix, STIFF
from the element stiffness matrice stored" in EM.
SC contains system constants required by the
.ASSEM. routine.

453 MASSM=34.ASSEM.SC, (2)
Forms the assembled reduced mass matrix, MASS from
the element mass matrices stored in EM. System
information required by .ASSEM. is input in SC.

455 MSCAL,LMASS=M.DEJOIN.(ll)

rMSCALI
The mass scalar, MSCAL and the lumped mass column
LMASS are dejoined in the M matrix. It is noted
that MSCAL is the first row of M.

456 LUMPO = TR.MULT.LMASS

(LUMPO) = Uri] [MASS]
Transforms the unordered total lumped mass column,
LMASS, to the 0-1-2 ordered assembled column, LUMPO.

457 LL,LUMP=LUMPO.DEJOIN. (SC(5,l),l)

= LUMPO)LUMP

Forms the reduced total lumped mass column, LUMP,
which reflects Its and 2's.
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TABLE VI

__________ CONTINU]MD

STATEMENTSF4UENCE
NUMBE INSTRUCTION AND EXPLANATION

458 DLUMp-OLUMP.DIAGON.

Diagonalizes the vector, LUMP, to forma square
diagonal matrix, DLUMP.

461 MASS=MASSM. ADD. DLUMP
[MASS) = [MASSMJ + [DLUPIPJ,

Augments the assembled structural mass matrix,
MASSM, with the addltional (non-structuial)
contribution DLUMP to f6rm the total mais matrix,MASS.

462 MASS-MASS.SMULT.MSCAL(1, 1)
[MASS!]= ?CAL [MASS]
Performs the scalar multiplicati2n of MSCAL times
MASS. This is equivalent to * ,MJdetailed in
the writeup.

465 PRINT(PORCE,DISP,,.) STIFF
Prints the reduced stiffness matrix.

466 PRINT(FORCEACCEL0,) MASS
Prints the reduced mass matrix.

470 STIFFM'MAS1S.ADD.STIFF

Is~fMI- (MASSI) + [STIF]
Add** fMASS1] tq kTrFp to forp(STIFFMI, This to
equivalent to LMJ+ [KIas described in
the writeup. I -4

471 FLEX, DYNAMZSTIFFM, MASS. CHTRIA.
Solves the following set of equations

LX] - Triangularized Stiffness Matrix

NJ Is the dynamic matrix and is equivalent to
e inverse of tht sliltese matrix times the mess

matrix, i.e., LKJ -LM ,
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TABLE VI

(-CONT-N-M

STATEMENT-
SEQnCEo
N1MBER INSTRUCTION AND-EXPLANATION

Computesthe- required eigenvalues and corres-
ponoirg eipenvectors of the dynamics dgtrix
using the powei method. The eigenvalues are stored
in t he. co1i mratrix -EVALUE and the
corresponding eigenvectors are stored, as columns
-in EVECT. The -friequenciea, and mode shapes- are
also printed out.

476 TRO, TR12--TR. DFJOIN. (SC(5,1 ), 1)

I Forms the matrix TRI2 which Is used by the

.GPRINT. instruction.

47 GPRINT. (3,0,,,S C ,TR12) E dT, EVALUE

_ Prints the eigenvalue column and the eigenvector
matrix in engineering format,

481 KGENl-EVZCT. TMULT.STIFF

Forms the product of the transpose of the eigen-
vector matrix and the reduced stiffness matrix.

482 KGEN-KGENI. MULT. EVECT

Forms the generalized~stifkness matrix in KGEN by
forming the product of KGENI and EVCT.

: 483 MGEM =EVECT. TMULT, MASS

Forms the product of the transpose pf the eigen---
value matrix and the reduced mass matrix,.L

484 NG-"EN.MULT.M~CT !

Forms the generalized mass matrix in MGEN by
forming the product of HGEN1 and EMET. -
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TABLE- VI
(CONTINUED)

STATEME~NT

NUMBER INSTRUCTIONf AND- XPLANATION

485 PRINT(,, ,)MGENI,KGENFLE,DYlAM
1' Prints the generalized stiffness matrix, the

gefieraliied mass iatrixc, the triangularizedI ___________ tfness-matrix,'and the dynatic matrix.
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(10) Dynamics Mnalysis Instruction Sequence With

Condensation (DYNAMICSC)

Figure II-I presents the 6uggeatedset of abstrac-

tion instructions for Use in performbnce of a vibration analysis

utilizing condensation. The condensation technique used is

that.,of Guyan (Reference 11).

The use of this technique allows degrees-of freedom

considered to be superfluous to be elimihated through the ,use, of

a condensation transformation. The technique is .analogous to

that of Statics with Condensation (STATICSC)- with, the additional

step of applying the condensation transformation to the mass

matrix as well as the stiffness matrix. This technique yields

an eigenvalue problem which is much reduced'in slze.

As with the standard dynamics agendum of Figure

Ir-9 (DYNAMICS), lumped structural and non-structural masses are

-, accommodated. The specialized preprinted input data form

entitled Lumped Masses (Figure 11-16) is utilized, if required.

Degrees of freedom that are considered superfluous

and are to be condensed (eliminated) in a particular analysis are

designated by the number '2' in the Boundary Condition Section

which was discussed in detail on pp. 129-133 of Reference 5.

A detailed algebraic statement of the condensation

procedure which is performed using the instructions of Figure II-l1

is given on pp. 87-89 of Reference 5.
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DYNAmIcsc 046

----- YNAMCS, -AGENDUMp WITH CONDENSATION

m-- YNAP16S AGEN6UM ANALYSiS 0040

DYNAMICS ANALYSIS INSTRUCTION, SEQUjENCE fi0op3492

GENEPATE ELEMENT MATRICES 0044

,PLI18, MLOTR, ,KEL,i,,,, ie,SCEM, 0000 ,USER4. .00o04903

ASSENSLE STIFFNESS MATRIX AND--MAS5 NA IX' O009C9

STIFF a EM MumSE. S Ci ~I 00005003
MASS14 a EM eASSEM. St, v2 000W3501-3

IDEfINt 'LUMP MASS AND TOTAL. MASS M1R Ik 00035033
000354

AStAULMAtS a MLO *DEjOU4, ('1,1) 00005053
LUPPO~ s TP. .MtJLT. ,LaAtZ 000050063
LLLUMP - LUMPb .DIJOIN. (IStl51),I) 0005072,
OWP a LUMP *OIAGON. 0003063
PASS aS MASSM *ADD* DLUMP 00035090

06005103
I;PkI1T STIFFNESS A ATR IX, AND MASS MATRI X 00035 i13
IPPINt1'(FRCEOISPv9'I STIFF 03005L23

000015130
PRINT (.FORCE. ACCEL,, I MASS, 30005143

06605153
GENERATE DYNAMICS MATRIX 0005160

000b5170
TCiP,f0T aSTIfF ,oEJOiN, (SC6,41I,1 00035183
K1,tK12 70TP' 00E314. £SC(6,1 v01 00035193
K12TK22 uWT*DEJOI 'No (Sc46,l19), 00005203
K221vKO1 uK229K12T ,CNIRIA. 00035213
KR2 aK12 *MULT. -KAI 00005223
KR *K1o .ADD* KR2 00035233
IDENT a K11 eIDENTR. 00005243
KRIT -KRI *TRANSP* 0OP5S250
GANT a IDENT *AWDINe KNIT 00005263
GAN - GANT *TRMNSP. 0057
MRI, GANT *MULT* MASS 000052a0
MR uMRI.MNULTO GAN 00005293

tKRIeDYIKAN a KR#NlR *CHTRIAs 0003539)
00005313

Figure II-11 - ynamics Analysis instruction Sequence
with Condensation
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Fll -VAUEt - vcri -NRA MM - -v -

FREQUENCIES______ AN-KN 000 3

EVAL~jfEC~p -nOYM49 ~jGEi. C 0005
TPO~ TR a Tk DJ~l~ 'fctIP1.0 000531
T~~~biTAI~~ ~ ~ ~ iiTO tbN SMti1 .6 3

00005430
KGEN -UENIsUL*VC 500*PRIN

O'EALUEEI.MLTEVC OYN40 05470-
000D5538)

PRNes,4ANA STIFNESSANAGNRALIED AS 00O05493

~t4AFigure 11-1 -(Concluded)42
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(1) -Freet;-Free ny~mcs14-ysias ra-oSequence
with Conidensation (DYOiMZCS CF)

Figure 1-22 -pressezta the suggeste d -set of Ab-
straction instructions-ifor use in performance of a& f-re-re
vibration antlysid With condensation.? iThis particular set of
instructions provides-moctes Jand- frequencies for a strUctural
System in which the rigid- body modes are present and- for which

tetechnique Of dcndensation, is ekmploed. 'rovilsion for lum ed
non-structural mass is -provided as well as the provision for

lumped structural. masds. The Mass Scalar Value,.~, described-
in the Free-Free Dynamics Analysmio Instruc-tion Sequence

previoisly Us availab to this set of instructions and is -uwed'
in extactly the same manner as, in DYfAMC;F.-I' ~~~degree4-of-freedom that are cosdee Iuefuu

I ,and are to be-condensed (eliminated) in a partiduiar Analysis are
deaignated by the number 121- in the Boundary Conditidh Section
which wAs discussed in detail on pp. i129-1-33 of Reference 5. it
is noted that User judgement is requirdd ln-deciding, whi ch
degrees-of-freedom in a- particular Analysis are superfluous and
which are essential. An objective approach to this deicision
making process io presented in Reference 14t.

The procedure utilized in Figure 11-12 is very
similar to that employed In dynamic substructuring. A detailed
algebraic statement of the dynamic subbtructuring process is
given on pp,. 146-165 of Reference 4.
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CYNAICS G64~t WST14CO~~kS~ IO

-- DY"IC AGEW-HANAL$150006 4

00355 13

-0YEBLEANICES 00005-EM-OS NORIO

It 00005 5630

NSM3!t -As K S~i0l005.55
rSAL 01SS000l* 1MV(U1 bj

L11 UOPa WO *OJDIN (Sf5*l9tf00035693J
CLUEMF wLU SMPNS MC0SS~ *ATRIES 06600

It SFth TO4 EM.ASS PEN.. 00005723
"AS$~ * NASSM . SCUP00,3

11 01FIN UM 3'.ONSS MARXADMS'ARX0005753ky4SAL FQKEISS O I~ I STIFF 00056

PRINTA *NUflg~Lf I' AS& 00 6

0035810

11 DEFI,2 ac~ TOSP DE2A, 4TR vtpX3053
kl2TS%2 a GAS#4.AEOO.* tS9AMP 9 0000 583

k 2 wt STIFFNESS MRIX AN0AS AR0003596D

-10ENT FRe, 15, IC STI F OOOD5883

KRIT- KRl ZZIT *CHTIA 0003589)

GANT aI WDENT *AWOIN, KAIT 0000590)

Figure 11-12 -Free-Free Dynffmice An&a-1ysi6 Instruction Sequefice with
Condefisaton
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- PAMU~t OiCA~ftll 130594
K ly0 N ADD KR00069,5KP~t ~hAMl~v'R *CTA 1

TROI' ADD. Kt R ioEOOO59,S(*pxtl

GPPIN E-VA9uS#TR EVECrORS NOAL 0.00D6S5

RREOJECS N PRINT 1668

FVAhl - EVECTT,,.K OY0't,*EIENL S

OPPI (- , E ,C,TUrI)A J0ETEV1612rb')

MGEN - R*EN1.MULT.EVECT f06133

Figure 11-12 -(Concluded)
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d,., -Agendum 'Level Abstraction Instkuctidns

The AgefidUmi level Ab,traction capability incorporated
,into, the. MGIC 121 System -has- beenv retainhed and- e6xpnded, in the
MAGIC- III it yst The abtatn intutions fdr specified

analyses Will be auittomatically ge'neikatd for the User when he
specifiei the correspr6ding,-opioxi' 6n the $INSTRUCTION' card,
The Agenduim, library i s-expandable'And- -the additioof ore

abstraction instruction sequxences-(Agehduin) only requirep the
updating& of 6ubroutie AGEVIDM, anid bf -course the Agondum libr4 ry
itseOlf . T1he iUse- of an Agendufn in nov'wy kestricts the,,t2 e because
he cani include in his input adk his, own 'abstractions to be merged
with the selected agendwn=.

Zsubroutiner AGEN controls the- selection .,from the

Agenduid librAi-y- of thd abstraction, initructiorn sequence requested,
6n the $INSTRUCtION card. -At present, this subroutine ,has the

capability to select the following ftepdumo.

1. STAPICSASYM (Linear Elastic Displacement and' Stress
'Analysis-, Triangua Rn -Asymmetric

Loading)

2, STATICS. (Lihear Elastic Displacement and Strebs
Analysis,)

3. STATICSC (Linear Elastic Displacement and Stress
Analysis With Condensation)

14. StATICS2 (Linear Plastic Displacement and Stress
Analysis With Prescribed Dis~placements)

5. STABILITY (Linear Elastic Instability Analysis
Using Cholesky Triangularizationj

6. STABILITYA (Linear Elastic Instability*Analysis
Using 'Matrix InVersion)

7. DYNAMICS (Vibration Frequencies, Mode Shapes,
GeneralizedMass and Stiffness

for Supported Structures)
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8.DYNAMIOSF .()Free-Free 'VibratiLon requqnie ,, Mode
tShaops Q nraized, Mabs a6nd -Generalize!d

Stifx'ness for Unsupported Structures)4
91 DYNAMICSC (Vibrationi Frequencies, Mode Shapes,,

Geralized Xass and- Generaliz'ed-

Stiffneis v#it Condensation -for
Supported Structures)

10. DYNAIC& (Free-Free ,Vibration Frequendies- -Mode
a hap~e;, GQeneralited- Mass and, Geheralized
Stifthess -with .Coiidensation for

Unsupported Structures)

The prteserit AdtNDUl{Tibrary is 4designed, to be updated as{
new Agendums -become-available. The progrdiming procedure, utilized
to- add additional optiols td the -ibrary is'-discussed in Appc-,dix

iX of Reference-8.

it is emphasized thfat the User-is not restricted to

the use of the above Agendums. They-are incjruded as a convenience

feature to automatically-generate the Tequired instructions for

a given standard 'analybis.

An example of non-ag6endum usage is as follows

$MAGIC
$RUN do

$ INSTRUCTION SOURCE

Euaeri'nput Abstraction Instructions]

EReport From Input Deck for .USER04. Instruction)
$END
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-C. STRUCTURAL- INPeT DATA

1. General Dd.seripV

Significant portiOns of the labor and computer costs of

structural, analysis aa occasioted by incomplete or improper
specification of structural itput data. In recognition of this, t
a number of feature -have been indorpprated -into the MAGIC System

to assist in tha-confirmation of probleni-data prior to execution.

The-most imprtant of these are the prelabeled input data forms
which are an integral part of th& MAGIC System.

Al1 features which were incorporated into MAGIC i and II are
retained and expanded in- MAGIC III. Additional prelabeled input
data forms have been added to MAGIC III to support the expanded

capabil-ity of: the System-. These input data forms contain a -number
of special features, e.g.,

(1)- "MODAL" Options are provided which preset a table to
a given set of values. This MODAL option may be used

where indicated.
(2) "REPEAT'- Options are provided which minimize the

input data specifiedby ,the User. This REPEAT

option may be used where indicated.

(3) The User exercises control options simply by placing

an 'X in a given location on a prelabeled input data

form.

(4) The prelabeled input data forms have permanent label
cards which automatically precede subsets of data

thereby allowing.flexibility in the arrangement of

input decks.

(5) Zeros must be indlcated where pertinent. Blanks are

never zeros except where specifically indicated.

(6) Onlyprelabeled input forms associated with options

that are exercised in any particular problem are

needed. Data associated with options not exercised

are simply omitted.
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Prelabeled input data forms-neW to the MAGIC III System are

as follows:: V

(1) Element Temperature InputSection

(2) Element Pressure Input Secti6hn
(3) Element Pre-Strain and Prei-Strdss, Input Section

(4) L!4mped&Mass and Pree-Free Input Data Section,

Additional prelabeled input dgta forms peculiar to the

triangular ring element-which accommodates asymmetric loading have,

also been added to MA0IC 'II. These data forms will be described

in detail in the Element Input-Sedt.on which, appears later in this

document.

The numerical input pertinent to the above dta is presented

in flostingooint and fixed point notations. In flating point

notation, the decimal point is always.,shown on the input data and in

fixed ,poiht notation the decimal is .never shown. The floating point

notation is applicable, for example, to :meurable quantities such

as loads, coordinates, etc. The fixed point notation is limited to

whole numbers or integers such as grid point 'mbers.

In floating point. ntatton, a number :may be written in

either the conventional manner or aso a factor of lon'; for example,

the number 30 000 000 30 x 106 cartbe written as either 30 000 000

or 30.0 E6. For numerical input dateboth fixed and fioating

point) plus signs are not normally used. Negative :numbers and

negative exponents, however, must b8 preceded by a minus sign.

It is to be noted that the 11relabeled input data forms

discussed in this section are tobe used in conjunction (when

necessary) with the existing MAGIC System prelabeled data forms.

The description for proper usage of existing forms is delineated in

detail on pp. 93 - 213 of Reference 5.

The procedure used in the ,preparation of the additional

prelabeled data forms will now be explained in detail. It is

important to note that Slashes (/) which appear on the prelabeled
input data forms, instruct the Keypunch Operator to proceed to the

next entry position on the input data form, or if all entries have

been punched, to the next data section.
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2. Element Temperature Input Section (Figure .I,-13).

Loadihg which arises from elevated temperature is

considered as element applied loading and- is transformed into con-

sistent energy equivalent grid point loads according to element K
type. For convanience to the User, temperature values (or temperature

gradients) can either be input at each grid point, or as element

related data.

To provide for grid point temperature input, the Grid Point

Temperature labeled data form was provided in the MAGIC II System

and is detailed on pp. 114-i17 of Reference 5.

An additional option is provided in MAGIC III for element

related temperature data. In this section, the User may employ two

time saving devices:

(1) MODAL - The MODAL option automates the specification

of recurring values within a subset of input data.

This feature enables data-prescribed initialization

of tables. Explicit data requirements are thereby

limited tothe specification of exceptions to the

MODAL initialization.

(2) REPEAT - A REPEAT option is available which allows the

User to retain data from a previous point for the

indicated point.

The prelabeled input date form provided for the Element

Temperature Input Section is shown in Figure 11-13 The first entry

on the form is prelabeled ELTEMP and requires no information from

the User.

The second entry on the form is the MODAL entry which allows

the Use- to input element temperature data which the System assumes

to apply to every element unless otherwise indicated in the Element

Number Entries which follow the MODAL entry. MODAL is pre-labeled

in Columns 1 through 5. Columns 6 through 12 are left blank. The

number of temperatures to be entered as MODAL values is entered as
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a right Justified fixed- point number in Columns 13 and 41. The
next sixty columns of this card (Columns 15 through 74) and the

same sixty columns of the next eard-combine to form twelve ten
column fields. Up to twelve temperatures oer relement may be entered
as MODAL values. If six or less temperatures aie enteted, only one

card is used for the MODAL values.. The npmber ad sequence of

temperatures which are entered in these locations are functions

of the type of element being employed in the analysis. This input

is element related and will be explained in detail for each

element in the sections which delineate the element descriptions.

The third and following-entries in the section contain
information pertaining to the Element Numbers, Repeat Option,

Number of Temperatures, and Element Temperature Input,, e.g.,

Element Number - (Col. 7 - i)

(1) Element numbers are entered as fixed point numbers.

(2) Element numbers must be entered consistent with the
order in which t'ey were entered in the Element Control

Data Section.

Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option provides the User with the opportunity to
repeat Temperature Input from element to element. This is

accomplished in the following mannnr. If the Temperature

Input for a nvmber of elements is identical, the User enters

the elenent number and associated input for the first

element. For the following elements having the same input,

only the Element Number (Col. 7 - 11) and an 'X' in the

Repeat column need be entered. If the Repeat option is
used, do not make any further entires on this card. (Be

sure to leave Cols. 13 and 14 blank.)

100
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Number of Temperatures (Cols. 13 - 14)

The number of temperatures to be entered for the -element is

entered as a fixed point number in Cole. 13 6nd 14. This

field must be left blask for subsequent entries. if they

are beIng repeated from previous entrie&*

Tei aeratures (Cols. 15 -2),

Up to twelve temperatures are entered in fields of ten

starting in Column 15 and continuing to 74 for the tirst
six, and again in Cola. 15 through 74 of a second card if
necessary. The number of temperatures needed depends

upon the element -being described. This information is

delineated in detail in the section on Element Descriptions.

REMEMBER:

(1) For a problem with identical input for every element only

the MODAL entry is required.

(2) The repeat option can be used effectively for sets

of elements that have the same input. However, element
numbers must be entered consistent with the order in

which they were entered in the Element Control Data
Section.

(3) If the repeat option is used, leave the field for the

number of temperatures blank (Cola. 13 and 14) for subsequent

entries if they are being repeated from previous entries.

(4) If six or less temperatues are entered, only one card

is used for that particular element number. Do not

Vit in an extra blank card.

(5) The type of temperature input required for an element

is a function of element type.
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3. Element Pressure Input Section (Figure Ii-A4J)

Loading which arises from distributed pressure is considered

as element applied loading and is transformed into consistent

energy equivalent grid -point loads according to element type. For

convenience to the User, pressure values can either be input

at each grid point, or as element related data.

To provide for grid point pressure input, the Grid Point

Pressure labeled data form was provided in the MAGIC II System and

is detailed on pp. 110-113 of Reference 5.

An additional option is provided in MAGIC III for element

related pressure data. In this section, the User may employ the same

two time saving devices as previously described in the

Element Temperature Section, e.g., The MODAL and Repeat Options.

The prelabeled input data form provided for the Element

Pressure Input Section is shown in Figure II-1. The first entry

on the form is prelabeled ELPRESS and requires no information from
the User.

The second entry on the form is the MODAL entry which allows

the User to input element pressure data which the System assumes

to apply to every element unless otherwise indicated in the

Element Number Entries which follow the MODAL entry. MODAL is

pre-labeled in Cols. 1 through 5. Columns 6 through 12 are

left blank. The number of pressures to be entered as MODAL values

is entered as a right Justified fixed point number in Columns 13 and 14.

The next sixty columns of this card (Cols. 15 through 74 ) and the

same sixty columns of the next card combine to form twelve ten

column fields. Up to twelve pressures may be entered as MODAL

values. If six or less pressures are entered, only one card is

used for the MODAL values. The number and sequence of pressures

which are entered in these locations are functions of the type of

element being employed in the analysis. -This input is element

related and will be explained in detail for each element in the

sections which delineate the element descriptions.
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The third and following entries in the section contain J

information pertainingto the Element 'Numbers, Repeat Option,

Number of Pressures, and Element Pressure Input, e.g.,

ElementNumber - (CO, 7. - IlY

(1) 4Eement numbers are entered as fixed point numbers.

(2) Element numbers must be entered consistent with the

order in which they were entered in the Element Control

Data Section.

Repeet ( Col. 12)

Tha repeat option provides the User with the opportunity

to repeat Prossure Input from element to element. This it

accom| iibed tn the following manner. If the Pressure

Inpw)t for a number of elements is identical, the User enters

the element number and associated input for the first

element. For the following elements having the same input,

only the Element NUmber (Col. 7 - 11) and an 'X' in the,

Repeat column need be entered. If the Repeat option is

used, do not make any further entries on this card. (Be

sure to leave Cols. 13 and 14 blark.)

Number of Pressures - (Col. 13 - 14)

The number of pressures to be entered for the element is

entered as a fixed point number in Cols. 13 and 14. This

field must be left blank for subsequent entries if they

are being repeated from-previous entries.

Pressures (Col. 15 - 74)

lp to twelve pressures are entered in fields of ten starting

in Column 15 and continuing to 74 for the first six, and
again in Cols. 15 through 74 of a second card if necessary.

The number of pressures needed depends upon the element

being described. This information is delineated in detail

in the section on element description.

I
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REMEMBER:

(1) For a problem with identical input for every element

only the MODAL entry is required. H

(2) The repeat option can be used effectively for sets

of elements that have the same input. However,
element numbers must be entered consistent with the

order in which they were entered in the Element Control

Data section.

(3) If the repeat option is used, leave the field for the

number of pressures blank (Cols. 13 and 14) for subsequent

entries if they are being repeated from previous

entries.

(4) If six or less pressures are entered, only -one card

is used for that particular element number. Do not

put in an extra blank card.

(5) The type of pressure input required for an element

is a function of element type.

4. Element Pre-Strain and Pre-Stress In ut Section (Figure 11-15)

A prelabeled input data form is provided for element pre-

strain and pre-stress input. This form is used for elements

which accommodate pre-strain and/or pre-stress input (Figure 11-15).

The first entry on the input data form is prelabeled STST

and requires no information from the user.

The second entry on the form identifies all the following

information as pertaining only to strain, only to stress, or both

strain and stress. Columns seven and eight are the only columns

that contain information on the second card. An 'X' in Column 7

and Column 8 left blank identifies that only pre-strain data will

follow. A blank in Column 7 -and an 'X' in Column 8 means that

only pre-strebs data will follow. If both Columns 7 and 8 contain

an 'X', both pre-strain and pre-stress data will follow. Note that
this card must be present in an 'STST' input section, and an 'X
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must Aimoat in t~rTolm and/or Column 8. NQ 66fatuI,
hais boen .1Q~itot this card,, and: £tai omisbioh -14 6n error,

The -third eantty b#~ the itput da form is the M0DPAL enitry.

'T~his 6ntry allows the user t~ inplat prea-s'train and/or pkr-tress 4

data (0epending on what 'wa* .10icsted on darOd number -to)ihc
the Systefm asumes to Apply to evqi-r element unlebs otherwise
indicated in the Ei±5ment Nube entieswhidh follow the MODALj

tntry,

)4ODAL is pre-labeled in Cols. Z~ through 5. Column 6
through 1? are left blank. The next sixty colu6Ws (Cols. 13 72 )
are Adivided into six temd ollumn fields. If Only, prei-strain input
is; indicated on card two, six values of pre-strain are placed on
this cardt. If only pre;.stress -input Is indicated, six values of
pre-stress are placed Qon this card. If both pre-straini and pre-

stress are indicated, six Values of pre-strain are placed on this
card'and-six values of pre-stress are-placed on the next card in
the corresponding fields. The MODAL entry is optional and should
beemployed only when the User wishes to input pre-strain and/or
pre-stress data for every element.

The following -entries in this section contain information

pertaining to Element Numbers, Repeat Option and Pre-Strain and/or

Pre-Stress Input, q.g..,
Element Number - (Cola. 7 - 1-1)

(1) Element numbers are entered as fixed point numbers.

(2) Element numbers must be entered consistent with

the order in which they were entered in the Element

Control Data Section.

The repeat option' pirovides the'User with the opportunity to
repeat pre-strain and/or pre-stress input from element to

element. This is accomplished in the following manner.
If the input for a number of elements Is identical, the

input for the first element. For the following elements
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having, the same inputj only the Element Number -(Col. - 11)

and an tXI in the ,Repeat column n.eed be entered.

Pre!-Strainh or PrTe-Stress Data (Col. 13 -. 72)

The format of this data is analogous to that of the MODAL

entry. One .or -wo cards are used depending upon whether
-only pre-strain, only,,pre-stress, or both pre-strain .and
pre-stress are-indicated on card number two.

The information describing the sequence of pre-strain or

pre-stress data is element dependent and is presented for each

of the0ppl-icable element types in the ection on element

descriptioni . - ..

REMEMBER:

(1) For a problem with identical input for every element.

only the MODAL entry is required.

(2) The repeat option can be used- effectively for sets

of elements that have the same input. However,

element numbers must be entered consistent with the

order in which they were entered in the Element

Control Date- Section.

(3) The type of pre-strain and/or pre-stress input required

for an element is a function of element type.

io8
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5 ILUin~ed Mass- anid -Fe ingut'Sec'tion (Fiure 1-6)

LumpW.'d.tructural and..Ynon-srtructural masse6 are, 6pecified
bcomponent 4g**nht grid point niumber.. "th axes- of refeec r

specif ied with, ref erenced tq the AGlobal 8ysteia.

Th lb~~d.inA data, format- provided for, the Lumpe d
Mass Section Ilsshown in- Figure 11i-16. -k total -of nixe possible,

a ue are provlded- for in this section.. These are as- fo13.ows~o

()Three MDredt Inertias,! mz)
(2) Three I.Rotaticinil tertias- (M, 'M Mz)- And

(3) Three G0eneralized Inertias _(M',M 2 M3

the total number of degrees ,of freedom entries per grid
point is dependent~oh. the element type being employed in the analysis.
Three types, appear in the I4AGIC III System, I.e.,

(1) Tri&ngula~r Cross-Section Ring,. Trapezoidal Cross-Section
Ring (Core) -Three Degr-ee-of-Freedon entries, per point:
Posible Inertia Values (M~, -M , Mz).

(2) Frame Element, Incremental Frame, Quadrilateral Shear

Panel,. Qgadrilater al and Triangular thin Shell Elements..
Quadrilateral and Triangula'r Plate Elements,. Symmetric
Shear Web, High Aspect Ratio Quadrilateral Thin Shell,
Tetrahedron,. Triaagular-Prism, Rectangular Prism -

Six Degree-.of-Freeidom entries per point: Possible
Interia Values (M., M y i 'Mi$mx$ 1MT MOn).-

()Toroidal Thin Shell Ring - Nine Degree-df-Freedom entries

per point: Possible Inertia Values (M. 0, Mz, 0, MO~t0, mi.. 0,1- 3) TheM, 0 and M 3 are a set of general-
ized mwses which correspond tom~on-physical derivative

degrees-of-freedom for the toroidal ring. In general,
these values, are set equal to zero.
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Thza.%plicable concentrated masses are entered as
flo&t1.ng r4 numters. It is iMportant to note that Keypunch
Pors pel hav been natructed to ignore entries that are not filled
it, Blak enties are not considered as zeros. Zeros must be

entered in as entry when applicable.

The first entry on the Lumped Mass input data form is

prelabeled MASS and requires no information from the User. The
second entry is prelabeled SCALE in Columns 1-5 and the integer
1 in Column 11. The User supplies one item of information for this
entry as follows.

The.Mass Scalar value is entered as. a floating point number
and is used when performing. a free-free vibration analysis
with or without condensation.

The Value of the mass scalar corresponds to the value of
the constant., , which multiplies the assembled mass matrix.
(Ndte the deacrptions of fee-free dynamics analysis
(DYNAMICOF) and free-free-dynamics analysis with

condensation (DYNAMICSCF)which appear on pp. 82-84 and 92

of thid report.)

It is noted' that if a free-ftee analysis is not being

performed, the mas'f scalgr is not utilized. - Furthermore,

this Input data form need 'only be utilized for the following:

(I) Free-free vibration analyseswith or without condensation

and with or without lumped structural or non-structural

masses.
(2) Vibration analysi (rigid body modes suppressed) with

or without condensation and with lumped structural or

nofr.etructural masses:.
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The next entry on the form is the MODAL entry. This

entry allows the User to input a set of mass values which the program

assumes to apply to every grid point unless otherwise indicated

by a separate grid point entry on the grid point cards. MODAL is,

prelabeled on thS card and the only information required by the

User are the lumped mass values which have been discussed
previously.

The third and following entries- contain information
pertaining to the Grid Point Numbers,. Repeat Option and Lumped

Masses, as follows:

Grid Point Number.- (Cols. 7-il)

(I) Grid Point Numbers are entered .as fixed point numbers.

(2) Grid Point Numbers can be entered in any sequence

desired.

Repeat - (Col. 12)

The repeat option allows theUaer to repeat values of

lumped mass from grid point to grid point. This is

accomplished in the following marner. If the lumped mass

{ values at a number of grid point6 are identical, the User enters

the grid point number and associated lumped mass values for

the first grid point. For the following points 'baring

identical lmped masses only, the-grid ,point number

("Col. 7-1) and an "X" in the repeat (Col. 12) need be

entered. If the repeat option is employed2 only one card

per grid point is required for the i epeated ent:y

V, irregardless of whether the degree-of-freedom entries per

grid point are three, six or nine.
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Remember:

(1) The LUmPed Mass input data section is utIlized. for

the following:

a. Free-Free vibration analylis with or without

condensation and with or without lumped structural
or non-structural masses. Note that for free-free

analysis a mass scalar value not equal to zero is

required to properly perform .the analyses as defined

by the DYNAMICSF and DYNAMICSOF Agendums.

b. Vibration analyses- with or without condensation

(in which the rigid1 body modes have bean suppressed)

with lumped structural or non-structural masses.
For this case the- mass, scalar value is set,

equal to 0.0 or it is not entered. If there are

no lumped masses present, the form is omitted.

(2) The Repeat option can be used effectively for sets

of grid points having identitcal lumped masses,

(3) Lumped massep are not element related and should not

be confused with elefaent generated mass matrices.

-(4) Zeros must be entered when applicable. Blanks are

not zeros.

(5) If the number of degree-of-freedom entries per grid

point-is equal to three (3) then only the inertia
values (mx, y Mz)are applicable. The other two

entries (Rotational and Generalized Masses) are

ignored by -the Usek.

(6) If the number of degrees-of-freedom entries per grid

point is equal to six (6) then the Translational and

Rotational Inertia values must be considered. If,

Zor instance, at a certain grid point there are

translational inertias but no rotational inertias,

I
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-zeros must be entered for the rotational inertia-

values or this entry will be ignored by the Keypunch

Operator. This would cause premature termination

of the run-since S6ix degree-of-freedom elements require

two lumped masS. cards- per grid point.

(7) if the number of degree-of-freedo entries per grid

point is equal to (9), then Translational, Rotational
and Generalized Masses must be entered. If some of

these entries are equal to zero, these zero values

must still be entered; otherwise, the entries will
be ignored by the Keypunch Operator causing

premature termination of the-run,

(8) 'Repeated grid points. require only one card.
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6. element Control Data Section (Figur&II-17)

The Element Control Dsta Section etab~ihes control on
the types and number of elements which are to be used in a specific

analysis. A prelabeled input data form is provided for the Element

Control Data Section and isf shown in Figure I-17. this form is
applicable to all fnite element which are contained in the

MAGIC Library. Upon examination of the form, it is seen that

certain data are applicable 't. al of the elements in the library

while other data are element dependent.

The first entry on the form is prelabeled ELEM and

requires no information from the User. The second and following
entries contain the following information.

Element Number.- (Cols. 7-10)

(I), The element number Wihich defines the element
being considered is entered in this location.

(2) Elements can be entered in any sequence desired.

(3) The element number is entered as a fixed point

number.

Pl 1Number - (Colo. 11-1)

(1) Each additional finite element in the Element

Library has an identification number as follows:
(a) Number 52 - (Rectangular Prism)

(b) Number 50 - (Tetrahedron)
(c) Number 51 - (Triangular Prism and Symmetric

Triangular Prism)
(d) Number 29 - (Symmetric Shear Web-)
(e) Number 38 - (High Aspect Ratio Quadrilateral

Thin Shell)

(f) Number 31 - (Triangular Cross-Section Ring,
Asymmetric Loading)

(2) Identification Numbers are entered as fixed point

numbers.
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Material Number - '(Colo. 13-18)
The-material number irs the, number o~ the material

associated -with the element in question.- This number is
referenced to -the matekial, tape-. Pok-Iflstance, if the
User were using material- number 1,38j- this material would
have had to-, be on, the- tape' at the -time of the run -or be

a-matrialthit..the User was adding to the-tape for this
-particular, run. the material number mUst. appearjexactly as it wtas- in' Cbl. 10-;15 of 'the HMATR section.

76mnperAture, Interp'olite Ogtion-- - (Col. 19)
-~ The Tekperatuke Mirterpol~.te O0ption, is. exerc .sed in

the following M=Anr-.,-

(1) -If ar -entiy is -not made in ColUmn, 19, the.,,program-
will average, the node- point temperatures-, cf the

element in- questidn aind use this avierage temoeia-
liure when establishing mnater'ial -properties fiom
the' mterial tape-.

(2) If'a '1 #_ -entered 'in. Colin 19 , the programh will
use the-Material Temperatu~re entered ifa Colujms gO0-27
When L'stabli~hing material pkbperties frbm the

material tape.

()If .a numbei n (ni> 1-) is entered in- Cbltnn 1-9, t~ien
this. numxbet is~feqUal t6 the-niqmber of node points
which will pariipate in the averagig process.
The first n node points- entered in, Columns. 36-7-1,
(Node 1Pint Section), of''the Element control Data
Section will then be uxsed in the avreraging process.

:Maerii Tmpeatue -(Cols. 20;.27)

if the Usek e~erdiez 'the Temperature, Interpolate
Option Z 2lacihg, a; '1,I it Co-lumn 19, then a temperature
associated with the elem~ent in q1'iesiion should be
entered'in Columns 20-27-in' a thermal stress analysis.
The program will then Use- this temperature when
estalishing material properties f-krm -the Material tape.
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Repeat Element Matrices- (Col..28)

Element matrices generated for assembly against

a particular finite element specification can also

be used for the next element in the calculation
sequence. This avoids repeated calculation of

identical element atricei. Ekperince indicates a

high frequency of opportunities for exPloiting this

feature. Input data 'requirements 9nd exacution times

can be szinificantly reduced with use or this feature.
The option is ,exercisgd by the User by placlng en ,X,

in Col. 28 opposite the Element Number for which

-element matrices are to be repeated.

Element Inpt (Col-. 29)

Certain of the add4tional elements contained in the
;MAGIC III SysteOm Eleent Library require element input.
The rectWngular prism, symetric shear web, high
aspect ratio quadrilateral thin Shell, and triangular

cross-section ring, elements 5aws require element

input. M IAu 'is placed in Column '29 for these

elements.

A. prelabeled. input data form is provided especially

for element input. This form will be discussed in

detail immediately following the discussion of the

Element Control Dgta input form.

Interpolated Input. Print - (Col. 30)

If the User places an 'X' in Column, 30, the

following information is obtained:

(1) Material Number
(2) Material Identification

(3) Type of Material; i.e., Isotropic or Ortbotropic
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(4) Interpolated Material Properties, which include

(A)- Temperature

(b) Young's Modulus

(d) Thetadl Expansion. Coefficiehts

(e) Rigidity Moduli

Element Matrix Pr' int -(o1-. - l)

If the User' places an I', in Column 31.. P. print
of element miatrices associated with the-elemeht in
quxestion i.s obtkinedi

Ful-1 Print, (Col..'2

If the User pJlacesa~n 'Xi'in Columxn-32,a total print
of all -element. matrices And inttermfediate computations
is obtained for the elemednt in question. In general,
this option is exdeised when debugging a problemn.

Number, ot Input Nodes - (ColRs. 33-34).

the number of input nodes is the number of node
points which definie A~n element. The following number
of code points, are applicable. to the additional
elements in the I4AGtC Libraiy.

(I') Rectangular Prism 8 Node Points
(2.) Tetrahedron 4 Node Points
(3) Triangular Prism 6 Node Points
(4) symmetric Prism 3 Node Points
(J5) Symmetric Shear Web 2 Node Points
(6) High As pect Ratio Quadrilateral 8 Node Points

(')Triangular Ring (Asymmetric.Load) 3 Node Points
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Pressure Suppression. Opion -(Col. 35)

prssreLoiad'Matrid*$ pre geni~tated at the, eliemeot
level in the MAGIC- System. The User has-the option
of placing an X"in ZColumn -5s if, it Is desired to

j suppress the generation of tbe pressureLoad Vectorj for any 'particUlar element.
Mode Points ol.6-)

These locations are rdserved for the node poltnts-
which dos cri-bsthe. elament in qaeation. The Useir
should note that throe 6oium fields ate set. aside for
each node point. Thdre are, 12 locations aft aside for node
points.

7. -Eiement Input Section (V~igure 11-1§1

j A labeled input data. form ii provided for the Element Input
Section~. This -form-is uised' for elements which require Element Input:
(ColUmn 29 of the Element Control'pat Section).

The first entry on toie f'orm is. prelabbled =TIMN and requiresI no information from the Usier. the second entry on the input date
form -is the MODAL entry which allows. the Utser to input element
Input which the program assumes to apply to every element unless
otherwise indicated in the Element N4uber entries which follow
the MODAL card,, It can be-seen from, the input data form that
the Element Input is labeled A, B, Co Do Ho F with each item
contained in a ten colunn field. These are the locations where
the element input is entered, if the element being used requires
element inpUt. The erhtries .made in Locations A through F are
entered as floating point numbers,. The values which are entered
in these locations ire functions of the type of element being
employed in the anilysi3. This input, therefore, is element
related and will be excplained in detail for each element in the
following section.
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The thi-rd and following entries in the section contain

information, pertaining to the- Element Numbers,, Repeat Option
and Elemefit Input, i..e. :

__ _Cols _ -11)

(1) Element Numbers are entered as fixed point

numbers.

(2) Element Numbers must be entered consistent with

the order in which they were entered in the
Element Control Dita Section.

Repeit - (Col. 12)

The repeat optioh provides the User with the Oppor-
tunity to repeat -Element Input Prom element to element.
This is accomplished in the folloWing manneri If the
element input fo, a ,number -of elements is identical, the

User .enters the element number and associated: element
input for the first element. For the following elements

having the same ,element input, only the Element Number
(doi, 7-I) and an ,X, in the R60eat column need be
,entered.

R-EMBER:
(1) For a problem with identical Element Input for every

element only the MODAL entry is required.

(2) The repeat option can be used effectively for sets
of elements that have the sameElement Input.

(3) The type of element nput required for an element

is a function of element type. This element input

will be completely described in, the following

sections.
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8. Elemnenrt input -Pescriotion

a. Rectang~ilar. Prism .(t1dehti. Id. :52,)

The tectAnguibr prismefa et Figure 11-19, Is a
powerfu~l too! for the -nyssosod rctrethick

jtriang4 rhr rism and tetrae Ia diaucrete( elements for the
analysis of'atbitrary solid geometries, or with plate elem-ents
for the anslysis of built-upi r'egiors. The shape of the element is
deffned, by the -coordinates ofthe eight corner points,

Trilinear Lagrqngi~p litarpq.I'ation formulas viere, used as
assumed 4displacement ±funtion& in theF develoment of the ~subject

element. -Due to thq asluinpton of linear initpolation, formulas.,
thevedges~ of the prism reMin linear in, deformation. A dijrect
conisequience- -i. that,. althoUgh A, 6ingle -element 6ay warp -under a
force-cquple, it may nqt bpen4d undeir ny conditions. the,
foregoing astumed displacement functionis 1ead to three tirans-
lational-displacement degri-es of freedom 4t each of the eight
corner gri~d poihts ;,, thuss, the. caomplete element deformation is
described by tweityw-odr (?I4) digp~adement degrees of freedom.

T46 eloerni is writteh to 6;dotmodate three dii~nionol
orthotropic matatial. Element stresdes are given at the cbhtroid
o~t the element and include streses due to displaeients of the
elemient (apparent stress) stresses due to the pre-btrain state
within the element And ptresses due to temperature within the
element. Two bpdaific6 'catss re-denoted-with respect to the pre-
strain-and thervAl stress (and associated loads) states. These
are called out under "Strain ControlI below and represent a
constant strain (or temperature) -state. throughout the element and
a non-constant strain (or temaperature) state throughout the
element.



The following elemeht matrices are provided for the
rectangular prism in the 4AGIC Systez: '

STIFFESS
STRESS
APPLIED LOAD (includes thermaJ pressure and initial

strain contributions)

APPLIED TRESS (ihcludes thermal-and initial strain
contributions,)

CONSISTENT MASS

Element referenced temperatures are provided by listing

eight grid point temperatures on the Element Temperature Data-

'Form, (Figure 1-13). The Ujsr has the option of calling out a
constant temperature state or a temperature state which is of

the saike functio4al form as the assumed displacement mode shapes
(i.e., trilinear 'tagrangian interpc&ation formulas). The option
it specified'on the Element Input form as, d'scaibed below.

Temperatures must be listed consistent with ,element numbering
i system.

The rectangular prism is provided with uniform pressures

acting on the 6 faces of the element. The normal pressure is

€onsidered positive' when acting away from the face in question

(See Figure I1-19). The pressqres are inpqt on 'the elepient levelIi according to th, Element Pressurq Data Fqrm (See Figure 11-14).
in the following manner:

Number of pressures = 6
Col. 15 a 24 is the pressure acting on face 1234

25 - 34 is the pressure acting on face 5678

35 - 44 is the pressure acting on face 1458
45 - 54 is the pressure acting on 1M.... 26T#7

55 - 64 is the pressure acting on face 1256

65 - 74 is the pressure acting on face 3478
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Initial strains are input on the element level according

to the Element Strain-Stress Input Data Form (See Figure 11-15) h
in the following manner:

Col. 13 - 22 is Cxx

23 -32 is yy

33L- 42 is f zz

43 -52 is Fxy

53 62 is eyz

63 - 72 is ZX

The element formulation does not use the initial stress

data so blank cards must be inserted.

The element control data which is required for the

Rectangular Prism Element is as follows (See Figure 11-17).

Element Number - Cols. 7-10

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - Cols. 11-12

The Rectangular Prism Element is identified as Number 52.

Material Number - Cols. 13-18

Refer to Element Control Section.

Temperature Interpolate Option - Col. 1

If the User exercises this option by not making an entry

in Col. 19, the program will average the 8 node point

temperatures when establishing material properties from

the material tape. If the user wishes to employ a

specific number of node points, n, in the average process

(l(n (8), then this number is entered in Column 19 and

the first n node points entered in Cols. 36-71 will be

used for the averaging process. If a "1" is entered
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in this location, the program will use the material

temperature entered in Cols. 20-27-when establishing

material properties from the material tape.

Material Temperature --Cols. 20-27

Refer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - Col. 28

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - Col. 2Q
The rectangular prism-element always requires Element

Input; therefore, an 'X' is always placed in Column 29

when a rectangular prism element is being used. The

Element Input (Figure II-34 required for the

Rectangular Prism consists of the following information:

Location A - Cole. 13-22

Strain Control, SC

if SC = 0.0, the element is under a constant strain

(temperature).
if SC = 1.0, the element is not at a constant strain

(temperature).

Returning to the Element Control Data Section, the list

of data items continues as follows:
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interpc,1ated Inout-Print - -Col<.. 0

aefre to Element Contro1 36ion.

Element Matrix Print Col.. L1

Refer to Element Control .ection

Full Print -~.3

Refer to Element Control. Bectlon.

Nt ode oint X tCls 3-Clo3L-4

The Rectangular P rUm Element i always defined by eigi t
-- input nodtes.

Pr essure Sup~n ession Option - C01.-..U

Refer to Element Control Section.

Then Rectangular Prism Eletenit Is defined by 8 grld

points.
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b. Tetrahedron (Ident. No. 50)

The tetrahedron discrete. element, Figure 11-20 , can
be used to analyze solid structures such as beams and plates. It

can also be used in conlunction with the rectangular prism and

triangular prism solid elements and in fact is used to generate

the triangular prism lement. The shape of the element is defined by

the coordinates of the four corner points.

A linear polynomial is used for each of the three
displacement modes. These mode shapes lead to a total of twelve (12)

undetermined coefficients for the element which are chosen to

correspond to three translational displacement degrees of freedom

at each of the four vertices of the element. The nature of the

assumed displacement modes is such that the strains throughout

the element are constant.

The element is written to accommodate three dimensional
orthotropic material. Element stresses include stresses due to

displacement (apparent stress), stresses due to the prestrain state

within the element and stresses due to temperature within the

element.

The following element matrices are provided for the

tetrahedron in the MAGIC System:

STIFFNESS
STRESS
APPLIED LOAD (includes thermal, pressure and initial

strain contributions)

APPLIED STRESS (includes thermal and initial
strain contributions)

CONSISTENT MASS

Element referenced temperatures are provided by listing

four grid point temperatures on the Element Temperature Data

Form (Figure 11-13). These temperatures are then averaged in the

MAGIC System to provide a weighted element input temperature.

Temperatures must be listed consistent with element numbering
system.
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The tetrahedron is provided with uniform pressures

acting on the 4 faces of the element. The norfnal pressure is
considered positive when acting away from the face in question

(see Figure 11-20). The pressures are input on the element level,
according to the Element Pressure :Data form (See Figure ri-14)

in the following manner:

Number of pressures = 4

Col. 15-24 is the pressure acting on face 134

25-34 is the pressure ating on face 234
35-44 is the pressure acting -on face 124
45-54, is the pressure acting on face 123

Initial strains are input on the element level
according to the Element Strain-Stress Input Data Form (see

Figure 11-15) in the following manner:
Col. 13-22 is (

xx

23-32 is a S

33-42 is 0 zz

43-52 is 6xy

53-62 is CYZ

63-72 is C zx

The element formulation does not use the initial stress
data so blank cards must be inserted.

The element Control Data which is required for . Tetra-
hedron Element is-as follows (see Figure II-17).

Element Number - Cols. Z-1

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - Cols. 11-12

The Tetrahedron Element Is identified as Number 50.

Material Number - Cols. 13.-18

Refer ta Element Control Section.
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Temperature Interpolate. option Col. o1)

If the user exercises this option by not aking an entry

in Column 19, the-program will average the 4k node point

temperatures when establishing material properties from

the material tape. If the user wishes to-employ.a

specific number of node points, n, in the average process

(1n <4), then this. number is entered in Column 19 and

the first n node points entered in Columns 36-71 will

be used for the averaging process. If a"'' lis
entered 'in this location, the program will use the
Material Temperature entered in Coiumns 20-27when

establishing material properties -from the material

tape.

Material Temperature - Cols. 20-27

Refer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - Col. 28

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - Col. 29

The tetrahedron element requires no element input.

Interpolated Input Print - Col. 30

Refer to Element Control section,

Element Matrix Print - Col 31

Refer to Element Control Section.

Full Print - Col. 32

Refer to Element Control Section.

Number of Input Nodes - Cols. 33-34

The tetrahedron element is always defined by 4 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option - Col. 35

Refer to Element Control Section.,

Node Points - Col. 36-71

The tetrahedr6n element is defined by 4 grid points.
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c. Triangular Prism .Ident. No. 51)

Three tetrahedrons are assembled as shown in Figure IIr2l

to form a triangular prism. Using this approach element matrices

for three tetrahedrons are compuqted-and assembled automatically

within the MAGIC III System. A €ont1derabie reduction in ihput

is realized which leads to a corresponding.,reduction in the

possibility of input error when large scale inalyseS are

performed. The input for one triangular prist element is

identical to that for one tetrahtdron except that six grid

points define the prism instead of fbur which define the

tetrahedron.

Element stresqes are qutput for each tetrahedron which

comprise the triangular prism. These include. stresses due to

displacement (apparent stress), 'stresses due to the prestrain state

within the element and stresses due to temperature within the

elemeht.

The symmetric triangular pism finite element shown in

Figure 11-22 is a special case of the full, triangular prism element.

This element was developed to eliminate conditioning problems

inherent in the analysis of thin symmetric sections. As an

example, in the analysis of aircraft wing or tail sections,

the element can be used very effectively to model full-depth

honeycomb core constructions which are used for shear transfer

between the top and bottom skins. The use of this element

allows the analysis to be performed using either the top or bottom

symmetric half of the structure.

Appropriate boundary conditions are applied at the

element level which specialize the full-depthprism into the

symmetric element. The procedure employed in the reduction is as

follows. Six tetrahedron elements are automatically assembled

within the program with the three on the lower side of the axis of
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symmetry being the mirror images of the correspgnding three

tetrahedrons on the upper side. This approach as-,ures that

-symmetric and antisymmetric modes will uncouple when the element
is specialized to a symetric representation. Appropriate

symmetric and aritisynm=tric boUdary, conditions are imposed on

the centerline of symmetry at the element level. Based on these

conditions, the degree 6of freedom ,assdiated with the bottom

symmetric half of thestructure are expressed in terms of

the remaining degrees of freedom. Thus, a transformation between
deformations on the full prism and symmetric prism is derived which

is used in a simple fashion to generate the desired matrices.

The following element matrices are provided for the

triangular prism in the MAGIC system.

STIFFNESS

STRESS

APPLIED LOAD (includes thermal, pressure and initial

strain contributions)

APPLIED STRES (includes thermal and initial strain

contributions)
CONSISTENTMAS

Element referenced temperatures are provided by listing

six grid point temperatures on the Element Temperature Data Form

(Figure 11-13). Temperatures must be listed consistent with

element numbering system.

The triangular prism is provided with uniform

pressures acting on the 5 faces of the element. The normal
pressure is considered positive when acting away from the face

in question (see Figure 11-21). The pressures are input on the

element level according to the Element Pressure Data Form

(See Figure Il in the following manner:
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Number of pressures, - 5
Col. 15-24 is the pressure acting on face 123

25-34 is the pressure acting on face 456
35 -44 is the pressure actin&..on face 2365

45-54 is the pressure adting on face 1364
55-64 is the pressure acting on face 2541

Initial strains are input on the element level accorI ing

to the Element Strain-Stress Input Data Form (aee Figure 11-15 )
ih the following mannero:

Col. 13-22 is Vxx

23-32 is Yy

33-42 'is

43-52 is 9xy

53-62 is E:
63-72 is zx

The element formulation does not use tite initial stress

data so blank cards must be inserted.

The element Control Data which is required for the Triangular

Prism Element is as follows (See, Figure, 11-7)

Element Number - Cols,. 7-10

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - Colo. 11-12

The triangular prism element is identified as number 51.

Material Number - Colo. 13-18

Refer to Element Control Section.

Temperature Interpolate Option - Col. 19

If the user exercises this option by not making an entry
in Col. 19, the program will average the 6 node point

temperatures when establishing material properties from

the material tape. If the user wishes to employ a

specific number of node points, n, in the average process

136
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(1n-c6), then this number is -entered in Col,. 19 and

the first n node points entered in Cols. 364-1,t

will be used for the averaging .process. If a "i"'

is entered in this lqcation, the program i1 use

the material temperature. entered in W 6--o 20-27

when establishing-material proporttK from the

material tape.

Material Temperature,- ColI. 20-27

Refer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - Col. 28

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - Col. 29

The triangular prism element requires no element input.

Interpolated Input Print - Co1. 30

Refer to Element Control Section,

Element Matrix Print.- Col. 31

Refer to Element Control Section.

Full Print - Col. 32

Refer to Element Control Section.

Number of Input Nodes -.Cola. 33-34

The triangular and symmetric triangular prism elements
are always defined by 6 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option - Col. 35

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - Cols. 36-L1

The triangular prism element is defined by 6 grid points.

If node points 4, 5, and 6 do not exist (that is, are not

input), the element then becomes a symmetrical triangular prism

with the plane of symmetry being midway between node points 1, 2,

3 and node points 4, 5 and 6 (namely the XY plane of the structure -

See Figure 11-22 ).
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d. Symmetrical Shear Web (Ident. No. 292)

The symmetric shear web element as shown in Figure 11-23

was developed to conduct analyses of the type discussed in the

previous section, Section Co Triangular Prism. Appropriate

symmetric and antisymmetric boundary conditions are imposed on

the centerline of symmetry at the element level. Based on these
conditions, element matrices can be readily derived using only the
two upper grid points as reference points.

The assumed displacement method is utilized to derive thp
stiffness and stress matrices. These displacement functions
in the local coordinate system are:

A (x,z) = (a1 + a2x)z

2 3
w (x) = b1 +b2 x +b 3x +b4x

These functions yield six translational deformations, three trans-
lations at each of two grid points. Element stresses are evaluated
at the m~ipoint of the element's length and yield the shearing
stress at that potnt.

The following element matrices are provided for the symmetric
shear web in the MAGIC System:

STIFFNESS
STRESS

The element Control Data which is required for the
Symmetrical Shear Web is as followb (See Figure 11-17):

Element Number - Cols. 7-10

Refer to Element Control Section.

Plug Number - Cols. 11-12

The Symmetrical shear web element is identified as Number 29.

Material Number - Cols. 13-18

Refer to Element Control Section.
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Temperature Interpolate Option.- Col. 19

If the user exercises this option by not making an entry

in Col. 19, the program will average the 2 node point

temperatures when establishing material properties from
the material tape. If the user wishes to employ a specific
number of node'points, n, in the average -process (it nt 2),

then this number is entered in Col. 19 and the first n

node points entered in Colo. 36-71 will be used for the

averaging process. If a "I" is entered in this location,

I V the program will use the Material Temperature entered in

Cnls. 20-27 when establishing material properties from

the material tape.

Material Temperature - Cols. 20-27

VRefer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - Col. 28

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - Col. 29
The symmetrical shear web element always requires Element

~input. Therefore., an 1XI is always placed in Col. 29

when the symmetrical shear web is being employed.

The Element Input (Figure 11-18 ) required for the symmetrical
shear web conwists of the following information:

I'Location A -Cols. 13-22

~THICKNESS., Mt

The above is the only Element Input which is required for

the shear web.

Returning to the Element Control Data Section, the list of

data items continues as follows:

Al-
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Intervolated In~purint - o'l 30

Refer to Element Contrdl Sectont

Element Matrix TlPrt - Co1.31

Refer to Element Control Section,

Full Print - 001. 32

Refer to Element Control Section.

Number of InPut Nodes - Cols. 33-34

The symmetrical shear web element is always defined by
2 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option -.Col..35

Refer to Element Control Section.

Node Points - Cols. 36-71

The symmetrical shear web element is defined by 2 grid
points.
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l e u lI I I I II I I i,

e. High Aspect -Ratio Quadrilateral Thin Shell (Ident. No. 8

This finite element differs from the present MAGIC II
quadrilateral thin shell element (Ident. No. 21) only in the

approximation of in-plane behavior. No difference other thanthe identificatton number is eviden °, to the User.

This additional finite element representation is included
in the MAGIC III System for use in the idealization of membranes
and plane-strain sections that require elongated finite element
shapes, This circumstance is frequently encountered. One
important class of applications requiring high aspect ratio

finite elements is the stress analysis of structural Joints.

A rule of thumb that may be applied to guide the choice of

element type for such applications is to upe the modified

quadrilateral thin shell element for those elements whose

aspect ratio exceeds six.

All element matrices available to Element Ident. No. 21
are available to this element as well, i.e., stiffness, stress,

distributed loading, thermal loading and consistent mass.

All inp4t data required for this element is identical

to that required for the original Quadrilateral Thin Shell

(Ident. No. 21). Therefore, in the interest of conciseness,

the reader is referred to Pages 175 thru 184 of Reference 5
for detailed element input description.

An example application utilizing this finite element

is presented in Section II- C.8.e of this report.
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f. Triangular Ring (Asymmetrical Load) - (Ident. No. 31)

The triangular ring (asymmetrical loading), hereafter
called the asymmetric triangular ring, is a new tool which can

be used for the analysis of thick-walled and solid axisymmetric

structures of finite length. It may be used to idealize any

axlsymmetric structure taking into account

1) arbitrary axial variations in geometry,

2) axial variation in orientation of material axes

of orthotropy,

3) radial and axial variations in material properties,.

4) any asymmetria loading system including distributed

mechanical and thermal loads.

The asymmetric triangular ring' element and its accompanying applied

mechanical loadings are pictured in Figure 11-24. These mechanical

loads are assumed evenly distributed over the loaded face, possessed

of circumferential variation of magnitude and acting (or directed)

parallel to the axial and radial direction of the ring (see Figure

11-24). Positive directions of loading are illustrated in this

figure. The complete theoretical development of this element is
presented in the Engineer's Manual.- A brief review of this
development is given below.

The load and displacement fields for the asymmetric tri-

angular ring element are assumed expressed in a Fourier series form

in terms of the circumferential coordinate 0. Utilizing these

expressions to write the total potential energy, the energy (and

consequently the analysis) can be shown to decompose into an

uncoupled form. Thus the three dimensional problem represented

by an asymmetrically loaded solid of revolution can be solved by

the carrying out of a sequence of two dimensional analyses. The

resulting economy and accuracy introduced is obvious.
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The steps itnherent in the analysis procedure can be listed

as follows:

1) Utilizing input values of the applied load-at regular
circumferential stations around the structure, the

Magic III program automatical-y generates a .?ourier

series representation of the loading system,

= Pi + IP rcn + "o ()

n=l n=l

where I P Pn and t nl can be interpreted :as

harmonic load vectors and the diagonal matrices rCnJ

r~ni are composed of appropriate .combinations of trig-

orometric elements CosnO and SinnO.

2) The User specifies a maximum number of harmonics (m) to

be considered in the analysia. In response to this

definition, the Magic III program automatically selects

the (m) most significant harmonics. The harmonics

selected by the program are a function of the applied

loading system.

3) (m) individual two dimensional analyses are then carried

out. Harmonic displacements and stresses are obtained

and combined to obtain the gross stresses and displacements

of the structure.

An example of this analysis procedure is given below (with Reference

to the theoretical development in the Engineer's Manual, Reference 9.)

Assume that a limit on the harmonic analyses has been set at

three (m=3) and that the most significant description of the load

system has been selected by the Magic III program as

P = Pol, + 1 lJ + 1 P2 j 1 2 J (2)
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The following individual harmonic analyses are then carried out

!!4

to determine the h.rmonic displacem ents nd, -:,j sa ~ae -or

the structure. The gross (actual) displacements of the structure

can now be determined by combining Mb.1, Ui.Iand tJ!in the

following series.

Harmonic IWOA, and actualtti stresses can be obtained in a similar
manner.

The ring element geometry is defined with respect to

cylindrical coordinate axes. The configuration of the element, as

pictured in Figure II-24, is completely defined by specifying the

radial and axial coordinates of the corner points.

The orthotropy (cylindrical anisotropy) is provided for in

the mechanical and physical material properties of the ring element.

The orientation of this orthotropy is assumed oriented in the Y,
'E and 0 directions (see Figure 11-24). Transformation to the

geometrical or structural system is accomplished utilizing the

material angle 1'
The development of the asymmetric triangular ring element is an

expansion of that utilized in deriving the axisymmetric triangular

ring element (Ident. No. 40). Similar linear polynomial functions

are employed in both elements and are employed for displacement

mode shapes leading to constant element strain and stress states.
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Due to the asymmetric deformations which the asymmetric

ring can accomodate, 9 degrees of freedom (as opposed to six

for the axisymmetric ring) are required to define the deforma-

tional behavior of this element. The predicted element stress

behavior is constant over the triangular cross-section. Radial,

circumferential and axial stresses are predicted. As in the

axisymmetric ring element (Ident. No. 40) the asymmetric ring Iv

numbered in the following manner. The element is numbered in

the counter-clockwise direction.

A major difference between the two elements (asymmetric and

axisyimetric ring), other than the accomodation of asymmetric

loads in the former, is the interpretation of the applied loads

themselves. Loads applied to the axisyimuetric ring (Ident. No. 110)

are assumed applied at grid points while loads applied to the

asymmetric ring (Ident. No. 31) are assumed applied to the element.

In order to account for this difference as well as the circum-

ferential variation of the magnitude of the loads an alternate set

of load and data input cards must be provided to accomodate the

asymmetric ring. These are provided and discusse4 in the discussion

which follows. For solids of revolution subject'ed to axisymmetric

loadings; it is suggested that the axisymmetric element be used.

The Element Control Data which is required for the Asymmetric

Triangular Ring Element is as follows: (see Figure 11-17)

Element Number - (Cols. 7-10)

Refer to Element Control Section

. PlugI Number," - (Cols, ,II,-.,)

The Triangular Cross-section Ring Element is identified

as Number 31.

1'Y9
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Material Number - (Cols, 12-18)

Refer to Element Control Section

Temperature Interpolate Option.- (Col. 19)

Not available for this element.

Material Temperature- (Cols. 20-27)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Repeat Element Matrices - (Col. 28)

Refer to Element Control Section.

Element Input - (C61. 29)

To utilize this option, place an X in Col. 29.

Note: The Asymmetric Triangular Cross-Section Ring

Element only requires Element Input under

certain special conditions as follows: Referring

to Figure Ii-24, it is seen that there iS a

possibility that in some cases the material axis,

and element geometric axis of the element will

not coincide. If this is the case the Element

Input (Figure II-18) required for the Triangular

Cross-Section Ring consists of the following:

Location A - (Cols. 13-22)

Material Axes Angle (Gamma - V )mg

Since the Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element

is written to accommodate anisotropy of mechanical

and physical properties, provision is made in the

program for differences in orientation of material

and element geometric axes for an element. The

User inputs the angle between the element material

axis (Xm) and the element geometric axis (Xg).

The angle gamma ( mg) is input in degrees and is
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considered positive when-measured- from the

material axes to the element geometric axes,

in a- counter-clock-wise direction (Figure 11-24).

Remember

Bldment Input i's not requiredfor the Triangular

Ring if the material and geometric axes coincide,
i.e., 11wmg=

Interpolated, Input Print :(Col. 30)~Refer to Element

Element Matrix Print .(Col. 31) Contro! Section

Full Print (Col. 32)_

Number of Input Nodes (Col. 33-34)

The Asymmetric Triangular Cross-Section Ring Element is

always defined by 3 input nodes.

Pressure Suppression Option (Col. 35)

Not available for this element.

Node Points - (Cois. 36-7,1,)

The three node points which define each Triangular Ring

are entered in the first three entires provided in the Node

Point Section of the Element Control Data Form.

As previously mentioned an alternate set of load and data

input cards are provided in the MAGIC III system to accomodate
this particular element. These input cards replace the element
pressure and temperature data cards shown inFVigures 11-14 and

11-13 and are explained in detail below.
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Stress and Displacement Output Section

The first entry on the-input data form Figure 11-25 is

a prelabeled HSDC and requires no other information from the
User.. The second entry coatains the reference, incremental and
final circumferential angular values at which output stress and

displacement data is desired,. These entries are described below:

Reference Value Col. (7-11)

The entry in these columns is a fixed point right
adjusted number representing the reference angle in

degrees. The entry must not be less than zero nor

greater than 3590.

Increment Value Col. (12-16)

The entry in these columns is a fixed point right

adjusted number representing the increment value in

degrees. The entry must not be less than 10 nor

greater than 3600.

Final Circumferential Value Col. (17-21)

The entry in these columns is a fixed point riht

adjusted number representing the final circumferential

value in degrees. This entry must not be greater than

3600.

Defining

RV = Reference Value

IV = Increment Value,

and FV = Final Value.

, The following. inequalities must hold
IV' FV - RV
04_FV- RV.

The values defined above are utilized to define the region

and quantity of information (output) desired for a given structure.
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Harmonic Pressure Loading Section

A pre-labeled input data form entitled HARM is provided

for the entry of pressure load data and is shown in Figure 11-26.

The first entry on the form is labeled HARFM and requires no

other information from the User. The second entry pertains to the

number of loaded elements, the maximum number of harmonics to be

used per element, and the maximum number of output harmonics for

the system. The third set of input data is concerned with element

number, an element loading repeat option, the number of loading

points and the harmonic pressure values. The last two sets of

data must be input by the User and the instructions for doing so

are described below. Entries on the second input data card,

Figure 11-26 are:

Number of Loaded Elements (Cols. 7-9)

The entry in three columns is a fixed point right

adjusted number which represents the elements which have imposed

pressure loads. Only the qgLtity of such elements !- 4ntered.

Number of Na.rmonics per Element (Col. 10)

The maximum number of harmonics to be used to represent

the pressure loading for each element is entered as a fixed point

number in colunm 10. This entry must be greater than zero and less

than nine in value.

Number of Harmonics Output (Col. 11)

*The maximum number of harmonics to be used in the

calculation of output data for the entire element structure is

entered as a fixed point number in column 11. This entry must be

less than or equal to the number of harmonics per element.

PFries on the third and following input data cards

Figure 1I-26, is described below:
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ii

Element Number (Cols. 7-9)

The number of the element on which the pressure

load is to be applied is entered in Cols 7-9 using a fixed point
right adjusted format. The element numbers are to be entered
in ascending order and a m~ximum of 500 elements may be entered
loaded.

Element Loading Repeat Option (Col, 10)

This piece of input data determines whether or not
the element pressure loadings are to be repeated for succeeding

elements. If these loadings are to be repeated the User enters
an 'X' in column 10 and omits remaining load data pertaining to

this element. The pressure data from the proceeding element is.

automatically applieO to this element. If these loadings are not
to be repeated the User leaves column 10 blank.

Number of Radial Loading Points (Cols. 11-13)
The entry in these columns is a fixed point right

adjusted number representing the number of points at which radial
pressures will be defined. These points are spaced at equal inter-

vals about the circumference of the element. The value of this entry

must be greater than zero and less than 60 if a radial pressure is

to be applied. If no radial pressure is present, a zero is entered

and redial pressure values are omitted.

number of Axial Loading Points (Cols. 14-16)

The entry in these columns is a fixed point right

adjusted number representing the number of points at which anial

pressures will be defined. These points are spaced at equal inter-

vals about the circumference of the element. The value of this

entry must be greater than zero and less than 60 if an axial load is

to be applied on this element. Note that this entry does not have

to be the same as the previous entry. If no axial pressure is present

a zero is entered an4 axial pressure values are omitted.
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Pressure Loading Values (Cols. 17-76)

The User enters pressure load values which are equal
in quantity to the sum of the number of radial and axial
loading points (Cols. 11-16). The radial values are
entered first followed by the axial values. These values
are entered in columns 17-76 in a floating point right
adjusted format six to a card as shown in Figure !1-26.
A maximum of 20 such cards are allowed permitting a
maximum entry of 120 pressure values per element. Note
that the 2nd to 20th cards do not contain entries in

columns 7 to 16. Pressures are applied on face number
one (between nodes I and 2) and have same sense as the
global coordinate system.

Harmonic Thermal Loading Section

A pre-labeled input data form entitled HTE4 is provided
tor the entry of thermal load data and is shown in Figure 11-27.
The first entry on the form is labeled HTEM, and requires no other
informtion from the User. The second entry pertains to the number
of loaded elements, the maximum number of harmonics to be used per

element, and the maximum number of output harmonics for the system.

Tha third set of input data is concerned with element number, an
element loading repeat option, the number of temperature loading
points and the harmonic thermal values. The last two sets of data

must be input by the User and the instructions for doing so are

described below. Entrieu on the second input data card, Figure 11-27

are:

Number of Loaded Elements (Cols. 7-9)

The entry in these columns is a fixed point right adjusted

number which represents the elements which have imposed

thermal loads. Only the quantity of such elements is entered.
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Number of Harmonics er Element (Col 10)

The maximum number of harmonics to be used to

represent the thermal loading for each element is

entered as 'a fixed point number in column 10. This

entry must be greater than zero and less than nine

in value.

Number ot armonics Output (Col. iA)

'The maximrum number of harmonics Vo be used in the

calculation of output data for the entire structure is

entered as a fixed point number in column 11. This

e-try must be less than or equal to the number 0'f

harMolics per element.

Entries on the third and' following input data cards,

Figure 11-27, is described below:

Element Number (Cols. 7-9)

The number of the element on which the thermal load is

to be applied is entered in Cols. 7-9 using a fixed

point right adjusted format. The element numbers are to

be entered in ascending order and a maximum of 500

elements may be entered (loaded).

Element Loading Repeat Option (Cols. 10)

This piece of input data determines whether or not the

element thermal loadings are to be repeated for succeeding

eliments. If theL~e loadings are to be repeated the

User enters an "X" in column 10 and omits remaining load

data pertaining to this element. The thermal data from

the proceeding 'element is automatically applied to this

element. If these loadings are not to be repeated the

User leaves column 10 blank.
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Number of Thermal Loading Points (Cols. 11-13)

The entry in these coiuins is a fixed point right

adjusted number representing the number of points at

which thermal loads will be defined., These points are
spaced at equal intervals about the ci;cutference of

the element. The value of this entry must be greater

than zero and le'ss than 60..

Thermal Loading Vaiues (ola. 17-76)

The User enters thermal load values which are equal

in qusntity to the number of thermal loading points

(Cols. 1-13). These Values are entered in Columns 17-76
in a floating point right adjuste format six to a card

as shown in 1igure 11-27. A maximum of 10 such cards are

allowed permitting a maximum entry of 60 pressure values

per element. Note that the 2nd to 10th cards do. not

contain entries in Columns 7 to 13. Temperatures which

are input are assumed applied to- the element as a whole

and must be interpreted as: temperature changes (either

increase (+) or decrease (-) from a. thermal stress

free state) to which the element is subjected.

16
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SECTION III

INPUT AND OUTPUT 'OF MAGIC III SYSTEM

A. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

In this section, the prper interpretation of the input

supplied to the MAGIC III system and the output supplied by the

MAGIC III system id provided by reference to specific example

problems. These examples will use the finite elements added to

the MAGIC system; namely,

1) Rectangular Prism

2) Tetrahedron

3) Triangular Prism

4) Symmetric Triangular Prism
5) Symmetric Shear Web

6) Revised Quadrilateral Thin Shell

7) Triangular Cross-Section Ring

1. RECTANGULAR PRISM ELEMENT

A three-element cantilever beam subjected to an end moment is

shown in Figure III-B.1 as the first example. This figure shows

the loading, idealization, dimensions and material properties.

The prep'rinted input data forms associated with this example are

given in Figures III-B.2 to III-B.lO.

Figure III-B.6, Boundary Condition Section, shows the use of the

MODAL anq REPEAT options. There are 4 exceptions to the MODAL

card (Grid points 1, 5, 9 and 13). Grid Voints 5, 9 and 13 have

exactly the same boundary conditions. as grid point 1, therefore

the REPEAT option is employed by placing an "X"I in column 12

opposite the entry for grid points 5, 9, and 13. Note that the

four exceptions to the MODAL card are called out on the System

jControl Information Data Form, Figure III-B.4.
The following load data is evident by inspection of Figure TII-B.7,

External Loads Section.
1) One load condition is input.
2) The external applied load scalar equals zero.
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3) Grid point 4 is loaded with a force in the -Y direction
equal to 66.66667 pounds. The REPEAT option is used

for grid point 12 which is subjected tc the same load.

Grid point 8 is loaded with a force in the +Y direction

equal to 66.66667 pounds. Again the REPEAT option is
used for grid point 16 which is subjected to the same

load. Note that no entries corresponding to External

Moments are made since the rectangular prism element only
admits translational displacements.

In Figure III-B.9, Element Input, it is noted that only the MODAL

entry is used. This means that every element in this example

problem is subjected to a constant pre-strain state. Reference

to the Engineers Manual (Reference 7) shows that the User has

the option of calling out a constant ela ent pre-strain or
temperature state or an element pre-strain or temperature state

wi.Lch Is the same functional form as the assumed displacement

mode shapes (i.e., trilinear Lagrangion interpolation formulas).
It was decided to use the former in this problem, hence the entry

0.0 was made. The User must be aware of his choice and be consistent
throughout the analysis. Actually in this problem no element pre-

strain or temperatures were considered so that either of the above

options could have been chosen.
The output supplied by the MAGIC III system for this

particular example is described below and shown in Figures III-B.II

to !II-B.26.

Figure III-B.ll shows the matrix abstraction instructions asso-
ciated with this example. A complete description of these instruc-

tions is provided in Reference 5. Figures III-B.12 to III-B.15
display the output from the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures

record the input data pertinent to the problem being solved.
Figure III-B.12 displays the probiem title and material data

output. The gridpoint coordinates, temperatures and pressures are

given in Figure III-B.13. Boundary condition information and finite

element description is shown on Figure III-B.14. In the boundary
condition portion of the figure, zeros ('0') represent degrees of
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freedom tnat are fized (i.e., no-motion), ones (lit) represent

degrees of freedom that are fre2 or have unknown values of dis-

placement, and twos ('2 ) represent degrees of freedom that are

eliminated in the analysis procedure through the condensation

technique. The second last column represents the cumulative

number of degrees of freedom which actively participate in the

equation solving process for displacements. The last column

accumulates the number of two which participate in the calcula-

tion of the reduced stiffness matrix. The second portion of

Figure III-B.14 shows the finite element description. Each of the

three elements is called out in turn with grid points, print

options and material number. Note that no extra grid points are

listed nor needed for this element. The same comment also holds

for section properties since all pertinent data are calculated

within the program.

Figure III-B.15 displays the external load condition and the

transformed external assembled load column. This 48 x 1 vector

is the total unreduced load which is read row-wise. The ordering

of this vector is consistent with that of the boundary condition

table given in Figure ItI-B.14. Note that a load of 66.66667 pounds

is applied at node point 4 in the negative global Y direction.

This is position (11,1) in the load vector which corresponds to the

eleventh entry in the boundary condition table which is the global

V displacement for node point 4. The other loads shown follow

the same pattern.

MAGIC III system output of final results are displayed in Figures

III-B.16 to III-B.26. Figure III-B.17 shows the stiffness matrix

for this problem. It is noted that only the non-zero terms are

displayed. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise and its

ordering is consistent with that of the boundary condition table

previously discussed. In this problem the ordering is

= V2'W V ....... V W16J

The externally applied load vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS)
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is presented in Figure III-B.18. This figure shows that forces (Fy)
are applied in the negative- and positive global Y directions at
node points 4, 8, 12 and 16. These forces are numerically equalI to 166.66667 pounds and are directed to form a moment of MX = 800 in.

pounds applied at the tip of the cantilever.
The displacements of the cantilever beam resulting from the

above loads are given in Figure III-B.19. It is noted that the dis-
placements (U, V, W) are output corresponding to node point number
and are referenced to the global axes unless otherwise specified.
Figure III-B.20 shows the reactions (Fx, y FZ). These are output

corresponding to node point number and are referenced to the global

axes system unless otherwise specified.

The stresses arising in the structure are displayed in tabular

form in Figures III-B.21 to II1-B.23. Stresses are referenced to

the local coordinate system and for this element are defined at the

centroid. Six stress values are printed for the apparent element

stress, element applied stress and net element stress categories.

The apparent stress arises from element deformations and the applied

stress arises from pre-strain and thermal effects. The net stress

is the difference between the apparent and applied stress values.

These stresses are given mathematical symbolism description in

Rpference 7.

The last set of output is given in Figures III-B.24 to III-B.26

and consist of the global oriented element forces. Three sets of

forces are given and are categorized as above. The forces points 1

through 8, in this example, correspond to element grid point numbers.

For element number one, for example, force points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

8 correspond to element grid points 1, 2, 6, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 13
respectively.
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MAGI - %C~kt -kLY0 SYSTEM____

INPUT DATA MRMAT

JUSED, IN, BOX OPPOS, V,, -i
3. umbr oMA gre C of RUeedof/ r. A.oi~ Yt EETAPP ROPIATE Tff4V E RI

ADUTD 132 BO OPPOSIT

1. Number of System Grid Points

2. Number of~ Inputri Pont

3. Number of flerees of Freedop/trid Point

4, Number of Load Conditions zi
5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid ,Points

6. Number of Prescribed Displced Grid Points .
23 24 2526 27 28

7. eNumber of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems Mj~

29 30

8. Number of Elements I~ L i
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape. 

573
10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point)W

955152

FIGURE III-B.-1 4 SYSTK CONTROL INFORMATION " RECTANGULAR
PRISM ELENRNT, CANTILEVER BEAM
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FMAGIC STRUtCTURAt ANALYSL S -1 SYStEM

CHECIC OR EN]) CARD)

FIGURE I11-B. 10 END CARD - CTAI{GULAR PRISM ELMENT,
I CAN'rILEVER BEAM
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C. TETRAEDRON ELDrEUT

An eighteen element cantilever beam. subjected, to a constant
pressure load is shown in Figure II1-C-. as the second example.
This figure shows the loading, Idealization, dimensions and J

material properties. The preprinted input data forms for this
example problem is given in Figu-es III-C.2 to III-,C.IO,

Inspection of the figures shows that the Input data is very
similar to that given in the preceding example with the exception,
of the element presslire Input data form, Figure I-.-C.9. On that
form elemfent related pressure data is recorded for each of the
eighteen elements, The MODAL and REPEAT options are used to
efficiently enter these data. The MODAL datA indicates that a zero
pressure is input for each of the four faces of each tetrahedron.
The exceptions to this are given by the data cards following the
MODAL inputs. In this particular example face 134 of elements, 1, 7
and 13 ia pressurized and face 123 of elements 2, 8 and 14 is pressur-
ized. It must be noted that the fAce numbers given above correspond

to tetrahedron local numbering system.

The output supplied by the MAGIC III System for this example

is described below and shown in Figures III-C.11 to III-C.27.

Figure III-C.ll displays the matrix etatraction instructions

associated with this example. A complete description of these

instructions is provided in Reference 5. Figures III-C.12 to III-C.16
show the output data obtained from the Structural Systems Monitor.

These figures record the input data pertinent to the problem being

solved.

An alternative means of obtaining the output shown in Figure
111-0.12 to Figure III-C.27 is to use the .ANALIC. instruction

sequence, Figure III-C.11A,in place of the standard STATICS AGENDUM
shown on Figure III-C.11. Comparison of these two sets of abstraction

instructions shows that the .AIALIC. sequence requires only two

statements whereas the STATICS AGETDUIM requires forty-five such

statements. A considerable difference is evident.
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Reference to Section IIB.4 of this report allows the reader
to interpret the .ANALIC. instruction listing, To make use of

.ANALIC. the User must input the following three cards; $MAGIC,

$RUN-GO and $INSTRUCTION-SOURCE. The next two cards contain the
.ANALIC. instructions. The first card is identical to the first

card in the standard'STATICS AGENDUM of Figure III-C,1. The

second card pertains to the ,ANALIC-. instruction and each entry
(DISPL, STR, etc) is defined on pp 25 thru 27 of this report. In
this example problem, the three scalar values KALC, NNOM and NRSL51

were suppressed and the default values were used. Table I Page 27

shows that the default for KALC results in the, use of the Cholesky

triangularizatiori method for solution of the governing equations.

I The default value for NNOM is eight which means that a maximum

number of eight grid points can be used to define the element. The

default value is forty for NRSLEM. This entry indicates the maximum

number of rows in the element stress matrix. Consultation of Table I

page 28 shows that NNOM equals 4 and NRSLEM equals 6 for the tetra-

hedron element Aised in this example problem. These values could have

been used in place of the default values.

It is emphasized that .ANALIC. should be utilized for problems

which are of the size that can be executed entirely in core. Depending

on the type of finite elements being employed, the upper limit in the

MAGIC III System for .ANALIC. is approximately two-hundred reduced

degrees-of-freedom.

Figure II-C.12 displays the problem title and material data

output. The gridpoint coordinates, temperatures and pressures are

given in Figure III-C.13. Boundary condition information and finite
element description is shown on Figure III-C.l4. In the boundary

condition portion of the figure, zeros (,0,) represent degrees of

freedom that are fixed, (i.e. no motion) and' ones ('1') represent

19
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degrees of freedoM that are fee (have unknown values of dia-
placement). Note that. no condensation procedure is used in this
problem hence twos (12i) are hot Osed. The second last column
accumulates the r.umber, * active degrees of freedom which in this

problem is 36. The second portion of Figure fii-c.I4 shows the

finite element description. Each of the eighteen elements is

called out in turn With grid points, print options and material
number. Note that neither grid points nor section properties are
presented since these are not required for the tetrahedron element.

Element input pressures are given on the Element Pressure Table

in Figure iII-C.15 for those elements subjected to such pressures.

Fou columns of pressure data are presented and reflect the input
pressure on tetrAhedra faces 134, ?34, 124 and 123 respectively.

Note again that these face numbers refer to local coordinate Systems.

Figure II-C.16 displays the external load condition and trans-

formed external assembled load column. Note that all loads are of

zero magnitude since the only loading present in this example is the
pressure which is considered an element applied load and not an

external load as such.

MAGIC Ilt System output of final results are displayed in
Figures III-C.l7 to iII-C.27. The stiffness matrix is shown in
Figure III-C.17. Only the non-zero terms are displayed and it is
presented row-Wise. It's ordering is consistent with that of the
boundary condition table.

In this pr'oblem the ordering, is

M LU2s v2$ W2, U3,' v3Y, w3. .. 0.., U16, v16, "16j

with degrees of freedom U10 V1, Wit U5# V53' "5# U9$ V9$ W 9 and

u13 V13 I 3 fixed.
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The matrix of element applied loads (GPRINT OF MATRIX FTA)

is shown in Figure III-C.18. This represents the work equivalent

loads due to element applied pressure. It is this force-vector,

defined at each grid point, which loads the structure. This-

figure shows that loads of vrylng. magnitude are applied in- the

negative global Z direction, The next figure, Figure III-C.19,

shows the externally applied load vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS)

which as discussed in the previous paragraph, are of zero magnitude,

The displacements of the cantilever beam resulting from the

above loads are presented in Figure III-C.20. It id noted that the

displacements (U, V, W) are output corresponding to node point

numbers and are referenced to the global axes. Figure 111-0.21 shows

the reactions (Fx, , Fz). These are alzo output corresponding to

node point number and are referenced to the global axes unless- other-

wise specified.

The stresses arising in the structure are displayed in tabular

form for each element. Typical results are presented in Figures III-

C.22 to 1I1-C.24 for elements -1 7 and 18 respectively. Stresses are

referenced to the global axes system and are defined for any point

in the tetrahedron element since this element is a constant strain

element. (See Reference 7). Normally the user will consider the

stresses to be defined at the element's centroid, and the labeling

(STRESSES EVALUATED AT ELEMENT CENTROID) reflects this consideration.

Since no pre-strain or temperatures were considered in this problem

the element applied stresses are zero and only the apparent element

stresses are of significance. Thus the net element stresses and

apparent element stresses are equal.

The last set of output is given in Figures III-C.25 to III-C.27

and consist of the global oriented element forces. Output labeling

is analogous to the stress output labeling. The apparent element

forces arise from the cantilever deformation and the element applied

forces exist due to the element applied pressure. The force point 1, 2,

3,4, in this example correspond to element grid point numbers. For

element number one, for example, force points 1,2,3,4 correspond to

element grid points 1, 5, 9, 10 respectively.
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS- SYSTEM A
INPUT DATA ,FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION"

ENTER APPROPRIATE 
NUMBER; RIG0ADUtD I BOX OPPOSITE I

1. Number of System Grid Points l

2. Number of Input Grid Poinits 1ItI

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of' Initia3.ly IDispiaced Grid Points ~ ~ i~
1 7 1g 1920o21 2

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced .brid Points i

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation 
2

Systems jlj
29 30

8. Number, of Elements IIFFiII-1'[8
31 32 33 3435 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points 39 4 41,42 43 44

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point) -- V . )

FIGURE In-C.4- SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION -TETPAMEDRON
ELEMENT, CANTILEVER BEAM
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D. Triangular Prism

A six element cantilever beam subjected to an end moment

is shown in Figure III-D.l. This figure displays the loading,

idealization, dimensions and material properties. The pre-

printed input date forms associated with this example are

given in Figures III-D.2 to III-D.9. No comments need to be

made with respect to the input for this element since no pecularities

exist. The reader, however, should review the input data sheets

and compare them to the previous examples for clarification

purposes.

The output supplied by the MAGIC III System for this example

is described below and shown in Figures III-D.lO to III-D.22.

The mataix abstraction instructions are shown in Figure III-DlO.

A complete description of these instructions is provided in J
R,_ference 5. Figures III-D.II to III-D.14 show the output data

obtained from the Structural Systems Monitor. These figures re- I
cord the data pertinent to the problem being solved.

Figure III-D.I! displays the problem title and material

data output. The gridpoint coordinates, temperatures and pressures

are given in Figure !II-D.12. Boundary condition information and

finite element description is prvsented in Figure III.-D.13. In 'I

the boundary condition portion of the figure, zeros ('0') repre-

sent degrees of freedom that are fixed (i.e., no motion) and

ones ('1') represent degrees of freedom that are free (have unknown

values of displacement), The second last column accumulates the

* number of ones which in this problem is 3b. The second portion
of Figure III-D.13 shows the finite element description. F.ach of

the sx- elements is called out in turn wth gridpoints, print

options and material number. Note that neither extra gridpoint

nor section properties are presented since they are not required

for this element.

Figure III-D.14 presents the external load condition and

transformed external assembled load column. This 48x1 vector is

4 the total unreduced load which is read row-wise. The orderi.ng of
this vector is consistent with that of the boundary condition

table given in Figure lII-DI3. Note that a load of 66.66667 pounds
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is applied at node point 4 in the negative global Y direction.
This is position (11,3) in the load vector which corresponds to
the eleventh entry in the boundary condition table which is the
global V displacement node point 4. The other loads follow the
same pattern.

MAGIC III System output of final results are displayed in
Figures T1I-D.15 to III-D.22. Figure III-D.15 shows the stiffness
matrix which is presented row-wise and it's ordering is consis-
tent with that of the boundary condition table previously

discussed. In this problem the ordering is

T
S 2  v2 , w2 , u3 , v3 , W3 , ..... ,U1 6 , V16, wid with

degrees of freedom UIVI,WI,U5,V5,W5 -U9,V9 ,W9, and U13,V13,W13 fixed.

The externally applied load vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS)
is presented in Figure III-D.16. This figure shows that forces (F )
are applied in the negative and positive global Y directions at
node points 4, 8, 12 and 16. These forces are numerically equal
to ±66.66667 pounds and are ,irected to form a moment of Mx = 8oo
in pounds applied to the tip of the cantilever.

The displacements of the cantilever beam resulting from
the above loads are given in Figure Ii-D.17. It is noted that
the displacements (U, V, W) are output corresponding to node point
number and are referenced to he global axis. Figure III-D.18
shows the reactions (Fx,FYF,). These are output corresponding to
node point number and are referenced to the global axes system.

The stresses arising in the structure are display,,d in
tabular form in Figures III-D.19 and II1-D.20 for elements 1 and
6 for example. Stresses are defined at the centroid and are
referenced to the global axes for Pach tetrahedron which makes
up a particular triangular prism element. Three stress points
are given under each stress category for each triangular prism.
These stress points correspond to the stresses in particular
tetrahedrons whic,, are defined in the heading of the stress data.
The tetrahedron nodes listed are the local node numbering system
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I
I

and these must be correlated with the grid point numbering system.

In the present case, element number one is defined as shown in the

sketch below:

5 (2) 9 (3) 5 (2)
--.- 9(3)

(1))

6(5) -T- -- 10(6)

26(5) 6(5) 
10(6)2 (4)

2(4)

Thp numbers in parenthesis are the local elemetit numbering system

(See Reference 7) and the other i. .bers are global gridpoints.

The Roman numerals on the right hand sketch are the tetrahedron

numbering system. The remaining elements in the idealization are

handled in the same fashion.

The last set of output is given in Figures III-r.21 to

III-D.22 and -Dnsist of the global oriented element forces.

Output labeling is analogous to the stress output except that the

element forces are defined only at the six corner points of the

triahgular prism element. Six force points are given and for

element number one for example, force points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

correspond to element grid point numbers 1, 5, 9, 2, 6, 10

respectively.
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MAGC STRUCTIMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMATI

SYSTEM CONTRnL rNF)pA',,3 ;N

ENTER APPROPRIATE JMBER, R..)

APPLICABLE REQUESTS I T WI
M1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Number of System Grld Points

2. Number of Input Grid Points i[i 11
i ~~7 8 9 i -

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point
13 14

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points 15 16

7I 1 10 -

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Orid Points FF

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

Systems MIL-2930

8. Number of Elements 
9 3iiI'1

31 32 33 3435 36
9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary
Condition Points

11. TFor Structure (With Decimal Point) (I

Qb46 474 49 9 51 52
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FIGURE TII-D.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION -
TRIANGULAR PRISM ELEMENT, CANTILEVER BEAM
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MAGIC STRUCtRMAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
Ig1U" DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
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MAGIC STRUCTUAL ANIALYSIS SYSTUI

INT DATA FOUAT

ClICK OR =D CARD

FIGURE III-D.9 END CARD - TRIANGULAR PRISM ELEMENT, CANTILEVER BEAM
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E. Symmetric Triangular Prism

A six element cantilever beam subjected to an end

moment is shown in Figure III-E.l. This figure depicts the

loading, idealization, dimensions, and material properties.

The preprinted Input data forms for this example are given

in Figures III-E.2 to III-E.9. Preparation of input data for

this element is straight forward, however, a comment must be

made on the ''Element Control Data'' form, Figure III-E.8.

Since we are using a symmetric triaugular prism element only

three (3) node points define the element. Although column 34

in this figure indicates that 6 input nodes are needed the

user only inputs the three pertinent node points. Note also

that the ''Plug No,'' columns 11 and 12 is the same as used for

the symmetric triangular prism element. It is also important to

note that the user must define the global XY plane as the plane

of symmetry for the symmetric triangular prism.

The output supplied by the MAGIC III System for this

particular example is described below and shown in Figures

III-E.IO to III-E.21. The matrix abstractions are shown in

Figures III-E.IO. A complete description of the instructions

is provided in Reference 5. Output from the Structural Systems

Monitor is given in Figures III-E.11 to III-E.13. These figures

record the data pertinent to the problem being solved.

The problem title and material data output are shown in

Figure III-E.ll. Gridpoint coordinates, temperatures, and pres-

sures are given in Figure III-E.12, as well as boundary condition

information and element descrition. In the boundary condition

portion of the figure, zeros ('0') represent degrees of freedom

that are fixed (i.e. no motion) and ones ('1') represent degrees

of freedom that are free or have unknown values of displacement.

The second last column represents the cumulative number of degrees

of freedom which actively participate in the equation solving

process for displacements. The last column accumulates the

number of twos ('2') which participate in the calculation of the

reduced stiffness matrix. The third portion of Figure III-E.12
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shows the finite element description. Each of the six elements

is called out in turn with gridpoints, print options and material

number. Note that no extra grid points are listed nor needed for

this element. The same comment also holds for section properties

since all pertinent data are calculated within the program.

Figure III-EI3 displays the external load condition and

transformed external assembled load column. This 24xl vector is

the total unreduced load which is read row-wise. The ordering of

this vector is consistent with that of the boundary condition

table given in Figure III-E.12. Note that a load of 66.66667
pounds is applied at node 4 in the negative global Y direction.

This is position (11,I) in the load vector which corresponds

to the eleventh entry in the boundarj condition table which is

the global V displacezent for node point 4. The other loads

follow the same pattern.

MAGIC III system output of final results are displayed

in Figures III-E.14 to III-E.21. Figure III-E.14 shows the

stiffness matrix for this problem, Note that only the non-zero

terms are displayed. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise

and it's ordering is consistent with that of the boundary condi-

tion table previously discussed. In this problem the ordering is

I= LU 2,V2 ,W2 ,U3 ,V3 ,W3 ,...U 8 ,v8,w8 1

with displacements U1 ,VIW 1 and U5,V 5 and W5 fixed.

The externally applied load vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX

LOADS) is presented in Figure III-E.15. This figure shows that

forces (Fy) are applied in the negative and positive global Y

directions at nodes 4 and 8. These forces are numerically equal

to ±66.66667 pounds and are directed to form a moment of Mx = 800

in pounds applied at the tip of the cantilever.

The displacements of the cantilever beam resulting from

the above loads are given in Figure III-E.16. These displacements

(U, V, W) are output corresponding to node point number and are

referenced to the global axes unless o*herwise noted. Figure III-E.17

shows the reactions (Fx, Fy, Fz). These are also output corres-
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ponding to node point number and are referenced to the global

axes system unless othezwise specified.

The stresses arising in the structure are displayed in

tabular form in Figures III-E.18 and III-E.19 for elements 1 and

6 for example. Stresses are defined at the centroid and are

referenced to the global axes for each tetrahedron which makes up

a particular symmetric triangular prism element. Three stress

points are given under each stress category for each prism.

These stress points correspond to the stresses in particular

tc' dc-. dhich are deiined in the heading of the stress

data. The tetrahedron nodes listed are the local node numbering

system and these must be correlated with the gridpoint numbering

system. In the present case, element number one is defined as

shown in the sketch below:

(3) 5(2) 2(3)

. .. P 2 (6) 51(5 1'(6

51'5 2* (6)

1I(4) Plane of Symmetry 1(4)

The numbers in parenthesis correspond to the local element number-

ing system (See Reference 7) and the other numbers are global

gridpoints. The Roman numerals on the right hand sketch are the

tetrahedron numbering system. The remaining elements in the

idealization are handled in the same fashionr

The last set of output is given in Figures III-E.20 and

IiI-E.21 and consist of the global oriented element forces. A
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Output labeling is analogous to the stress output except that the

element forces are defined only at ,he three corner points of the

symmetric triangular prism element. Three force points are given

and for element number one for example, force points 1, 2, 3
correspond to element gridpoint numbers 5, 2, and 6 respectively.
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ii

MAGC STKUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
04T DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL tNF0_?ATON

EXTEPI APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIG
ADJU-STED, IV4 BOX OPPOSITE
APPLICABLE REQUESTS {1[I , ' .-- " 123456

1. Number of System Grid Points
1 23 4-57-6

2. Number of Input Grid Points [Lo-[

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points
176I 19 20 21 22

6. Number of Prescribed Displsced Grid Points
23 24 25 2 7 28

7. Number of Grid Point Axes TransformationSystems 1E

29 30

8. Number of Elements [i iI iT J
31 3233 3435 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of

Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary -
Condition Points

11. T For Structure (With Decimal Point) _
q46b47U 49 50 51 52

FIGURE III- E.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION - SYMETRIC
TRIANGULAR PRISM, CANTILEVER BEAM
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MAGIC STRUCTURIAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
1 23456INPUT DATA FORMAT

~1~Li ~GRIDPOINT COORDINATE

D I R C T 0 N

-IIc

I-I f I

11117

FIGUE II-E- GRDPOIT CORDI~rrS - ymT Ill

TRIAGULA PRIM, CNTILVER 3 IA
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
SINPUT CODE.- 0 - No Dkpbmwmt Allowed

I -Unknown OkIammt
2- Known Olrwm

PRE-SET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZED
U iV W a~ 9- e ez 1! 2 3

I 7 I N , -

0y 02 1

|m

PRSM CATLMBA

272 1
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTE4

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

~K(/)

I 2349

FIGURE III-E.9 END CARD - SYMMETRIC
TRIANGULAR PRISM,
CANTILEVER BEAM
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F, SYMMETRIC SHEAR WEB

A two-bay cantilevered box beam is idealized by use of the

symetric shear web, axial force and quadrilateral shear panel

finite elements and serves as the fifth example problem. This
structure is shown in Figure III-F.I. with the attendant loading,

~idealization, dimensions and material properties. The preprinted

input data forms associated with this example problem are given in

Figure III-F.2 to III-F.IO. Note the manner in which the boundary

conditions Figure III-F.6 are imposed in this example. First, all

degrees-of-freedom are fixed through use of the MODAL card, then

the exceptions are designated on the following cards. The REPEAT
option is used to advantage here also. A comment must be made here

with reRpect to the symmetric shear web element. The plane of
symmetry used for this element must always be the global XY plane
thus the element is fiented perpendicular to this plane, and
z = Z. That is, the local z coordinate of the grid points which define

the element are identical to the global Z coordinates of these same

points.

The following load data is evident by inspection of Figure

III-F.?, External Loads Section.

I) One load condition is input

2) The external applied load scalar is zero
3) Grid point 6 iE loaded with a force in the positive Z

direction equal to 1000.0 pounds.

Note that no entries corresponding to External Moments are made

since the elements used in the idealization do not accomodate such

Iloadings.

Note that external element input data are needed for the finite

elements used in this example. The axial force elements require
cross-sectional area, the symmetric shear web and quadrilateral

shear panel elements require thickness. These data are shown on

Figure III-F.9,
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The output supplied by the MAGIC III system for this

particular example is described below and shown in Figures III-F.lI

to III-F.12.4

Figure III-F.lI shows the matrix abstraction instructions

associated with this example. A complete description of these

instructions is provided in Rtference 5. Figures III-F.12 to

II1-F.15 display the output from the Structural Systems Monitor.

These figures record the input data pertinent to the problem being

solved.

Figure III-F.12 displays the problem title and material data
output. The grid point coordinates, temperatures and pressures are

given in Figure III-F.13. In addition, boundary condition informa-

tion and finite element descriptions are also shown on this figure.

In the boiundary condition portion of the figure, zeros (t0t) represent

degrees of freedom that are fixed (i.e., no motion), ones ('1')

represent degrees of freedom that are free or have unknown values of

displacement, and two's (12') represent degrees of fr..edom that are

eliminated in the analysis procedure through the condensation technique.

The second last column represents the cumulative number of degrees

of freedom which actively participate in the equation solving process

for displacements. The last column accumulates the number of twos

which participate in the calculation of the reduced stiffness matrix

which is not used in the present example. Figure III-F.14 shows the

finite element description. Each of the elements is called out in

turn with grid points, print options and material number. Note that

extra grid points are needed for the axial element in order to define

the orientation of the local axes system for this element. The

section properties previously discussed are also listed in the right

hand column ofthe figure.

Figure III-F.15 displays the external load condition and the

transfoned external assembled load column. This 42 x 1 vector is

the total tureduced load which is read row-wise. The ordering of

this vector is consistent with that of the boundary condition table
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given in Figure III-F-I3. Note that a load of 1000.0 pounds is

applied at node point 6 in the positive global Z direction.

This is position (33,1) in the load vector which corresponds to

the thirty-third entry in the boundary condition table which is

the global w displacement for node point 6.

MAGIC III system output of final results are displayed in

Figures III-F.16 to III-F.24. Figure III-F.16 shows the stiffness

matrix for this problem. It is noted that only the non-zero

terms are displayed. The stiffness matrix is presented row-wise

and its ordering is consistent with that of the boundary condition

table previously discussed. In this problem the ordering is

A IJ= L 3 V3 2 W3' U4, V4, W4 , .... , U6, V6, W6 j

The externally applied load vector (GPRINT OF MATRIX LOADS)

is presented in Figure III-F.17. This figure shows that a force

(Fz) is applied in the positive global Z direction at node point 6.

The displacements and reactions of the cantilever beam

resulting from the above loads are given in Figure III-F.18. It is

noted that the displacements (U, V, W) are output corresponding to

node point number and are referenced to the global axes unless

otherwise specified. The second portion of Figure III-F.19 shows

the reactions (Fx, Fy, FZ). These are also output corresponding

to node point number and are referenced to the global axes system

unless otherwise specified.

The stresses arising in the structure are displayed in

tabular form in Figures III-F.19 to III-F.24. Stress data for the

axial force elements, elements 1 to 6, are referenced to the element

coordinate system and defined to be the axial force acting at the

two grid point connections. Figure III-F.19 presents typical results

wherein stress points 1 and 2 correspond to the element end grid

points.
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Six stress value headings are print;d for the apparent eler-nt

stress, element applied stress and net element stress categories.
The apparent stress arises from element deformations and the applied

stress arises from pre-strain and theyval effects. The net stress

is the differonce between the apparent &i d applied stress values.

In this instance only the axial heading Las entries, the remaining

headings are used for the frame element. (See Reference 5 page N 7.)

Stress values for the symmetric sheear web element are typically

presented for element one in Figure III-F 20. The membrane shear

s-ress is listed for each of the three categories for one element

stress point, that being the centroid of the element, These stresseq

are oriented to the local axes system, TIhe final set of stresses

are typically displayed for e ement thirteen in Figure IiI-F.28 :or

the quadrilateral shear panel elements &ad are tabulated in the

same fashion as in the shear web element.

The last set of output is given in Figures III-F.22 to

III-F.24 which displays the element forces for each of the three

elements. These forces are given in the global system. The force

points correspond to the end points of te axial elements. In

element one, for example, force point I corresponds to grid point 1

and force point 2 to grid point 3. Data for the remaining element

types is presented in the same fashion.
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Z

2xP 1000.0 lbs.

~Y

2s

I U 10.0 x 106 psi

= . 300
Ex  ZY y Z  0.0

S ? . 6

P = 1000.0 lbs. Idealization
132 2

Note: 7 "

(1) Axial Force El; 1-6

(2) Symm. Shear Web El; ®-@

(3) Quad. Shear El; U-1I4

Figure III-F.l Box Beam With Symmetric Shear Web Element
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"AC 1618

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIGADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOSITE
APPLICABLE REQUESTS T E V)

. 123 456

1. Number of System Grid PointsFFTTF h1
1[2L3 4 5 6

2. Number of Input Grid Points _1F [T jI
2?- 8 --9 I 1 -i !

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points 0

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems CIE

29 30

8. Number of Elements
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary
Condition Points 3

340 4142 43.

11. T0 For Structure (With Decimal Point) 1.0...
7 114 9 o 5 1 52

FIGURE III-F.4 SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION - SYMMETRIC SHEAR WEB
CANTILEVERED BEAM
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SAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM I
1 23456 T DATA FORMAT1 I3 H6

GRIOPOINT COORDINATE :

0 1 R C T 0 N

Grid a m x R Y - (/-

1 1 2 3 3

7 9 0 12134 6 7 0 01 23 4 4 4 90 12 3 6 1 89 2

=1 E3

i T

7IGUE II-F- GRDPONT CORDNATE SYMETIC SEARW/B

CANTIEVERD BEM 29



MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

SOIUNDARY CONDITIONS
SINPUT" M - 0 - Nio D**m~e Agowe

-U ___,w __i_ "_tI

PiE4ET MODE TRANSLATIONS ROTATIONS GENERALIZD1
U i w Iv * o ,w * 1 j 131

Otnd POWn
Number

LISTEDrINPUT io 013 14 Is is 17 Is It 20 21

(iI

I I)

~(/)

(Ill

FIGURE III-F.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS -SYMMETRIC SHEAR WEB,
CANTILEVERED BEAM 297
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYST4 j
CIMCK OR END CARD

I'I

(V)L

FIGURE III-F.10 END CARD - SYMMETRIC SHEAR WEB,
CANTILEVERED BEAM'
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G. MOIFIED QUADRILATERAL

A four element idealization of a structural joint is shown

in Figure III-G.1. This figure shows the loading, idealization,

dimension and material properties. The problem is one of those

shown in Reference 9 page 329 where.n the effects of the modification

of this element were evaluated. The preprinted input data forms

associated with this example are given in Figure III-G,2 to 1II-G.10.

Of interest is the Boundary Condition Section, Figure I1I.IG.6

which shows the use of the MODAL and REPEAT options. There are 8

exceptions to the MODAL card. Grid points 4, 6, 11, and 14 have the

same boundary conditions as grid point 1 , therefore the option is

employed by placing an " X" in column 12 opposite the entry for grid

points 4, 6, 11 and 14. The same procedure is followed for grid

points 22 and 23. Note the use of symmetrical boundary conditions

so that only one-half of the joint need be considered. No e that
£ the eight exceptions to the MODAL card are called out on the System

Control Information Data Form, Figure III-G.4.

The following load data is presented in Figure III-G.7, External
i Loads Section:

(1) One load conditio is input

(2) Grid points 1 and 3 are loaded with a force in the

+X direction equal to 16.67 pounds and grid point 2

is loaded with a force of 66.66 pounds in the +X
direction.

Zero valued entries are made in the External Moments section since

these do not exist in this problem.

The Element Control Data Form, Figure I!I-G.8, displays the use j
of the REPEAT option. This is used to advantage here since each of

the four elements are identical. Although 8 input nodes define the

element the User will note that 10 nodes are listed. The last two

nodes '6' and 'l' in locations 9 and 10 define the X direction for

the material properties axes. This allows the User to effectively
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define stress output direction. The same two points used for

the reference element can also be used for the following elements

so that output has a common reference.

The output supplied by the MAGIC III System for this illus-

trative problem is described below and shown on Figures III-G.11

to III-G.27. Figure III-G.11 shows the matrix abstraction

instructions which are completely described in Reference 5.
Figures III-G.11 to III-G.l1 display the output from the Structural

Systems Monitor. These figures record the input data pertinent to

the problem being solved.

Problem title and material data are given in Figure III-G.12

* whereas Figure III-G.13 displays the gridpoint coordinates, temper-

atures and pressures. Figure III-G.14 presents the boundary con-

*ditions and finite element description. In the boundary condition

portion of the figure, zeros ('0') represent degrees of freedom

that are fixed (i.e., no motion), ones ('1') represent degrees of

freedom that are free or have unknown values of displacement, and

twos ('2') represent degrees of freedom that are eliminated in the

anklysis procedure through the condensation technique. The second

last column represents the cumulative number of degrees of freedom

which actively participate in the equation solving process for dis-

placements. The last column accumulates the number of twos which

participate in the calculation of the reauced stiffness matrix. This

procedure is riot used in this example problem. The second portion of

Figure III.-G.14 depicts the finite element representation. Each of

the four elements is called out in turn with grid points, print options

and material number. The use of extra grid points "6" and 01" were

explained above. The section properties listed represents the joint

thickness.
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Figure III-G.15 displays 
the external load condition 

and 
#1

the transformed external assembled load column. This 138x1 vector

is the total unreduced load which is read row-wise. The ordering

of this vector is consistent with that of the boundary condition

table, Figure III-G.14. A load of 16.67 pounds is applied at node

point one in the positive X direction. This is position (ljl) in

the load vector which corresponds to the first entry in the boundary

condition table which is the global U displacement for node point I.

Likewise position (7,l) in the load vector corresponds to the seventh

entry in the boundary condition table and the last position (13)1) cor-

responds to thirteenth entry.

MAGIC III system output of inal results are displayed in

Figures III-G.16 to III-G 27. The stiffness matrix is shown in

Figure III-G.16 where only the non-zero terms are displayed. The

stiffness matrix is presented row-wise and it's ordering is con-

sistent with that of the boundary condition table previously discussed.

In this problem the ordering is

= LU U2, vo, 3, v3. U, ... V21, V22, V23J

The externally applied load vector (GPRINT of MATRIX LOADS)

is presented in Figure III-G.17. The figure shows that forces (Fx)

are applied in the positive X direction at nodes 1, 2 and 3 as

previously discussed.

The displacements of the Joint are given in Figure III-G.18.

These displacements (U,V,W) are output ver-us node point number and

are referenced to the global axes unless otherwise specified.

Figure III-G.19 shows the reactions (Fx, Fy, Fz). These are also

output versus node point number and are referenced to the global

axes system unless otherwise specified.
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Stresses &rising in the structure art daplayed in
FIgures III-G.20 to III-G.23. Eight stress resultants are evalu-
ated at each corner point of the element and &lso at the Inter-
section of the diagonals which connect the opposite corner Points

of the element. The stress maultsmt are defined as follows:

ffor' e

xx f Cr d a ; mnite el~

x

f f~~ore v,~~

of WYll~r o; rex

Nt d t unlt ton -

z

ffrcx~x d z units

z

Sz length
drre + units

length

fzd z + f da8 units-
length

The folloUllo skotches sow the proper smr in whtch to

interpret the stress raa ltet.
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Returning to Figure III-G.20 it is noted that there are
five stress points at which the stress resultants are evaluated.
These correspond to element grid points 1, 3, 8, and 6. The fifth
stress point corresponds to the stresses evaluated at the element

centroid. The stresses are in general referenced to the element
coordinate system. For the quadrilateral or triangular thin shell
elements, however, the User has the option of specifying material
or stress axes in order to effectively define stress output direction.
This is accomplished by utilizing locations 9 and 10 or 11 and 12 of
the node point portion of the Element Control Section. In this
particular problem the numbers '6' and '1' were entered in locations
9 and 10 of the node point portion of the Element Control Section.
These two points define the X direction of the material properties

axes. (Positive X from node point 6 to node point 1.) This axis of
reference then becomes the reference axis for the stress output.

The element forces for the Modified Quadrilateral Thin Shell
Element are displayed in Figures III-G.24 to III-G.27. The forces

(FX, Fy, Fz, MX, My, MZ) are defined with respect to the Global

coordinate system. The forces are defined at eight points on the

element. The first four points are corner pointselement grid points

1, 3, 8, and 6, and the last four points are mid-points, element grid

points 2, 5, 7, 4 for element 1, for example.
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MAOIC STRUCTURAL A.LY5I SYSTEM
WNNUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIG
ADJUSTED, Il BOX OPPOSITE
APPLICABLE REQUESTS LEIi IEM

.. .12 3 4 56

1. Number of System Grid Points [jjjjj[ 5]

2. Number of Inut Grid Points 
~123 156

3. Number of Degrees of Freedcm/Grid Point 
1

4. Number of Load Conditions I4

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points 15 610
17 10 19 2 R

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid PointsL L
23 24 25

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation iI- -
Systems L

29 30

8. Ntbor of Elements I 'I i[IIl]
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary |
Condition Points

39 -40 41424
11. T For Structure (With Decimal Point) - I /

ib476 49 5D51 52

FIGURE III-G.4 SYSTE4 CONTROL INFORMATION - LAP JOINT PROKELDI 326



SAC 1622

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
IN"U DATA FORMAT

E1A~~[I]GRIOPOINT COOROINArE

2 23 34
7801 23 4568 73 90 1 234 5 678 90 1 234 5 67 8 912

FIGUE II-G5 GIDPINTCOORINAES LA JONT ROBE)

327)



MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYMS VY&TEM
N.WPUT DATA FORMAT

&OUNDAR V CONomTO/ s

INPUT rCODE. 0 - No Dkhmnt ANXWd
I - w Dliaesen
2 Known Dkplsm nt

PRE-SET MODE TRAWATIONS NOTATIONS GENERALIZED
U V W ex of Ss 1 2 3

,? i i 0 2

LISTEDINKUT , 132 14 s 611 1 I : 20 21

I 0 0 t (II /
I/

iU I BOUNDAR C T L
328 0 I (I)

- (I)I

' (I)

I)

(/)
(/I)

U/)i

- -- - -1 /)

FIGURE IiI-.G.6 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS - LAP JOINT PROflEJD4
328
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MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

CHECK OR END CARD

f~T~rf

(I

FIGURE III-G.1O END CARD -LAP JOINT PROBL.EM4
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H. TRIANGULAR RING ASY?4ETRIC LOADING (THICK WALLED DISC)

A thick walled disc was analyzed to determine its response

to typical asymmetric pressure and thermal loadings. The dimensions

of the disc, its pertinent material properties and the subsequent

three element i6ealization are pictured in Figure III-H 1.

Individual analyses of the disc were carried out for

the pressure and thermal loadings respectively. The input and

output for the pressure loading will be discussed first. Changes

in the input and output brought about by application of the thermal

loading will be discussed later in this section. Both the applied

pressure and thermal loads chosen possessed the sarevariation

(1 + cos 20) in the circumferential coordinate 0. This variation

was chosen because it could be described e by the MAGIC III

program utilizing the (0) ard (+2) harmonics.

Asnmetric Pressure Loading

The preprinted input data forms associated with the asym-

metric pressure load problem are shown in Figures III-H.2 through

111-11.9. The input illustrated in Figures III-H.2 through III-H.7

is completed in a similar manner as that provided for the 8x2smetric

Triangular Ring Element (See Reference 5). The only noteable dif-

ference between the two elements (Axi and Asymmetric Triangular

Ring) being in the input linked to the external loading conditions.

As has been previously indicated (See Section ILC) the

difference in manner ofinput for external loads is quite large

between the Axisymmetric and Asymmetric Triangular Ring Elements.

Input options specialized and linked to the former must be abandoned

when utilizing the Asymmetric Triangular Ring Element. Examples

of the options to be ignored in this instance are the Temperature

Interpolate Option and Pressure Suppression Options of the Axisymmetric

Triangular Ring (See Sections II.C.8).

The only element of the Thick Walled Disc assumed loaded

(See Figures III-H.l and 111-11.8) is element number 1. This load-

ing was assumed acting radially outward and possessed a circumfer-

ential (I + cos 29) variation.
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H. TRIANGUIAR RING ASYMMETRIC LOADING (THICK WALLED DISC)

A thick walled disc was analyzed to determine its response

to typical asymmetric pressure and thermal loadings. The dimensions

of the disc, its pertinent material properties and the subsequent
three element idealization are pictured in Figure III-H.l.

Individual analyses of the disc were carried out for

the pressure and thermal loadings respectively. The input and

output for the pressure loading will be discussed first. Changes

in the input and output brought about by application of the thermal

loading will be discussed later in this section. Both the applied

pressure and thermal loads chosen possessed the samevariation

( . cos 29) in the circumferential coordinate e. This variation
was chosen oecause it could be described exactly by the MAGIC III

program utilizing the (0) and (+2' harmonics.

Asymmetric Pressure Loading

;" The preprinted input data forms associated with the asym-

metric pressure load problem are shown in Figures III-H.2 through
III-H,9. The input illustrated in Figures III-H.2 through III-H.7

is completed in a similar manner as that provided for the Axismetric

Triangular Ring Element (See Reference 5). The only noteable dif-

ference between the two elements (Axi and Asymmetric Triangular

Ring) being in the input linked to the external loading conditions.
As has been previously indicated (See Section ILC) the

difference in manner ofinput for external loads is quite large

between the Axisymmetric and Asymmetric Triangular Ring Elements.

Input options specialized and linked to the former must be abandoned

when utilizing the Asymmetric Triangular Ring Element. Examples

of the options to be ignored in this instance are the Temperature

Interpolate Option and Pressure Suppression Options of the AxIsymmetric

Triangular Ring (See Sections II.C.8).

The only element of the Thick Walled Disc assumed loaded

(See Figures ]ii-H.1 and III-H.8) is element number 1. This load-

ing was as:umed acting radially outward and possessed a circumifer-

ential (1 + cos 2G) variation.
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The Asynrpetric Pressure Load Input is accomplished
through the form illustrated in Figure !1I-H.8. The first entry

on he form is prelabeled HARM, and requires no input from the

user. The second entry on the form contains the information

that our problem includes:

a) one loaded element,

b) a maximum of two harmonics will be chosen to

represent the loading on the element,

c) and a maximum of two harmonics are to be used

for the analysis of the thick walled disc.

The third entry onie form provides that:

a) the loaded element is Element Number One,

b) it is loaded in the radial direction only and

(36) values of the loading at equally spaced

intervals are being provided,

c) and finally the actual values at these 36

intervals are input.

Designation of points about the structure, in this case

the Thick Walled Disc, where output of stresses and displacements

are to be provided is accomplished by the form illustrated in

Figure III-H.9. The first entry on the form is prelabeled HSDC

and requires no input from the user. The second entry on the form

provides that output of stresses and displacements will be provided

over the entire circumference of the Thick Walled Disc (3600) at

(300) intervals.

A sampling of the output derived from the analysis of the

previously described Thick Walled Disc under the Asymmetric Radial

Pressure Loading is presented and discussed. Reference should be

made to Figures III-H.10 through III-H.19.

Figures III-H.10, III-H.11 and IIi-H.12 present typical

element data output of pertinent material data, gridpoint coordi-

nates, boundary conditions and elenent definitions (for Elements 1

and 2). This output is consistent with that presented for the

Asmmetric ring element.

The output presented in Figures III-H.13 and II.i!.14

describes the asymmetric loading applied to the thlick walled disc.

Figure III-H.13 confirms that a radial loading has been placed on

Element No. (1), that a limit of two harmonics desc .- ng the loading

has been set and also presents the 36 circumferential values of
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the radial load used to describe the loading. Figure III-H.14
presents the harmonic loads which result from the Fourier decomposi-

tlon, carried out automatically by the MAGIC III Program, of the

loading defined in Fiure III-H.13. In the question of the Thicic

Walled Disc under consideration, the program has determined that

the radial loading on Element (1) for a given circumferential

location (e) can be expressed as follows (with reference to

Figure H.14)

Referencing Sections IiT-C.8f, it is evident that com-

plete two dimensional analyses for the (m 0 0) and (m = +2) harmonics

are required to carry out the analysis of the Thick Walled Disc.

This envolves the MAGIC III program assembling structure stiffness

matrices for the (m = 0) and (m - +2) harmonics. Figures III-H.15

a and b provide the element (for Element #1) harmonic stiffness

and load matrices for harmonics 0 0) and (m = +2) which are used

in assembling the structure (Disc) stiffness and load matrices.

Figures III-H.16a and b present the harmonic stresses (for

im = 0 and m - +2) for Element #1 which result from the above
analyses. The harmonic stresses presented in these two figures can

be combined as shown below to evaluate the stress in Element #1 at

a centroidal location (cross-section) and at an arbitrary circum-

ferential location e.

f -75.384766 -!.355794

-) 3.0233459 - 10.49285

-163.20439 4.[(b)j - 458.28198 (2)

ol 7.5593872 25.463989

0 101.23071

0o J - 3.4822311

The matrix C2 (9) is the diagonal matrix
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fC, (G)j roos 20, Cos 29, Cos 29, Cos 29, Sin 29,Sin 29J. (3)

Expressions similar to that given by Equation (2) above

can be obtained for the displacements and reactions at the nodes

of Element #1 for an arbitrary 'ircumferential location 9.

The expressions for the circumferentially varying displace-

ments, reactions and stresses of the nodes (and consequently elements)
which define the Thick Walled Disc were evaluated in accordance

with the information provided on the HSDC form (Figure III-H.9)

by the MAGIC III Program. Displacements, reactions and stresses

were consequently provided for all elements at 300 intervals

completely around the structure. Figures III-H.17 and III-H.18

provide the displacements and reactions for all five of the struc-
tures nodes for two selected circumferential positions (0 = 00
and 9 = 600). Figure III-H.19 provides the stresses at the cen-
troid of Element 1 for all 12 specified locations.

Asymmetric Thermal Loading

The Thiick Walled Disc was analyzed to determine the

effects of an applied asymmetric thermal loading. The loading
possessed an (1 + Cos 29) circumferential variation in magnitude

and varied non-linearly through the cross-section.
The asymmetric temperature load input for this test case

is accomplished Through the form illustrated in Figures III-H.20

a and b. The first entry on the form is prelabeled HTEN, and
requires no input from the user. The second entry on the form

contains the information that the test case includes:

a) three elements loaded by asymmetric temperature
distributions,

b) a maximum of two harmonics to be chosen to represent
the thermal loadings on the elements,

c) and a maximum of two harmonics to be used for the
analysis of the thick walled disc.

The following three entries in Figures III-H.20 a and b provide

a) the numbers of the three loaded elements,
b) the information that (36) values of the loadings

will be provided for each of the three elements,
c) and the values of these loadings at (36) intervals

for the three loaded elements.
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The thermal run is accomplished by substituting the HTEM input for

the HARM input provided earlier (Figure III-H.8) and providing

the remainder of the input as before. The input for the case of

the asymmetrically loaded Thick Walled Disc is reviewed by

Figure III-H.21. Selected output from the MAGIC III Program is

provided for this analysis in Figure III-H 22 through Figure I1-H.260

Figure III-H.22 describes the asymmetric thermal loading

applied to Element (1). The values provided in this figure which

comprise the loading must be interpreted .as Shnes in temperature

to which the element is subjected at varying circumferential

locations. These temperature changes can be imagined as occurring

at the centroid of the element cress-section. Figure III-H.23

presents the harmonic loads (coefficients) which result from the

Fourier decomposition, carried out automatically by the MAGIC III

program, of the loading defined in Figure III-H.22.

Figures III-H.24 a and b present the net harmonic stresses

(coefficients in the Fourier series which represent the net stresses

on Element 1) for harmonics ot = 0 and ^ = +2. The net stress

of Element 1 can be expressed in the following Fourier series form

f (4)

where the diagonal matrices and appear as

rn..,j = Cos,.%, Cos on 0, Cos 9 9, Cos #n9, Sin.tn, Sinwvnj (5)

and

rc,.J = rSin o 0, Sin i 9, Sin o, Sin n 9, Cos.w, Cos.m .
th

The net harmonic stress for the A-series, at harmonic

can be expressed as

EjE, -SZAEL (~J(6)
where

[ E j{6j= harmonic apparent element stress, (7)

and

SZAEL harmonic element applied stress. (8)
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The vector ?SZAEL (a) is a harmonic stress coefficient correction

vector for any element possessing an applied asymmetric (o. axisym-

metric) temperature load. 1SZAEL(^) Is calculated as follows (for

the A series, ,h harmonic):

'SZAEL(m.)j Tm) £Eb. (9)

where [E3 is the material property matrix which has the form

!2

o o o0 ~ 0

and where a~& n

The matrix [E3 for the Thick Walled Disc (which is constructed

using an isotropic material) is
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The properties utilized in the analysis (Figure III-F.21) are

defined below

E = 30 x 106  a)

= 0.3 b) (15)

at= 6 x lo-6  c)

The scalor T(&%) is the harmonic temperature (coefficient in the

Fourier series representing the applied asymmetric temperature

loading on the element) and assumes the following values for

V harmonics on = 0 and i - +2 for Element of the Thick Walled

Disc (see Figure III-H.23).

I. T (o) 353.526I (16)
T (+2) 34 9.965

The vector ISZAEL(.,)i for an isotropic material can be

expressed as

SZAEL (~1 =(17)

0

where

+ _2@ EoKT (18)

Evaluating Equation III-H.18 for harmonics m = 0, *~=+2 for

Element Number 1 of the Thick Walled Disc:

T (0) =.15908656 E 06 a) (9

fyo(+2)= .15748388 E 06 b)

The quantities T,(o) and %,(+2) appear as harmonic element

applied stresses In Figures III-H.24 a and b.
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Tne displacements for the 5 nodes of the Thick Walled

Disc are provided for 0 = 0* and 9q 600 (Figures III-H.25 a and b).
The net stress distribution in Element 1 is provided in Figure f
TII-H.26.
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FIGURE III-l. 1 IDEAIZED THlICK WALLED DISC
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UZ Nis

MAGC SMtUCTUR ANALYSS SPOWI
W*T DATA FOW*A .

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBERp RIG

IADJUSTED, IN BOX OPPOS ITE ()

3. Number of System Grid Points [
-1 1

2. Number of Input Grid Points 1i : i

3. Number of Degrees of Freedm/Grid Point |!I]

4. Number of Load Conditions
15 16

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points0

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Poirts I 1I]]--
23 2 25 2 7 8

7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation
Systems [i

29 30

8. Number of Elements I- I-ZI1i i-i]
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Material Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points

11. To For Structure (With Decimal Point)

FIGURE III-H.4I. SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION, THICK WALLED DISC
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MAGIC STRUCTRAL ANALYSIS SYSEM

I INPUT DATA FORMAT I

ER E~ii GRIOPOINT COORDINATES

D ____I__R____EC__T_1_0__N_ S

X - R y_4 z /

2 2 3 3)
6 c a 1 0t 23 45 4 8 0 12 34 11 7 9 1 )

*fflf I -W(I

L1

4-4)

i 
Jt 

III

I ITT(I)

- - I, 1 * LL ElJ

FIGUE II-H. GRIPOIN CORDEIATES THCK WLIEEDIS
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"AC t@24-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE, 0- No D4pc* t Alkwad
I -Unknow D1t1wwt
2 - Known iWaWmqnt

t34SM

PRE.SET MODE TRANSLATIOW I OTATIMtS GENERALIZED
U V ox o* oy x 11 2 3

MIVIJALL] _ _IJi

tid Po!ns
Number 19

L I 13 14 Is 16,17 i is 20 21

FIGUR ii-. BONDR CODTOS ...... WL DISC

I I9

'I

(1)

(/)

(/)

(I)

II

FIGURE III-it.6 BOUNDARlY CONDITIONS, THICK WALLED DISC
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APPENDIX A

USER MANUAL UPDATES

The following presents updated User instructions to the
MAGIC User's Manual. The updates are referenced to the MAGIC II
User's Manual (Reference 5) by page number.

1. Page 36 The EPRINT abstraction instruction does not have
dots around it. It should read EPRINT(abc)D.

2. Pago 37 The following additional options are available for
the .ASSN. structural abstraction instruction:

d - 1 to assemble the reduced element stiffness
matrices

d - 2 , to assemble the reduced element mass matrices

d - 3 , to essemble the reduced element incremental
matrices

d w 4 , to assemble the reduced element applied load
matrices

where for d - 1, 2 and 3 C] will have the order
lNxN) where N - NS x 8 - (Ihe number of retained

logress of freedom). If d - 4, then C will
have the order (N x 1).

C ellC1  12~ or acC

[Ca21  C22 3 C21
3. Page 37 The GPRINT abstraction instruction does not have dots

around it. It should read GPRIT(a,b,c,Cl.C2.C3.etc)F,G.

4 Page 38 Explanation of Matrix E.
E. This matrix is optional. It may be suppressed if

input matrix F is in unreduced form, i.e., contains
all system degrees of re-eoom. If matrix F is
reduced, then Z must be a transformation matrix
(generated from OMP5) used to unreduce F for
printing. If a = 3, then this matrix must be
present if the eigenvector matrix is reduced,
which is usually the case.
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5. Page 103 Item Number 4
4. Number of Load Conditions - Colo. 15-16)

The number of load conditions is equal to the
number of external load conditions that are
applied to the system. Note that external loads
are not to be confused with element applied
loading such as temperature and pressure.

If there a'e no external loads applied to the
system, then the number of load condit'ns
should be set to zero and no LOADS sectla, need
be input. An element applied load scalar
of 1.0 will automatically be generated.

At the present time, the maximum number of
external load conditions allowed is one
hundred (100).

6. Page 103 Item Number 6

6. Number of Prescribed Displacement Condition -
(Cole. 23-28)
Appl.ed loading may be prescribed in terms of non-
zero displacement values. Either one prescribed
displacement condition or NL prescribed

Z displacement conditions can be accommodated per
execution, where NL is defined in item number (4)
above. Therefore, the number of prescribedii displacement conditions should be equal only to
1 or NL. If there are no prescribed displacement
conditions, then this entry is ignored by the User.

7. Page 105 Item Number 6

This item should read as follows:

6. Number of prescribed displacement conditions.

8. Page 131 Item Number 12

This item should read as follows:

12. Prescribed Displacement Condition Section
.(Figure II-11)

9. Page 134 Condition Number -(Cols. 7-11)
The condition number is a fixed point number. In
the present MAGIC System either 1 or NL prepcribed
displacement conditions can be accommodated per
execution. NL is defined an the total number of
loading conditions in a given analysis. If the User
specifies NL prescribed displacement conditions
then the corresponding prescribed displacement
condition will be used with the appropriate
external load condition. If you specify 1
prescribed displacement condition, then the same
set of values will be generated NL times to be
used with each external load condition.
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10. Page 136 Item Number 5

5. The number of prescribed displacement conditions
must be specified on the System Control
Information Data Form (Figure 11-3). This
value is equal to 1 or NL, where NL is defined
to be the number of external load conditions.

11, Page 138 Last Paragr',ph should read as follows:

T~a first entry on the External Grid Point Loads
Form is prelabeled LOADS and requires no information
from the User. If there are no External Loads
acting on the system, then the User does not have
to input a LOAMS section. The MAGIC system will
automatically generate one zero load condition
with an element applied load scalar of 1.0 for
the User.

12. Page 138 Delete Item Number 3 under Condition Number.

13. Page 14O Item Number 1 under REMEMBER heading should read:

1. The External Grid Point Loads Section may be
omitted if there is no external grid point
loads acting on the structure. Enter a zero
on the System Control Information Data Form
(Figure 11-3) if this is the case. An applied
element load scalar of 1.0 will automatically
be generated for the user.
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APPENDIX B

MAGIC INPUT DATA FORMS

This Appendix compiles all the MAGIC structural analysis input

data forms. The use of these forms is explained in detail In

Reference 5 and this report, They are placed here to serve the

User as "tear-outs".
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SAC 161j

+I

MAGIC STRUCTrAL ANALY5iS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

SYSTEM CONTROL INFORMATION

I ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER, RIG

ADJUSTED., IN BOX OPPOSITE SYI iI ,'

APLICABLE REQUESTS 123I 456I E MIV+ 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Number of System Grid Points

d 2. Number of Input Grid Points 1 II[ 1I
Numbe o fo d12

3. Number of Degrees of Freedom/Grid Point

4. Number of Load Conditions

5. Number of Initially Displaced Grid Points

6. Number of Prescribed Displaced Grid Points J I i
7. Number of Grid Point Axes Transformation

Systems
29 30

8. Number of Elements IFT LIIJ
31 32 33 34 35 36

9. Number of Requests and/or Revisions of
Mat rial Tape.

10. Number of Input Boundary

Condition Points 9 -40 4-i4 4T -344

11. To ror Structure (With Decimal Point) QI I I ] -. - <,,

4 O5



AWIC £CTJMAL AMALYa$g SM~EM
INPUT DATA FOAT

CALCULATION CONTROL

V PLACE X IN X OMI~ IIDESIRED OPERATIONS

1. Rvife Material Twp 1
2. In,..', Solution1 ]I 3& Cholaki; Dgeomposition

4. Liner Pvewtieg M~iniffilo 3lution

S. Nonflneg,. Function minimizatjon Solution171

7GrWd Point Axsce TransfornetionLT

£ e tr ia g s g g e j 5 t i

1 1. D y na rn ks A n u y sis 

V



"II
MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM

INPUT DATA FORMAT

PRINT OPTIONS

12 3 4 5 6

PLACE 'X IN BOX OPPOSITE

1. Assmbly - Stiffrws [E

2. Inverse - Stiffnes ]
2

3. Triangularized - Stiffn 1
4. Dplaamrents LI
5. Intermediate Function Minimization 1]

-~ ~~~ ~~ / )______ ...
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MAC 1621 Rev. 5i? MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

RIG.V4VALUR 114FORMATION

FOR U IN ALL
EIGEVALUE
PROMT4S

1. Number of Eigenvalues Requested
(Less Than or Equal to 20)

2. Convergence Criteria (Floating Point) I'[ i
(Default Option - 0.001) 3 4 & - 7I 3 1 10II 12 13 14

3. Maximum Number of Iterations
(Default Option - 500 Iterations) is 1 17

4. Debug Iteration Print
Iteration Print ON 1 1
Iteration Print OFF - 0
(Default Option - Print OFF) ,6

5. First Normalizing Element for Print
(Default Option - No First Normalization) 20 21 2

6. Second Normalizing Element for Print w
(Default Option - No Second Normalization)

7. Control for Guess Vector Iteration Start
Column Iteration Start a 0
Row Iteration Start - I 0]
(Default Option - Column Iteration. Start)4o4
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SAc 162 a" sit

MAGIC STRUCTUMA AMALYS SYSTM[
INPUT DATA POAMT

1234506
~J~jJ inGRIDPOINT COOR~DINATES

DiR EC T1O0N S

&M Few

if~~ I)ft-

of/
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SAC 16231

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSM SWYIM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

123456j11J GRID POINT PRESSURES

P R SS U R ES

p 2  P2

P2  P3

S23 4
7819 1 34 64 7 8 6 01 2 3 t 67 0 12 4567 3 9 0 1 2

' (/1

' I

(1!

(I)

S (I)

: (I)

I (I)
- i--__-----(/)-.-'



IAC 1623-2

i4

MA44 STRUCTURAL A"A= SYSTE
~#W DATA PO~MT

I

GRIO POINT PRESURES(aontiud)

PP2 F3
a4

7310 ,31 5 0 7 8 0 1 3 4 6 6 7 3 1 01 2 3 4  7 I 9 012

L M

( I?

. [ L I)
i -r -

i, l ( :('I

L J ((i)

i - ± . .. ... ..

I I (I)

- - - - -4: I*.. (I



SAC-1064-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM I

IPTDATA FORMAT
GRID POINT TEMPERATURES

T E RATU

T M ERT R T3

____ ~ * 12 5 _131__9141_1

112 41511718 0 12 4 151671

Grw Pol T, T

wjw~w(2)
1 1 2 2 3)

7 2 0 t2 4 56 7 9 01 2 4 56 7 8 12 4 56 1 9 1

Lill-

Ift-7 I I ~l /1



SAC.16242

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SY8TEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

GRID POINT TEMPERATURES
(continued)

7 8 9 0 1 U2 4 5 6 7 89 0 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9I 0 1 2 73 456 8 190 1 2!

II

! I (I)I] I l

- - I. I i

] 'I

i E (I)

4oq'a ___of____ m

_ , ! m
;i t I ( / )
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5AC 1626-1

MAGIC STRUCTURAL AMALY IS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

jWIT CODE. - 4 Wfom

2 Kno" OIbumewt

PRE-SET MOOt- TRANSLATIOI$ ROTATIONS GENERALIZED
V - 0' 'e - I 1 - - 3

U V-!- wj *. .+ I "z I-i ' 2 3
--- 4 .

.14 
1516 17118 11 2 1 /V __ M1

LISTED iNmJT 13 14 1 1e1171I Is 20 21

- 1*- of-

- - - -) -

i : Il)

a (I)
I -)

z , Il)

. ( /)

Ill

Ill

IlIl

Ill

a. -- ' .,/s -



aAC 162-2

MAGIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM
INPUT DATA FORMAT

&OUNDARY CONDITIONS

INPUT CODE 0 - No Diplacmwit Allowed
I - Unknown Dsploemeant
2- Known Ditlacemmnt

____ ITR FI L ~ATIONS TAT S ENERAL ZED
Grid P~oint T- -1O V W , e r "

LISTED INPUT 89 1..3 14 .15 , is is 20 21
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